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ABSTRACT

The Grammatical Systems of Attentionworthiness:
Positional Signals and Invariant Meanings in Spanish Word Order.
by
Eduardo Ho-Fernández

Advisor: Ricardo Otheguy

This dissertation presents a Columbia School analysis of word order phenomena in Spanish. The
data was sourced from a corpus of manually collected utterances extracted from six volumes of
Latin American short stories written in the twentieth century. The study employs various
qualitative and quantitative techniques in order to test the various hypotheses offered as
explanations of the distributional problems selected for the study. The observations roughly
correspond to word orders that the grammatical tradition describes as having to do with either
verbs with one argument (SV, VS, OV, VO) or verbs with two arguments (SVO, OVS, VSO,
VOS, SOV, OSV). However, the present analysis shows that word order in Spanish can best be
accounted for by discarding the traditional notions Subject, Object and Verb (S, O, V) in favor of
the notions of Event or (E) (a word inferred as an event or occurrence) and Participant or (P) (a
word, phrase, or clause inferred as an entity involved in the occurrence), where Participant can
equally be what the tradition would have called a Subject or what it would have called an Object.
The study offers hypotheses that propose that the word orders under scrutiny are discrete signals
of meanings of Attentionworthiness, which is defined as the relative degree of differential
attention that the speaker wants paid to a Participant or an Event. Depending on the word order
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configuration, qualitative testing is performed on individual examples assessing the attentiongrabbing merits of either the Participant(s) or the Event, while quantitative tests are designed to
test for the general applicability of an explanation throughout the corpus. Two grammatical
systems are hypothesized as representing grammatical features of Spanish: the system of
Participant Attentionworthiness and the system of Event Attentionworthiness. Within these
systems, HIGHER or LOWER Participant Attentionworthiness or MORE or LESS Event
Attentionworthiness is allocated based on the position occupied by the Participant(s) or the Event
within an utterance. The new typology (i.e., various combinations of P and E) represents the
meaningful relationship between the categories proposed for the ordering phenomena and the
signaling of a semantic or communicative instruction that is hypothesized for each word order.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1. The distributional problem. Participants and Events.
The purpose of this dissertation is to use linguistic data from connected discourse found
in short stories written by Latin American authors in the mid-twentieth century to address the
following distributional problem in the grammar of Spanish: Why are words designating
participants and events arranged in any given utterance in the order that they are? Why do we
find, for example, sometimes utterances of the type tomé agua and others, though less frequently,
of the type agua tomé? Why sometimes yo tomé agua and others agua tomé yo, and still others
agua yo tomé or tomé agua yo? (All of the previous utterances closely translate to ‘I drank
water’). And why sometimes yo tomé and others tomé yo? What exactly is there in the grammar
of the language that guides the speaker's decisions to place words designating participants (e.g.,
yo, agua) before or after words designating events (e.g., tomar)? This dissertation demonstrates
that these different orders are signals of meanings that language users manipulate for the purpose
of communicating messages. The signals and the meanings attributed to the language user are
hypotheses proposed by the linguist. This dissertation advances and tests explicit hypotheses
regarding Spanish word order signals (form) and their invariant meaning (content).
A few points of terminological clarification are required before we begin. We use the
term event to refer to words designating actions or occurrences. These words consist of (a) a
lexical center or root, such as tom- in tomé ‘I drank’, and (b) a number of grammatical satellites
or bound morphemes that attach to the lexical center, such as the -é of tomé, or the -o of tomo 'I
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drink', or the -ar of tomar 'to drink', etc. The satellites that when attached to a lexical center lead
to inferences of events provide information that in traditional terms has to do with tense, mood,
aspect, person, and number. The tradition calls these clusters of lexical centers and its satellites
verbs. But the term verb is often taken as reference to an empty category lacking notional content
and belonging to the construct of the sentence. We prefer event to verb first to avoid this
association with the sentence, which we will see is not part of our theoretical approach; second,
to avoid too the implication of semantic emptiness; and third, to affirm that both the lexical
center and the satellites are taken here as meaning-bearing units. The term verb is also often
understood in reference to a lexical class, whereby some words belong to one class and others to
another, such as to the class noun. Since we have no need to claim that Spanish words are so
classified, and since the classification is often wrong anyway, we use event to also avoid
misunderstandings on this count.
We use the term participant to refer to an entity-designating word generally consisting of
(a) a lexical center, i.e., the root perr- of perro 'dog', and (b) a number of grammatical satellites,
i.e., bound and free morphemes that attach to the lexical center. Again using traditional terms,
these satellites provide information having to do with such notions as number, gender,
definiteness, possession, deitic specificity, as in perr-o, perr-a, el perro, mi perro, ese perro, etc.
It is important to note that one critical way to distinguish between participants and events is
through the type of satellite attaching to the lexical center: If the lexical root serves as the center
to satellites providing information such as mood or tense, we have identified an event-word and
not a participant-word. Conversely, for participants, the satellites would provide information like
definiteness or possession, and not mood or tense, etc. However, it is even more critical to note
that participant and event are not universal categorizations that exist in the language; rather, they
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are a product of the analysis. In this analysis, as we will see further, participants and events will
be those whose attention-deserving merits in discourse are being evaluated.
These participant-words have been traditionally classified as nouns, but again here the
implications of semantic emptiness and lexical classification associated with the construct of the
sentence advise against the term. As we will see in this dissertation, categories often associated
with the term noun, such as subject, object, argument, constituent, are not relevant to solve the
distributional problems presented by the order of words in Spanish, suggesting too that
participant is a better alternative. Now the terms participant and event are, as we have seen,
themselves abbreviations for the two different satellite clusters just described, which we could
label clusters A and B. So, it is not without reservation then, that, for ease of communication, we
utilize event and participant as heuristics for the more appropriate, but less familiar satellite
clusters A and B, whose order in Spanish is the actual object of this study.
Given the occurrence of an event (E), and whether it involves the mention of one or two
participants (P), one can observe in Spanish all the possible combinations of P and E. To
illustrate, we will continue with yo tomé agua ‘I drank water’ and will use the following
notational system:
The equal sign ‘=’ meams ‘co-referential with the ending of the event word’.
The unequal sign ‘≠’ means ‘non-coreferential with the ending of the event word’.
For example, in the utterance yo tomé agua, first comes the yo participant, which is coreferential
with the ending -é of tomé; then comes the event word tomé; then comes the participant agua,
which is not coreferential with the ending of tomé. This order would thus be notated as [P= E P≠],
that is, a co-referential Participant with the verb in initial position [P=], followed by the Event in
middle position [E], followed by the non-coreferential Participant in final position [P ≠].
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Using this notation, the word orders that require explanation are the following:
One-participant events:
E P=

tomé yo

P= E

yo tomé

Two-participant events:
E P≠

tomé agua (where [yo] is not mentioned)

P≠ E

agua tomé (where [yo] is not mentioned)

P= E P≠

yo tomé agua

P≠ E P=

agua tomé yo

E P= P≠

tomé yo agua

E P≠ P=

tomé agua yo

P= P≠ E

yo agua tomé

P≠ P= E

agua yo tomé

In Chapter 7 we will revise this typology of word orders. This will result in reductions to the
number and type of word orders needed to explain the distributional problem being analyzed. For
now, however, suffice is to say that in Spanish all the possible permutations between P and E are
observed; but that fact does not necessarily translate into all orders being distinct from each other
from a grammatical perspective.
2. William Diver and the Columbia School of Linguistics
The line of inquiry taken here follows William Diver’s 1 conception of language as an
instrument of communication, a system composed of signals and meanings, where the goals and

1

William Diver (1922-1995) is the intellectual founder of the Columbia School of linguistics. He was Professor of Linguistics at
Columbia University (where he also completed his Ph.D. under André Martinet) and the editor of WORD for seven years.
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behavioral traits of language users are integrated into the explanatory model (see this consistent
rationale in Diver’s papers from 1969-1995, some published in Huffman and Davis 2012). The
constructs of signal and meaning are inherited from Saussure's (1916/1968) familiar constructs
signifiant and signifié but, as we will see, are not identical with them (cf. Davis 2004b). The
theory and method that Diver envisioned, formerly known as the Form-Content approach and
currently known as the Columbia School, has three centrally defining characteristics. (a) The
signal-meaning relationship is monosemic, consisting of the association of one form to one
meaning. (b) There is no need to appeal to the construct of the sentence and its categories such
as subject and object, that is, the approach is semantic in nature, and due to rigorous empirical
investigation, regards syntactic relations and constructs not as a requirement of grammatical
theory but as an unjustified a priori that can represent a hindrance to analytical success. (c) The
signals and the meanings are analytical hypotheses that need to be made explicit by the linguist,
and then tested qualitatively and quantitatively. Besides Diver’s publications from 1969 through
1995,2 various treatments of diverse linguistic phenomena in various languages have been
published under this general framework over the last 50 years. 3
Like much preceding work within the Columbia School, our general research objective is
to solve a distributional problem, that is, we seek to explain the non-random distribution of
linguistic signals in authentic discourse (Diver 1969, 1995). In the present analysis, specifically,

2

Diver produced in the 1950’s and 1960’s important linguistic work on the diachrony of English, Greek, Indo-European, Italic
dialects (Osco-Umbrian), Latin, and Old Bulgarian. Many of Diver’s known radical ideas were already evident in some of his
publications from this early period – thinking process that reaches one peak with what today is considered the foundational
publication of the Columbia School: Diver on “Homeric Greek” (1969).
3 A small sample representing the diversity of views among Columbia School scholars can be seen in the following publications:
Contini-Morava (1989, 2000); Davis (2002, 2004, 2006, 2014, 2016a, 2016b, 2017); de Jonge (2000, 2004); García (1975, 1979,
1983, 1986); García & Otheguy (1977, 1983); Gorup (1987); Hesseltine & Davis (2020); Ho-Fernández (2019); Huffman (1983,
1995, 1997, 2001, 2002, 2006, 2012); Klein-Andreu (1983, 1995, 2000); Kirsner (1979, 1980, 1983, 1996, 2002, 2014); Leonard
(1980, 1995); Otheguy (1977, 2002); Otheguy, Rodríguez-Bachiller, and Canals (2004); Reid (1979, 1991, 1995, 2004, 2006,
2018, 2019); Sabar (2018); Stern (2004, 2006); Tobin (1982, 1986, 1988); and Zubin (1979). N.B.: No edited volumes or
conference proceedings were included in this list.
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that enterprise entails explaining the non-random sequential ordering of words in Spanish
utterances. The data consists of a corpus of utterances extracted from six volumes of twentieth
century Latin American short stories. Our task, following the principle of monosemy, was to
determine whether a linguistic signal is present in any, some, or all of the discrete word order
formats taking shape as speakers configure participants and events in a Spanish utterance, and
simultaneously, ensuring that each word order format hypothesized to be a linguistic signal has
associated with it an invariant meaning. Furthermore, we sought to determine whether the
hypothesized signals and meanings were organized into grammatical systems.
The term meaning in this study will be used exclusively as a reference to signaled
meaning, that is, meaning encoded in a signal; the term will have nothing to do with what in
other theoretical approaches is the meaning of sentences or utterances, which is more closely
related to what here we will call message. More specifically, the term meaning is used here with
reference to (a) the communicative content or “hint” indicated by each signal from which full
messages are extrapolated or (b) the directions to process information in a certain way (Diver
1995/2012c, Huffman 2001). The work presented in this dissertation will be a clear instance of
(b), the “processing” definition of meaning. Ultimately, it will be proposed – as a solution to the
distributional problem posed by Spanish word order – that, in the grammar of Spanish, there are
word order signals with invariant meanings of Attentionworthiness. Each signal-meaning pairing
categorizes one of the following two discrete semantic substances or domains:
Participant Attentionworthiness
Event Attentionworthiness.
Collectively, we label the organization of these structural features in the language the Spanish
grammatical systems of Attentionworthiness.
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3. The Semantic Domain: Attentionworthiness
The term Attentionworthiness relates to the property of attention, or of paying attention,
to a referent or an occurrence that deserves a degree of differential attention in relation to other
referent(s) or occurrence(s) – i.e., the relative attentionworthiness of what we call participants
and events. The term expresses a relationship similar to that found in terms such as credit and
creditworthiness; news and newsworthiness; trust and trustworthiness; etc. We say relative
Attentionworthiness because as we will see in the course of the empirical work presented in
Chapters 3 - 6, the grammatical systems that will be proposed in this dissertation consist of
hypothesized word order signals standing in a relationship of opposition to other hypothesized
word order signals: i.e., a given word order is hypothesized to signal a degree of relative
Attentionworthiness that is greater or lesser than the degree of relative Attentionworthiness
signaled by the word order hypothesized to be its opposite in a closed grammatical system.
The term Attentionworthiness is defined as the degree of differential Attention that a
position within a word order signals for the event word or participant word occupying it. The
specific characteristics of each semantic substance, whether it pertains to the attentionworthiness
of participants or attentionworthiness of the event, will be developed and defined in greater detail
in the chapters ahead. The qualitative assessment of Attentionworthiness will be based on the
relative saliency of participants or events considering both the hypothesized meaning of the word
order signal as well as the immediate and overall discourse environment where the utterance was
textually produced. Unlike other schools of linguistics, our work is not introspectively confined
to sentence boundaries. The quantitative assessment of Attentionworthiness will be based on
different factors that were mostly identified in attested examples from the corpus, evaluating
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whether positive or negative correlations can be established between the factors and the meaning
hypotheses.
4. Traditional non-equivalents: Nouns and argument structure.
It matters here that the reader not translate the description of analytical goals given above
into one having to do with the placement of nouns in Spanish sentences. The classification of a
word as a noun does not automatically qualify that word as a participant in the event. In (1)
observe how one noun (in bold) is not a participant in the event:
(1) Lavaba entonces su ropa, y el domingo iba al almacén a proveerse. (QRG149)
‘He then washed his clothes, and Sunday [he] went to the store to stock up.’
If it were the order of nouns that we were concerned with, then el domingo ‘Sunday’ would
automatically qualify as part of the data since domingo is considered a noun by the traditional
parts of speech classification. But we would not count the noun domingo as part of the data for
the present study because domingo in this case is not inferred as a participant in the event of ir
‘to go’, but rather, as a word that provides extra-information about the event in question. A
critical reader may counter that a sentence-based syntactic analysis conducted under very
different assumptions from ours would arrive at the same decision regarding (1). Since syntactic
studies of word order deal with grammatical relations, chief among them those of the verb and its
arguments (i.e., subject and objects), domingo would also be excluded from such a study because
it would be considered an adjunct or an adverbial phrase, not an argument of the verb. So, the
objection would be that this dissertation is really about argument structure, or the placement of
subject and object vis-à-vis the verb in a sentence.
The interpretation that this is an analysis of syntactic relations or functions, or that this is
a study of argument structure, would be misguided. The notion of verb argument is problematic,
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just as almost all the notions in linguistics that take the sentence as their fundamental and most
basic unit of analysis. Even though in this dissertation we hold off on theoretical discussions
until after the analysis is completed (see Chapters 7 and 8), it is important to note here that our
concern with the validity of the notion grammatical relation is shared by other scholars,
especially because of the lack of fit between the relations themselves and monosemic principles
(i.e., one form, one meaning):
Grammatical relations can be characterized in terms of the meanings they express,
in terms of their formal means of expression, and in terms of their syntactic
functions. It appears impossible to attribute to grammatical relations a
constant fixed meaning and a constant form, whether across languages or
within a single language, and the decisive diagnostic role in the identification of
grammatical relations is played not by the means of encoding, but by syntactic
tests. In many languages identity of syntactic behavior of constituents differing in
form serves as the main criterion for grouping them into a single grammatical
relation. From a functional viewpoint one can say that grammatical relations rankorder the noun phrases in a clause on the basis of the values of a number of
parameters in accordance with the noun phrases' overall communicative
significance in the concrete utterance. In contrast to the traditional view of
grammatical relations as universal concepts characteristic of any language,
contemporary grammatical theory argues that grammatical relations are by no
means characteristic of all languages and that they may be filled by varied content
in different languages.
(Kibrik 2001, p. 6342, bold is mine EHF)
We address the need to replace the notions of subject and object for the study of word order in
Spanish in Chapter 7. But as our reader will gradually gather through every empirical chapter,
we dispense with those two ancient syntactic notions to articulate the basis of our analysis or the
linguistic structure of Spanish.
5. The principle of monosemy in grammatical analysis.
The skeptic or traditionalist might wonder why one must operate within a principally
monosemic view of the relationship between a signal and its meaning. Why does one rely on a
principle of invariance regarding signal-meaning relations in grammar? Is it not true that a
semantics-based analysis of grammatical features should embrace, as many schools do, a
9

principled and wide-ranging polysemy? Again, the answer will be offered after we present and
justify the analysis. The legitimate application of the invariance principle for signal-meaning
associations might be the one pre-empirical, theory-dependent a priori notion admitted into
many Columbia School analyses, even though those analyses will mostly make claim that the
usage of any such notion comes a posteriori. Whichever came first, the assumption of the
monosemic principle is one that happens to be in-line with successful analytical practice within
the Columbia School. We do not claim to have a right or wrong answer here. Erica García, a
relentless pioneer of the approach in the 1970’s and 1980’s, lucidly and explicitly addresses the
point in a well-known article about variation in language:
The fundamental reason, then, for assuming that any linguistic unit must make
a constant and invariant contribution to communication are (cognitive)
considerations of economy: the principle of invariance can be viewed as a
particular instantiation of that distinctness on which all language depends.
(García 1983, p.34, bold is mine EHF)
Note that García herself acknowledges that what the analyst is actually doing is “assuming” there
“must” be an invariant, one-to-one correspondence between a signal and a meaning. Thereby, the
notion of invariance in a meaning that is signaled is an assumption that we acknowledge and
recognize as present in our analysis of word order, and one we take ownership of in an engaging
and responsible manner.
6. On quantitative testing.
One issue that remains open for discussion is the role of quantitative testing in linguistic
analysis. It merits upfront commentary due to its undeniable importance in analytical practice
within the Columbia School, since at the time Diver introduced it into his own work (Diver
1969) it represented a clear innovation in the validation of a meaning hypothesis (cf. Huffman
and Davis 2012, Kirsner 2014). The problem is not so much whether counts are relevant to
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linguistic analysis; that much we do know. And it is not only relevant, but important for
diminishing an ad-hoc element that might be perceived by some as lurking behind the curtain of
qualitative analysis. An analyst can present a count, following a certain logic that can provide
consistency to the types of explanation furnished about the data that is otherwise being validated
qualitatively. The problem might lie, in our view, on the degree of responsibility that is
sometimes attached to that logic of consistency, especially when a co-occurrence pattern is
further reasoned as the motivating factor for why a form is used in discourse; as a “middle man”
or forced intermediate step in the explanatory chain; and even at times, regarded as the object of
the quantitative test. For some within established Columbia School, and also, very recently for
some scholars outside of the Columbia School (e.g., Butler and Gonzálvez 2014), this
consistency logic has been defined as a communicative strategy.
There have been formal (and many informal) disputes within Columbia School scholars
as to whether quantitative tests confirm a hypothesis or merely adds support to it, or conversely,
whether a failed count based on a prediction disconfirms a hypothesis or expands the arena of
inquiry. For the confirm/disconfirm side of the dispute, see Reid (1995); for the support/expand
side of the dispute, see Davis (2002, 2004). More recently, Sabar (2018, 2019) has expanded on
Reid’s position. A brief but informative trace through the Philosophy of Science (in Hempel,
Popper, and Kenyon) underpinning the notions of hypothesis and falsification can be found in
open Seminar correspondence by Huffman (2018) in support of Davis’ position. In Kirsner
(2014) we find thorough information about the evolution of the use of quantitative data in
Columbia School throughout time, and a position that could be considered a middle ground
between Reid and Davis, since Kirsner uses the terms support and disconfirm (hypotheses) as a
main objective of quantitative analysis (instead of support and expand like Davis or confirm and
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disconfirm like Reid). It is important to note that much earlier, in Kirsner (1983), we find the use
of the felicitous term meaning-dependent inferential mechanism to refer to speakers’ various
ways of manipulating meanings into messages, a term that we think reflects more accurately the
facts of language use and one that should be re-adopted in Columbia School practice in lieu of
the more loaded term communicative strategy. Other statements have been made in light of the
preceding, but nothing additional will be gained by the insertion of the present work into the
technical debate on the role of quantitative data in Columbia School analyses such as this one. In
the Conclusion to this work we will allude to what perhaps amounts to some reservations
regarding quantitative predictions and their role in explanation more generally.
7. Grammatical systems.
The two grammatical systems that are hypothesized and tested in this dissertation, the
System of Participant Attentionworthiness and the System of Event Attentionworthiness, are
presented in outline form in Figure 1.

HIGHER

MORE

P≠E and PEP
Participant
Attentionworthiness

EP= and EPP
Event
Attentionworthiness

LOWER

LESS

EP≠ and PEP

P=E and PPE

Figure 1. The Spanish grammatical systems of Attentionworthiness
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The broader picture of this analysis and one that we hope emerges through the solution
we propose to the distributional problem we have chosen is that of a meaningful, interconnected
grammar. As we have said above, the grammatical mechanism explored here is the serial
ordering of words in Spanish and its communicative function in discourse. To solve the
analytical problem of different word order choices by speakers, we hypothesize that there are
word order configurations that constitute grammatical signals with invariant meanings of
Attentionworthiness. These signal-meaning pairs form part of two semiotic systems, shown in
Figure 1. The systems’ signals categorize the semantic substance Participant Attentionworthiness
or Event Attentionworthiness, where speakers invoke their signal-meaning pairs to manipulate
their interlocutor’s Attention in the same invariant way each and every time a particular word
order is used – even though the same type of arrangement can help communicate a multiplicity
of messages. The gap between the minimal instruction provided by the meaning and the inferred
message encoded in the communication is closed through the creative use of human intelligence
on the part of interlocutors in the act of speech. We aim for this dissertation to showcase a series
of previously unrevealed and novel ways in which speakers of Spanish engage in the semiotic act
of inferring from a signal an invariant meaning, as it is on the shoulders of meanings where the
true core of grammar lies.
8. Structure of the dissertation
The structure of the document after these introductory remarks of Chapter 1 will be as
follows: In Chapter 2, we will offer a State of the Art or critical literature review of some the
most relevant previous publications to the present analysis. In Chapter 3, we dedicate the most
detailed and extensive analysis in this dissertation to the PEP word order, which is the most
frequent order observed in our corpus of two-participant events. In Chapter 4, we give an
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overview of events with two participants when one participant is not mentioned. In Chapter 5,
we offer a hypothesis for events when only the co-referential participant is mentioned. In
Chapter 6, we outline the dynamics of other two participant events not configured as PEP. In
Chapter 7, we consider theoretical issues stemming from the analysis. Finally in Chapter 8, we
conclude the present work with some final thoughts and a summary of the analysis.
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Chapter 2
The state of the art

1. The origins
The study of word order in Linguistics has enjoyed a long and rich tradition, some
analyses dating to a time long before the posthumous publication by C. Bally and A. Sechehaye
of Ferdinand de Saussure's Cours de linguistique générale (1916). But even if those pioneering
analyses were set aside, it would be a nearly impossible task to engage in a full review of the
numerous studies on word order published since the Cours, even if we were to limit that review
to only the past decade. However, we cannot ignore the origins of a foundational idea behind the
central matter explored in this dissertation, namely: that there is a grammatical relationship
between word order and the assignment of differential attention.
The suggestion of a nexus between the assignment of attention and the reflection of these
processes through the grammatical mechanism of word order did not begin with Saussure, or any
other theorist shortly after him. Neither did it begin with the relatively recent studies of
information processing or information packaging. 4 The idea that word order has "something to
do" with the overall assignment of attention, by virtue of a referent’s worth, can be traced back to
the first full grammatical treaty written on a European vernacular language (i.e., Castilian, or
now, Spanish), dating over 500 years ago:
Entre algunas partes dela oración ai cierta orden casi natural i mui conforme a la
razón, enla cual las cosas que por naturaleza son primeras o de maior dignidad se
an de anteponer a las siguientes i menos dignas.
‘Between some parts of the sentence there is a certain order almost natural and
much conforming to reason, in which the things that by nature are primary or of
greater worth must be placed before those that [by nature] follow [them] and [are
of] lesser worth.’
(Nebrija 1492/2011, p. 119, my translation, EHF)
4

The information processing or “packaging” approach will be discussed in Section 2 of the present chapter.
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With that statement, the 15th century Spanish scholar adopts into his theory of grammar a preconceived hierarchy where certain referents are "naturally" ranked in terms of their greater or
lesser worth vis-à-vis other referents. This hierarchy exists in the natural world and it is
independent of any contextual considerations that may actually influence a referent’s discursive
worthiness, in terms of its saliency. Even though Nebrija’s position is in the opposite direction to
that where we will direct the present analysis, he does make reference to the ordering principle of
placing first the things that are of greater ‘worth’ (Classical Sp. dignidad), a principle in which
we can already see the beginning of a link between the notion of ordering elements in an
utterance and a version of the notion of what the present study will call Attentionworthiness.
The information included in the current chapter will be presented in the following order:
First, we will discuss theories of word order as a general linguistic phenomenon, not necessarily
related to the question of Attention, including some theories of linguistic typology. Second, we
discuss theories of word order as a specific linguistic phenomenon, as it is applied to Spanish.
And third, we deal with studies that have directly addressed the relationship between word order
and cognitive properties of attention. This last section deserves separate treatment because it
surveys recent publications that are the most relevant to the work at hand. In our estimation, and
unlike the theories surveyed in the first two sections of this chapter, most of these works have not
yet received proper overall recognition in the field: they have not been applied broadly to
typological explanations, and save the case of English, they have not been applied specifically to
explain word-order phenomena in other major individual languages. Some theoretical issues
surrounding word order that could have been addressed in the current chapter (e.g., the role of
traditional grammatical constructs in explaining word order; the influence of prosody on word
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order patterns) have been postponed to discussion in Chapter 7 – after the full theoretical
implications of the hypotheses formulated in this dissertation have been presented.

2. Survey of approaches to word order
2.1 General perspectives: All languages
In standard approaches to word order in languages, two major structural factors have
been found to be relevant: newness (i.e., old vs. new elements in discourse) and length (i.e., short
vs. long elements in discourse). Numerous scholars make reference to the ordering principle of
"old before new" (Weil 1844), later re-formulated by the Prague School as the communicative
dynamism principle (Firbas 1964). Other scholars make reference to the ordering principle of
"short before long" (Behaghel 1909), later re-formulated as the end weight principle (Quirk, et al.
1972). The elements of newness and length constitute the type of information scholars have
hypothesized is linearly ordered so as to be processed with the least amount of cognitive effort.
These processing approaches to word order, that have come to be known as information
"packaging", are utilized as the main basis for explaining word-order phenomena by linguists
working in many languages, and Spanish has been no exception (Section 2.2 below).
Despite the wide acceptance of these information-packaging principles by numerous
linguists, there have been dissenting voices. Givón (1983) states that it is rather the "new or least
predictable" element that comes first followed by the "old or most predictable", in a principle he
calls task urgency (more in Section 2.1.1); Arnold, et al. (2000) maintain that both length and
newness together are responsible for constituent word order; and in a slightly different take,
Hawkins (1994) introduces the principle of early immediate constituents, in which constituents
are ordered to facilitate the rapid processing or efficient recognition of syntactic structure. As it
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is evident from the positions these scholars take on the matter, there is little consensus in regards
to what drives word order configurations in typologically similar or diverse languages (for
further discussion, see Siewierska 1995). This dissertation will show that even though Givón,
Arnold et al., and Hawkins represent improvements on the ideas of "information packaging" and
"pragmatic motivation" (both discussed below in Section 3), they too fail to account for the facts
of word order in Spanish.
2.1.1 On Givón’s task urgency principle
As originally formulated by Givón, the task urgency principle was stated as follows:
"attend first to the most urgent task" (Givón 1983, p. 276). This principle relates predictability
or newness of a referent to its position in the clause: the least predictable entity is considered the
"new" element, and thus, more urgent to pay attention to, receiving initial placement; and
conversely, the more predictable entity is considered the "old" element, and thus, the least urgent
to pay attention to, receiving non-initial placement. Under this principle, the prediction is that
"new" elements are placed before the "old" ones, challenging the more established "old before
new" Prague School view of word order.
In addition, when it was originally formulated, the task urgency principle had a subcomponent which had to do with ‘Importance’ in a broader sense. For Givón, pre-verbal
referents are more persistent (i.e., recur with greater frequency in discourse), and persistency
translates into what Givón calls: Importance. Moreover, Givón predicts that the more Important
referent will always be placed first or initially; and as a way of measuring Importance, Givón
counts the number of recurrences of the pre-verbal referent in the 10 clauses following the first
introduction of the referent in discourse. Givón offers a cognitive-based account of word order,
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and differentiating his position from the position that will be taken in this dissertation will be of
relevance when assessing the conclusions of the present study.
2.2 Specific perspectives: Spanish
Many scholars have argued that word order in Spanish reflects the "packaging" of
information or information structure (e.g., Bolinger 1956; Contreras 1976; Fernández Soriano
1993; Gutiérrez Ordóñez 1997; Gutiérrez-Bravo 2007; Heidinger 2013; Hernando Cuadrado
2005; Jiménez Juliá 2000; Leonetti 2014; Zubizarreta 1999, 2014; and others). This information
packaging approach broadly proposes that word order serves as a conduit to relay the newness of
information (e.g., old information comes first, followed by new information), or alternatively,
that constituent length determines the ordering of words (e.g., the shorter the constituent is in
terms of number of words, the more likely it is that it will be placed first or before the longer
constituent). Proponents of this approach view information as being mainly packaged in these
two ways to facilitate its processing. But there are serious problems with this way of
understanding word order. Part of the failure of the information packaging approach is that, for
example, just as old information can precede new information, so can one observe the opposite
order (i.e., new information appearing before old information). 5 The same problem arises with
constituent length. Just as shorter constituents can precede longer constituents, one can observe
the contrary (i.e., the longer constituent placed before the shorter constituent). These problems
have been previously pointed out by scholars like Mithun (1987), and we will expand our
discussion of Mithun’s proposal in greater detail below in Section 3.

5

It has also been a convention in similar approaches to use the distinction theme/topic vs. rheme/comment to
describe an ordering principle in which the theme/topic precedes the rheme/comment. Because the definitions of
those notions (i.e., theme, rheme, topic, comment) have been wide ranging and varied in the literature it is difficult
to evaluate them fully in their own right. There is no predictive order nor the categories seem to come from the data.
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Of greater relevance to the work at hand is the consensus reached among some
researchers arguing that word order in Spanish is pragmatically motivated (e.g., Bentivoglio
1985; Bentivoglio and Weber 1986; Hickey 1994; Ocampo 1995a, 1995b, 1995c, 2002, 2003,
2004, 2005, 2009, 2010, 2014; Silva-Corvalán 1983, 1984; Terker 1984). In the broadest terms,
the pragmatic motivation approach proposes that word order helps communicate various types of
speaker intent (e.g., a single word order configuration could be utilized to engage in the
pragmatic function of highlighting information, but could also alternatively be used to engage in
the pragmatic function of communicating information that is contrary to expectations). The
important thing to note for this dissertation is that, in pragmatically motivated approaches, each
of the possible word order permutations with, for example, one verb argument (i.e., SV, VS, OV,
VO), or two verb arguments (i.e., SVO, OVS, SOV, OSV, VSO, VOS), or a combination of verb
argument and adverb (e.g., VOa, aOV, etc.) is hypothesized as serving one (or more than one)
pragmatic function: i.e., conveying information; highlighting; contrary to expectations; focal
reference; contrasting; hypothesis or deduction expression; etc. With this in mind, we now take a
closer look at the work of Francisco Ocampo, who has vastly researched this aspect of Spanish
word order from a pragmatically-motivated perspective.
2.2.1 The hybrid pragmatically-motivated approach of Francisco Ocampo
From the group of scholars that have adopted a pragmatically-motivated view to word
order in Spanish, it is worth-while to note separately the extensive work over the last two
decades of Francisco Ocampo (1995a, 1995b, 1995c, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2009, 2010,
2014). Ocampo, who mainly works with spoken data from Argentina, studies different word
order configurations by analyzing different types of linguistic criteria (e.g., topic[ality] status,
prosodic stress, focus status, newness of information, etc.) and seeks to establish whether or not
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each chosen criterion correlates with various word-order patterns. He further advances the notion
of pragmatically-motivated word order by building a kind of complex matrix, re-imagining the
nature and motivation behind the ordering of words in Spanish. Ocampo proposes that
understanding word order is not a simple matter of mapping configurational patterns to
pragmatic functions, but rather, that in Spanish at least, it is the result of analyzing the complex
interplay of syntactic, pragmatic, cognitive, and prosodic factors. Ocampo defies traditional
views, for example, when he states that prosodic prominence has no direct effect on word order
(Ocampo 2003, 2014)6, a topic we address in Chapter 7, or when he states that there is no
correlation between a word’s status as an utterance’s focus or center of attention (the two terms
are the same for Ocampo) and its position in that utterance (Ocampo 2014: 186).
As compelling as much of Ocampo’s evidence is and as interesting as the multiple
hypotheses that Ocampo has proposed may be (with some of them seeming to contradict
conventional word-order thinking and also offering a solid critique of the use of introspective or
made-up data), he cannot escape the inherent difficulties that his multi-pronged approach to word
order carries with it. This becomes most evident when, in one of his studies, Ocampo attempts to
hypothesize a one-to-one correspondence between the patterns he isolates as word order signals
for Spanish and potentially corresponding monosemic meanings (Ocampo 2004). Ocampo
himself, when attempting to establish the signal-meaning pairings for the various word orders, as
if he were working under a functional-semiotic framework, recognizes in the end that a critical
problem exists. He recognizes that the main conclusion he has broadly reached throughout his
studies of Spanish word order up to that point, that is, that word orders serve to convey
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In earlier work, Ocampo (1995) states that prosody correlates with word order, continuing with the thinking found
in Silva-Corvalán (1983, 1984). It is not entirely clear whether this represents a full reversal of his position, or if the
new proposal is limited to a restricted number of word orders in Spanish.
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pragmatic functions, but that they are also dependent on other syntactic, cognitive, and prosodic
factors, cannot be reconciled with a monosemic approach to linguistic analysis like that of the
Columbia School. In a remarkable moment of intellectual self-realization, Ocampo abandons the
enterprise of postulating word orders as linguistic signals with pragmatic functions as their
invariant meaning, stating the following:
As I have shown, there is a systematic correlation between word order and
pragmatic function. Consequently, we could propose a sign formed by word order
as a signifier and pragmatic function as meaning.
Unfortunately, the issue is not that simple… we can see that the same word order
may correlate with more than one pragmatic function. For example, V DO
ADVprev correlates with the pragmatic functions of deviation from expectation and
hypothesis/deduction. As this is not an isolated event, it undermines the tendency
towards one form one meaning. What happens is that pragmatic functions are not
meanings but messages: they are inferences obtained from word order, stress,
perhaps tonal contour, and contextual factors. As I do not have other candidates
for meanings, it is not possible to solve the question at this time and further
research is needed.
(Ocampo 2004, p. 358)
Two points are in need of expanded commentary in light of Ocampo’s remarks. The first
point is that the approach Ocampo takes to tackle the difficult problem of hypothesizing
meanings for various word orders (i.e., for form[ation]s that could potentially reach the status of
hypothesized signals) fails to adopt a central pillar of the Columbia School framework, namely
Diver’s view regarding the instrumental nature of signal-meaning pairings (Diver 1995/2012;
also, Huffman 2001). In Diver’s view, the pairing of a signal with a meaning, rather than
encoding the totality of what is communicated, play the role of facilitators, serving as hint-like
instructions. Speakers make choices from an inventory of lexical and grammatical meanings to
steer their interlocutors in the direction of their intended message. Messages are inferences
drawn by hearers based on these hints, as they are not straight forward decodings. In addition,
the availability of alternatives can also play a role in the choice of particular signal-meaning
pairs. Another possible feature that Ocampo does not seem to have evaluated was that the
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different word orders could have been signals belonging in grammatical systems, or word orders
in relations of opposition.
The second point relates to the nature of Ocampo’s pragmatic functions vis-à-vis
Columbia School's meanings and messages. Pragmatic functions – Ocampo notes – are not
meanings (2004, p.358). But they could be, if appropriately established as having a constant
correspondent relationship with a signal. Nothing inherent in the various definitions of pragmatic
functions precludes them from being a candidate for the meaning of a form. But in attempting to
solve the problem, Ocampo resorts to a last possible course of action, suggesting that perhaps the
error laid in initially thinking of pragmatic functions as meanings, and not as what he ultimately
concluded they really were, which is that “pragmatic functions are not meanings but messages”
(Ocampo 2004, p. 254, bold is mine EHF). That is, Ocampo seems to have assumed that if
pragmatic functions cannot be assigned to the meaning category, then they must belong to the
residual message category. The problem is that pragmatic functions are not necessarily messages
either. If pragmatic functions were to provide the same constant message from any utterance
with a given word order, the implication would be that the same message would be inferred
every time a given word order is produced. That is, all messages would essentially have a
monosemic relationship with a word order signal, which would put them closer to a meaning
than to a message. When speakers form an utterance, each new assembly of lexical and
grammatical signals convey a different message, irrespective of the ordering of participants and
events. Therefore, message predictability is a practical impossibility. As quoted above, assigning
meanings to word orders in Spanish left Ocampo with a puzzle impossible to solve. Nonetheless,
Ocampo’s extensive contributions to the study of word order in Spanish have provided insight
and a different way of looking at the pragmatically motivated approach.
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Ocampo’s attempt does not go unnoticed. It taught us that the reason for the failure of
the pragmatically-motivated approach is that it leaves wide-open the possibility that a single
word-order arrangement can independently and non-exclusively communicate various types of
speaker intent, and thus makes it virtually impossible for the interlocutor (and for the analyst as
well) to figure out which specific intent is to be inferred each time a word order is used (e.g., is a
particular word order supposed to highlight aspects of the information, or is it supposed to
communicate that the information is to be interpreted as being contrary to expectations, or some
other hypothesized function?). Notwithstanding some of the fundamental challenges inherent in
the information packaging and pragmatic motivation approaches to word order, some version of
one (or sometimes, of both) of these two ordering principles has been adopted by most theorists
in the field.

3. Modalities of attention and choice of word order
Recent collaborations between linguists and psycholinguists (working from both
Functional and Cognitive perspectives) 7 show a renewed interest in the effects that some properties
of attention and referent salience may have in word order production (e.g., Myachykov, Garrod
and Scheepers 2009; Myachykov and Posner 2005; Myachykov, Posner, and Tomlin 2007;
Myachykov and Tomlin 2015; Myachykov, Tomlin, and Posner 2005; Pohkhoday, et al. 2018).
Excepting the most recent publication from those listed (i.e., Pohkoday, et al. 2018), where multiperceptual attentional modalities (i.e., motor, auditory, and visual) are evaluated vis-à-vis choices

7

The term ‘Functional-Cognitive space’ has been recently adopted by several authors (e.g., Butler and GonzálvezGarcía 2014; Gómez González, Ruiz de Mendoza Ibañez and Gonzálvez-García 2014; and others) to refer to the
method and approach in areas of inquiry that have been traditionally viewed as distinct approaches in Linguistics:
Functional, Cognitive, and Construction Grammar. Even though similarities may appear to (or might indeed) exist,
we do not subscribe to the view where these three different approaches (each already including numerous and
diverse schools of thought) are all grouped under the same umbrella term.
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of syntactic word order, the remaining collaborative works have solely concentrated on the
relationship between visual attention and word order. The decision to concentrate on visual
attention does not come without its scholarly precedent, however. As the review by Myachykov,
Garrod, and Scheepers (2009) notes, the idea of a nexus existing between linguistic representation
and the processes through which the attentional system sorts and filters information according to
its perceived relevance (or its most salient features) was already well-established within the field
of Psycholinguistics ever since the late 1960’s (e.g., Johnson-Laird 1968, Olson and Filby 1972,
Prentice 1967, Tannenbaum and Williams 1968, Turner and Rommetveit 1968). 8 Despite this fact,
recent authors (some cited above) claim that the link between the direction of visual attention and
word order was most strongly established in the often-cited experimental study on English word
order published by Tomlin (1995). We summarize Tomlin’s main findings next in sub-section 3.1.
Following that discussion, we summarize in sub-section 3.2 ideas found in scholarship published
within the past decade that explore further the theme of attention vis-à-vis word order.
3.1 The attentional-cueing hypothesis of Russell Tomlin (1995)
In this experiment, Tomlin (1995) manipulated the experiment-participants’ attention
through visual cues in a computer-animated program showing a dynamic event of a fish eating
another fish, where one fish was dark and the other fish was light. In each trial only one fish was
visually cued with an arrow, with cueing equally divided between the two roles each fish could
play: Agent (i.e., role eating the other fish) or Patient (i.e., role being eaten by the other fish).
When Tomlin asked the experiment-participants to describe the dynamic event as they saw it in
what he called his Fish Film, the elicited responses demonstrated that from the two available
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These earlier psycholinguistic experiments were primarily designed within the referential priming paradigm:
Subjects were asked to describe or verify a sentence about an event where one referent, that had been visually
previewed (or effectively, primed), interacts with a non-previewed referent. The findings in those research studies
became the basis of the Starting Point hypothesis (McWhinney 1977, Osgood & Bock 1977).
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alternatives (the dark fish or the light fish) the choice of syntactic subject correlated in 90 percent
of the cases with how the direction of visual attention was cued towards a particular fish at the
beginning of each individual trial (i.e., the fish displayed with an arrow pointing to it generally
corresponded with the grammatical role of Subject in the experiment-participants’ description of
the dynamic event, independent of Agent or Patient status). For example: if the dark fish was cued,
but the light fish was eating the dark fish, the dynamic event was generally described as: the dark
fish was eaten by the light fish; instead, if the light fish was the one visually cued with the arrow,
the same dynamic event was generally described as: the light fish ate the dark fish. Given this
pattern, Tomlin concluded that the choice to use the active voice (the latter, in the fish example)
or the passive voice (the former, in the fish example) in recounting the dynamic event depended
on which fish had principally attracted the attention of the experimental subjects, as motivated by
the visual cue. Therefore, according to Tomlin, at least in English: word order follows attention. 9
Tomlin’s methodology and results were later expanded by Forrest (1996) for the description of
static events, but with a different type of stimuli and visual cue. In that study, Forrest similarly
concludes that the direction of visual attention determines the choice of syntactic subject.
3.2. Recent hypotheses regarding the interaction between Attention and Language
As noted at the beginning of this chapter, grammatical thinking hypothesizing a
relationship between properties of attention and word order in Spanish (or any European
vernacular) can be traced back to the 15th century, in Nebrija’s Gramática. Even though more than
500 years have passed since Nebrija’s Gramática was first printed in 1492, the idea that a
relationship exists between attention and word order has managed to survive in the work of

9

Even though Tomlin’s (1995) conclusions were not generally refuted, the methodology employed in his study was
not spared criticism: e.g., Bock, et al. (2004) encountered method difficulties with the explicit nature of the cue and
the repeated use of the same dynamic event without filler material.
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scholars such as Givón (reviewed above in sub-section 2.3.1) and others. Both of the following
sub-sections (3.2.1 and 3.2.2) will briefly examine relevant ideas – with respect to the theme of
attention vis-à-vis word order – found in the work of Mithun (1987) and in the collaborative work
of Myachykov with Tomlin and/or Posner (all of Myachykov’s collaborative works reviewed here
span the years 2005-2015).
3.2.1 The “Newsworthiness” principle of Marianne Mithun (1987)
At first sight, the semantic substance used in the present study (i.e., Attentionworthiness)
could strike a critical reader as parallel to the notion of Newsworthiness found in Mithun (1987).
Mithun critiques the often-used notion in syntactic typology of basic word order and the multiple
ways used to determine it in any given language (e.g., frequency, morphological marking,
ambiguity, neutrality, etc.). Mithun considers a mistake the assumption that all languages have a
basic, syntactically-defined, word order. To make her case, she examines what seemed to her like
the perplexing ordering of constituents in the genetically and areally unrelated languages of
Cayuga (Ontario, Canada), Ngandi (eastern Arnhem Land, Australia), and Coos (Oregon, United
States).
Mithun notes that these three languages exhibit high word-order flexibility, as all logical
constituent orders can be observed: SVO, OVS, VSO, VOS, SOV, OSV. The maximum wordorder variant possibilities are not only exploited with verb arguments, but also with: time
adverbials, locative constituents, manner adverbs, oblique nominals, etc. The strikingly similar
word-order patterns led Mithun to describe all three languages in very similar terms. For example:
in Cayuga, "nearly any word order is possible"; in Ngandi, "all constituent orders appear"; and in
Coos, "all alternatives occur" (Mithun 1987, pp. 289-291). She concludes that "no basic word order
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emerges from the examination" and that speakers of these languages surely would not "randomly
vary a feature as salient as word order" (Mithun 1987, p. 291).
Moreover, in equally appreciating the diversity of the world’s languages and the
complexity of the problem at hand, Mithun notes that none of the three languages in her study (as
well as many other languages) fit the typological universals of word order proposed by Greenberg
(1966) and others after him. For example, one word-order universal in Greenberg states that the
dominant order in declarative sentences with both a subject and an object will almost always be
that of: Subject preceding Object (e.g., SVO). Mithun defies this particular universal
characterization made by Greenberg, as she finds in her analysis of the three languages a slight
statistical advantage for the reverse pattern: Object preceding Subject (e.g., OVS). Noting those
types of exceptions, and taking a more discourse-based approach, Mithun identifies several ways
for determining basic word order in the languages she examines, ways that are different from the
more conventional ways used to identify basic word order (some of which we briefly mentioned
above). We will not assess the entirety of Mithun’s claims, but we will center our discussion on
Mithun’s notion of Newsworthiness (or what she calls the ‘most newsworthy first’ principle of
word order).
For Mithun, word order in many languages is the result of – or it is based on – pragmatic
considerations. Mithun observes that in Cayuga, Ngandi, and Coos (all deemed by Mithun to be
pragmatically-motivated languages) the word order relations of the constituents in a clause reflect
each constituent’s relative newsworthiness within the discourse at hand, and that ultimately, it is
the most newsworthy constituent that is placed in initial position. Mithun defines Newsworthy
constituents as elements that either: (1) represent significant new information; (2) introduce a new
topic; or (3) point out significant contrasts. Setting aside the pragmatic function of ‘contrast’ (listed
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in the third definition), the first two definitions of Newsworthiness have to do with a constituent’s
discourse-informational status, also referred to as giveness or newness.
The broad principle that Mithum seems to suggest is operational in these three languages
is that new information precedes old information (instead of adopting the more conventional
Prague-School view, where old information comes first, followed by new information). We should
also note that this idea had also been formulated by Givón in 1983 as part of his task urgency
principle (reviewed above in sub-section 2.3.1). There are, however, some differences between the
approach each scholar takes to the problem. The point where Mithun differs the most from Givón
is on the greater restrictions she applies to the definition of the ‘Newsworthy (or Important)’
constituent versus Givón’s much broader definition of what constitutes an ‘Urgent (or Important)’
referent. Irrespective of this difference, both scholars conclude that the most important referent is
the one receiving initial placement in a clause.
Even though it seems at first that the Newsworthiness principle would place Mithun on a
path towards connecting properties of attention with word-order patterns, and on a path that
would have separated her from most other scholars working on word order more broadly, she in
fact ultimately falls back on the same traditional pragmatic functions of previous approaches to
word order. Newsworthiness, other than representing an attractive label, does not appear to have
enough differentiating substantive content to merit a characterization distinct from the issues
already present in Givón’s approach (i.e., new then old information) or from standard ‘pragmatic
functions’ (e.g., contrast).
3.2.2 The collaboration of A. Myachykov with R. Tomlin and/or M. Posner (2005-2015)
Recent work co-published by Andriy Myachykov in collaboration with: Russell Tomlin
(Myachykov and Tomlin 2005, 2008, 2015); Michael Posner (Myachykov and Posner 2005);
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and, both Tomlin and Posner (Myachykov, Tomlin, & Posner 2005; Myachykov, Posner, &
Tomlin 2007) deals with assessing the effects that attentional process may have in language, with
a specific interest in word order production. At the core of Myachykov & Posner’s (2005)
agenda is the idea that the communicative process is facilitated by the adequate organization of
the semantic and syntactic structures that make up a narrative. In describing parts of this process,
these two authors state that in the organization of human discourse it is imperative to be able to
"identify, track, and bind concepts" and that these tasks are achieved through the "mechanisms of
attentional control" present in the human cognitive architecture (Myachykov & Posner 2005, p.
353). After presenting some connections between processes of attention with (1) the ordering of
constituents in language production and (2) the disambiguation of syntactic structure in language
comprehension, these scholars define linear order as the "non-arbitrary ordering of constituents
in the sentence as a result of unequal allocation of attention toward the entities the sentence
concerns" (Myachykov & Posner 2005, p. 353-354). When compared to our definition of
Attentionworthiness in the introductory remarks found in Chapter 1, we find a great deal of
similarity with these authors’ statement that there is an unequal allocation of attention within the
utterance. However, observe that in descriptively defining word order, Myachykov and Posner
make no mention of attention on events (cf. System of Event Attentionworthiness, Chapters 5-6)
but only mention attention on entities, (cf. System of Participant Attentionworthiness, Chapter 34). Also, the allocation of differential attention in our model can be internal (opposition within a
single word order, e.g. PEP in the System Participant Attentionworthiness) or external
(opposition of two discrete sets of word orders, e.g. E P= vs. P= E in the System of Event
Attentionworthiness), while for Myachykov and Posner the allocation of unequal attention is
only an internal consideration. A chief difference between the approach that will be laid out in
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the chapters that follow in this dissertation and Myachykov and Posner’s approach rests on the
idea of arbitrariness.
Critically, what Myachykov and Posner (2005) propose is that the way in which words in
a sentence are sequentially organized vis-à-vis other words comes as a direct result of an
attention-allocation process; and since Attention (broadly speaking) is a cognitive mechanism,
the implication then is that word order is no longer an arbitrary feature reflecting the linguistic
structure of a language, but instead, that word order is a reflection of a cognitive domain (i.e.,
Attention). This thinking carries along major consequences, given that the study of grammar
bears chief responsibility for the description and explanation of precisely those features in
language that appear to be arbitrary. And our findings in the present analysis support the idea
that indeed word order is an arbitrary feature of Spanish grammar.
Within the Columbia School, word order has been considered an arbitrary feature of
language since William Diver’s early unpublished analyses of Participation (or Control) and
Adjective-Noun order in English from the 1960’s and 1970’s. Diver re-conceptualized word
order by including observations of word position as part of the inventory of candidate-forms
capable of signaling grammatical meaning. In contrast to Diver, when Myachykov, Tomlin, and
Posner (2005) join forces to co-author an article dealing with word order, they double-down on
the idea found in Myachykov and Posner (2005) regarding the non-arbitrariness of word order,
offering a departure from the idea that arbitrariness can offer a better solution to the problem of
word order,10 with the three authors apparently believing that word order cannot serve as an
arbitrary signal.

10

See Diver’s definition of "Theory" as the solution to a problem (Diver 1995/2012x); cf. Huffman (2006).
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More specifically, these scholars attempt to replicate, for Russian, Tomlin’s Fish Film
study of English word order (reviewed above in Sub-section 3.1). They start out by seemingly
contradicting themselves by stating that the preference of Russian speakers in placing the
grammatical subject in initial position, despite any cueing choice, is evidence that:
syntactic convenience seems to overrule attention… This shows that a frequent
usage of a particular pattern can override attention cueing. That in effect suggests
that formal properties of language can be in conflict with cognitive processing…
(Myachykov, Tomlin & Posner 2005, p. 358)
But in trying to reconcile the conclusions from their analysis of Russian word order (2005) with
the theoretical conclusions reached in the English study by Tomlin (1995) – and whose positions
were adopted for the Russian study – the authors persist in their argument against arbitrariness:
The difference in the attention-language interface observed in the two languages is
well accounted for in Slobin’s thinking for speaking theory (Slobin 1987). In this
view, the process of thinking for speaking involves choosing specific
characteristics of the event that (a) fit its conceptualization and (b) are readily
encodable in the language (Slobin 1987: 435). A more codable expression is more
accessible in psycholinguistic terms. Much in accordance with our view,
thinking for speaking assumes a non-arbitrary pattern of interaction between
thought and language triggered by the linguistic code.
(Myachykov, Tomlin, & Posner 2005, p. 358, my emphasis, EHF)
By adopting Slobin’s views, one must ask, then: what do Myachykov, Tomlin, and Posner
mean by event characteristics that are "readily encodable in the language"? In our view,
characteristics of the event are either encoded in the language or they are not, but there is no middle
ground as these scholars seem to suggest. Also, what do these same three authors mean when they
say that from the viewpoint of Psycholinguistics "a more codable expression is more accessible"?
(my emphasis and underlining, EHF). Again, an expression can have elements that either are or
are not coded in the language, but it is not clear what more codable or more accessible means
linguistically. Additionally, the ‘expression’ itself is an inference drawn with the help of those
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coded elements and it is not something that is coded in its entirety in the language – similar to what
in Columbia School is termed message. The same goes for accessibility, the interlocutor either has
access or does not have access to the expression, but so many variables play into what makes an
expression accessible (or not) that it only partially has to do with what is encoded linguistically.
These three authors claim that their work further blurs the assumed distinction between
competence and performance; and that in this regard, they follow and align themselves with
Jackendoff, who offered an updated version of Generative Grammar at the turn of the twenty-first
century (see Jackendoff 2002). As opposed to Chomsky’s version, Jackendoff’s proposal
integrates performance factors (e.g., production and comprehension) into what essentially remains
a competence theory. In addition, Myachykov, Tomlin, and Posner (2005) also see themselves as
expanding on Jackendoff’s agenda. By going beyond traditional methods employed in Linguistics
and making use of a different testing repertoire from the field of Cognitive Psychology (e.g., rapideye movement studies, neuroimaging, genetic research), they believe a more empirical agenda can
be set forth to understand the mechanisms underlying grammar. In our estimation, however, this
entails moving away from describing and explaining simply how a grammar is structured (i.e.,
grammatical features) to an interest in constraints that the cognitive system imposes on language
(e.g., how visual attention maps onto linguistic representations) and vice versa. The three authors
ultimately suggest that the anatomy and development of what they call the "innate language
learning device" would likely be best understood through studies of brain networks and gene
development. They believe the results of large-enough studies of such kind with human subjects
could lead to the identification of genome types that could be traced back to grammatical skill.
Finally, these three authors argue that, with the use of comparative data, conclusions from these
studies could be drawn regarding different elements of syntax at the molecular level (pp. 359-362).
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The agenda that Myachykov, Tomlin, and Posner (2005) wish to pursue is ambitious,
daring, and new; but it is also somewhat speculative, given that more specifics are necessary in
order for a fair evaluation of their different proposals. In the fifteen years since their article was
published in 2005, we cannot report with any certainty at this point that genes linked back to
grammatical skill have been identified or that syntactic elements have been traced down to the
levels of the molecule. However, we do not possess the expertise to issue an opinion on how the
intersect between the disciplines of Biology and Linguistics may furnish a better understanding
of the distributional problem posed by word order in Spanish. Regardless, we will not engage in
a speculative enterprise attempting to forecast whether a biological model is more adequate than
our functional model, which in fact appeals to some of the same notions that bio-linguists appeal
to (i.e., Attention). Suffice it to say that a critique of Myachykov, Tomlin, and Posner’s (2005)
bio-genetic proposals is, at this point, rather unnecessary. That void can be filled by very recent
scholarly work – such as that of Pennisi and Falsone (2016) – that reflects an informed
understanding of these complex matters of human bio-genetics. Pennisi and Falsone seem to
have, at a minimum, reservations over the work done up to the very-recent past in the field of
Biolinguistics – an area of inquiry that they describe as mostly inspired by Chomsky (Pennisi &
Falsone 2016, p. 12). As we read their words of discontent, we recognize our own concerns. We
will let them speak on their own:
Bewitched for too many years by the fascinating idea of Lamarckian memory that
there may be something innate, biologically inheritable that does not consist of our
genetical, anatomical, and physiological structures, we have enormously
complicated the task of biolinguistics and have fueled a giant castle of speculation
and philosophical novels. Maybe, there is no Universal Grammar…
…cerebrocentrism and mentalism have hindered the biological approach to
language much more than they have favoured it…
(Pennisi and Falsone 2016, pp. 3-4)
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Chapter 3
The System of Participant Attentionworthiness
Phase 1A. Configurations with two mentioned participants

1. Introduction
This chapter will address the communicative motivation behind the linear arrangement of
words designating Participants and Events in certain utterances inferred as having two
participants in the message. The clarification 'in the message' is intended as a reminder that in
two-participant utterances in Spanish one of the Participants is often not mentioned. As is well
known, in Spanish the Participant that is co-referential with the verb ending does not need to be
explicitly mentioned in order to be inferred, given that on many occasions the verb ending
includes enough information for interlocutors to establish its identity (e.g., compare yo tomé
agua ‘I drank water’ and tomé agua, in which yo is omitted, and where in many contexts it is
used to also express 'I drank water'). This chapter proposes a Columbia School analysis aiming to
explain observations regarding the linear order of words in utterances like yo tomé agua, agua
tomé yo, tomé agua, and agua tomé, all of which can translate as 'I drank water'. To start, and to
facilitate the reader's task, two terminological and conceptual clarifications are in order.
First, what we label the "Participant co-referential with the verb-ending" corresponds
roughly, in many instances, to what the tradition calls the syntactic subject of the sentence, and
its omission in cases like tomé agua corresponds roughly to what the tradition calls the tacit or
understood subject, or what in some theoretical frameworks is called the null subject. As
discussed in the Introduction and in Chapter 7, the present work does not subscribe, among many
others, to the notions of sentence, syntactic subject, or null-subject language, which are
mentioned here for ease of comprehension by readers less familiar with Columbia School theory.
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Second, in Columbia School analyses the verb ending is a signal of interlocked meanings
that allude to a set of properties of the Participant that is said to be IN-Focus with respect to the
event described by the verb (indicating, for this IN-Focus participant, what is traditionally known
as its Person and Number). This IN-Focus participant is broadly what the event described by the
verbal form is about. The “interlock” refers to the various grammatical meanings that are
simultaneously signaled by a single form (e.g., in a verb, meanings of Person and Number are
said to be “interlocked”). The interlock of meanings in the verb ending makes reference that in
some ways parallels the reference made with words interpreted as either nouns or pronouns,
leading us to say that the verb and these words are co-referential11. Consider two examples. First,
in the utterance yo tomé agua 'I drank water', we say that the inflected form -é and the form yo
are co-referential. The -é in the verb tomé has interlocked meanings indicating that a singular
speaker is in focus; that is, the verb ending has meanings that allude to the Person ( SPEAKER) and
the Number (SINGULAR) of a Participant. For its part, the form yo has interlocked meanings of INFocus, SINGULAR-Number, and SPEAKER-Person. Based on this parallelism between the
interlocked meanings of -é and yo, the language user establishes in this case that yo and the
drinker are the same Participant. In these situations, we say that yo and -é are co-referential
because they both end up being used to facilitate the inference of who or what is the Participant
in focus with respect to the verb tomar ‘to drink’. In Carlos toma agua, the inflected form -a has
meanings that allude to the Person (OTHER than the speaker or hearer) and the Number
(SINGULAR) of a Participant in focus. Here, unlike the case of yo, there is no grammatical
information to help identify this Participant, and it is only through context that the language user

11

Co-referential ‘pronouns’ for purposes of the present study refer to personal (e.g., yo, tú), demonstrative
(e.g., eso), and the clitic pronouns le, la, lo only.
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can conclude that the Participant in focus alluded to by the meanings of the verb ending is not
agua but Carlos. Here too we say, then, that toma and Carlos are co-referential.
The formalizations in the proceeding explanations furnished in this chapter will rely
heavily on the following nomenclature and formalization:

1) P

Participant (irrespective of whether it is signaled).

2) P

Participant, signaled, may or may not be co-referential with verb-ending.

3) P= Participant, signaled, co-referential with verb-ending.
4) [P=] Participant, not signaled, not mentioned, co-referential with verb-ending. 12
5) P≠ Participant, signaled, not co-referential with verb-ending.
6) E

Event word (signaled by the verb).

7) P1

Initial position in PEP (or position before the Event word).

8) P2

Final position in PEP (or position after the Event word).

The two-participant utterances under analysis in the present chapter, then, consist of two
mentioned Participants flanking the Event. In these cases where two Participants are mentioned
(PEP), two configurational types are found, which we have labeled Type A and Type B:

PEP Type A:
yo tomé agua ‘I drank water’
P= E P≠

12

For a critique of the notion of the ‘null’ subject pronoun in Spanish, see Otheguy (2015).
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PEP Type B:
agua tomé yo ‘water drank I’
P≠ E P=

In cases where only one Participant is mentioned in an Event where two Participants are inferred,
this solely-mentioned Participant is never co-referential with the verb ending, and it can occupy
either the P1 position to conform the P≠ E [P=] word order:

agua tomé [yo] ‘water drank [I]’
P≠ E
[P=]

or the P2 position to conform the [P=] E P≠ word order:

[yo] tomé agua ‘[I] drank water’
[P=] E
P≠

As indicated in its title, this chapter deals only with what we call the System of Participant
Attentionworthiness. For discussion purposes, we have named the mechanism where two
participants are mentioned (PEP) as Phase 1A of the System of Participant Attentionworthiness,
and the mechanism where one participant is mentioned (EP≠ and P≠E, both with an unmentioned
[P=]) as Phase 1B of the System of Participant Attentionworthiness. Phase 1A of the system will
be discussed in the current chapter and Phase 1B will be treated in Chapter 4. Once both Phase
1A and 1B are explained, their signals will be merged, forming the integrated signaling apparatus
of the Spanish System of Participant Attentionworthiness (Chapter 8). The overall goal of this
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chapter, then, is to explain the systematic placement of Participants and Events within specific
word order formats in utterances where the two participants inferred to be present in the message
are mentioned (Phase 1A of the System).

2. The System of Participant Attentionworthiness, Phase 1A.
For PEP word orders in particular, we have established that when speakers assign a
Participant to the P1 or the P2 position in the utterance, the nature of the Event itself does not play
a significant role in that placement decision. Rather, what is relevant is which of the two
Participants is deemed by the language user to merit more attention than the other at a level
beyond the individual utterance, that is, at a level pertaining to the wider context in which the
utterance is generated, or in a written text, at the level of the paragraph or beyond. The
hypothesis to be tested is that there is a semantic substance of Participant Attentionworthiness
with meanings signaled by the different positions in which participant placement can occur in a
PEP utterance. Each of these two positions signals the degree of Participant Attentionworthiness
merited by one participant relative to the other. According to this hypothesis, the System of
Participant Attentionworthiness instructs the interlocutor on how much relative attention needs to
be paid to each Participant: the Participant in initial position (P 1) merits relatively HIGHER and
the Participant in final position (P2) merits relatively LOWER Participant Attentionworthiness.
Establishing this relative Attentionworthiness of Participants requires extensive and thorough
qualitative research on the role of each Participant in the wider discourse where the utterance
under analysis is found. Phase 1A of the Spanish system of Participant Attentionworthiness is
formalized in Figure 2.
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HIGHER

P1 or PEP
Participant
Attentionworthiness
LOWER

P 2 or PEP
Figure 2. The Spanish System of Participant Attentionworthiness. Phase 1A.

This grammatical system has two signals simultaneously embedded within the same ParticipantEvent-Participant cluster, each signaling the meaning of HIGHER or LOWER Participant
Attentionworthiness, and thus exhaustively categorizing the semantic substance.
Three features of the system need noting. First, the hypothesis proposes that despite the
fact that both signals (the P1 and P2 positions) are found at the utterance level, it is generally the
role the Participants play at a discursive level, beyond the utterance, that accounts for their
relative degree of Participant Attentionworthiness. Second, note the specificity of the semantic
substance, which is called Participant Attentionworthiness because, by hypothesis, it only
manipulates differential attention on Participants, ignoring the attention needs of the Event.
Third, it is important to note that the meaning of HIGHER (for P1 or PEP) and the meaning of
LOWER

(for P2 or PEP) are not necessarily signals for participants of more or less general

interest. The intended degree of Attentionworthiness of a relatively minor character in a story
may rise at a specific or key moment in the narrative, and this can motivate the placement of the
minor character in the P1 position. The opposite is also true with relatively important characters;
when forced sometimes to take a backseat to minor characters in the story, they can be found in
the P2 position.
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To illustrate the workings of Phase 1A of the system of Participant Attentionworthiness,
we will now present a typical example and qualitative assessment of a PEP utterance extracted
from our corpus of short stories. In this instance, as in many others, it is the interplay of multiple
factors that motivates the choice of linguistic signal-meaning pairs, in our case the position of
Participants and the meanings signaled by these positions. The initials and number
accompanying each example presented throughout this work serve to identify the source and the
page of the example. In example (1), the notation CH23 indicates (author’s initials and the page
number from that author’s collection of short stories), which in (1) would mean that the example
came from Changmarín page 23.

Example (1): (CH23)
En esta isla se decía que Malanga era además de todo, un gran jodedor de paciencia,
tomador de guarapo fermentado, burlador de muchachas. Algunas chicas al verlo bailar,
pensaban igual que los chiquillos, que Malanga era dios… Malanga organizaba fiestas,
a la par que rezos.
P1
E
P2
‘On this island it was said that Malanga was above all, one to pull everyone’s leg, a
drinker of fermented cane liquor, a ladies man. Some of the girls when they saw him
dance, thought just as the children did, that Malanga was god… Malanga organized
parties, and at the same time prayers.’
Malanga organizaba fiestas.
P=
E
P≠
‘Malanga organized parties’.
Analysis (1): The writer has a choice of placing the main character of the story, Malanga,
either before or after the Event named by organizaba, that is, a choice between Malanga
organizaba fiestas and fiestas organizaba Malanga. He chose to place him before the Event, in
the position that signals HIGHER Attentionworthiness, partially because: (a) Malanga is a human
entity, and such entities appear to be inherently worthier of more attention than non-human
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entities (see further below for a quantitative prediction regarding the general preference for
humans in the P1 position); (b) Malanga is the main character of the story (making him already
an entity worthy of a fair amount of attention); but also, (c) in a relative scale of importance, the
other participant in the utterance (fiestas ‘parties’) is an inanimate entity of secondary
importance to the paragraph’s theme. These ‘parties’ were just one more thing Malanga did well,
along with: conquering women, dancing, drinking strong fermented cane liquor, and organizing
prayers. Malanga could do nothing wrong, and women and children alike thought he was a god.
The entire paragraph is centered around the persona of Malanga: what he was like, the numerous
things he did well, and the impression people had of him. In this example we also observe a
typical exploitation of the meaning in P1 for positioning a character with frequent mentions (i.e.,
observe how many times the author introduces the name of Malanga in this very short
paragraph). Finally, we note that Malanga is the participant inferred to be co-referential with
the verb-ending. The meanings interlocked in the verbal inflection (signaling Person and
Number) assist in inferring that the Participant that is co-referential with the verb ending is the
entity IN-Focus with respect to the Event. Being inferred IN-Focus, and therefore, as coreferential with the verb, can be one of the motivations for assigning the meaning of HIGHER
Participant Attentionworthiness to a Participant by placing it in P 1 position. For all these reasons,
the author has placed Malanga before the Event in the position that signals HIGHER Participant
Attentionworthiness and has placed the participant fiestas ‘parties’ after the Event where LOWER
Participant Attentionworthiness is signaled.
It is worth stressing the overall lesson that can be drawn from analyzing (1). The
explanation for the placement decision made by the author for each Participant was not based on
a single factor. We not only relied for our account on the fact that the participant in P 1 is human
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and the participant in P2 an inanimate. We also highlighted as a different (but equally important)
consideration that the Participant placed in P1 played the main character role in the story while
the one placed in P2 played a secondary role. Just as relevant in considering the relative
importance of the participants involved was the paragraph’s theme: the paragraph is about the
Participant that the author placed in P 1 and not about the Participant placed in P 2. We included as
an equally pertinent part of the explanation the high frequency of mention of the Participant
placed in P1.

3. Attentionworthiness vs. Focus for PEP
In this section we discuss the difference between the semantic substance of Participant
Attentionworthiness and the related semantic substance of Focus, which is also used to manage
the hearer's attention. We therefore raise the question whether the analysis of the PEP word order
in Spanish requires the postulation of the semantic substance of Focus in addition to that of
Participant Attentionworthiness. The substance of Focus, as found in a number of Columbia
School analyses of different languages, serves to identify the Participant at the center of attention
with regards to the Event named by a verb. Previous Columbia School analyses of Focus (e.g.:
for German, see Zubin 1979; for Italian, see Davis 2017; for Latin, see Diver and Davis 2012)
have demonstrated that an effective way to support hypotheses about Focus meanings is by
looking at a form’s frequency of mention. Participants for which the language user chooses a
form with the meaning IN-Focus (e.g., the Nominative case in Latin nouns) tend to be more
frequently mentioned in a text than Participants for which the user chooses other forms (e.g.,
forms with the meaning OUT-Focus, like: the Accusative and Dative cases in Latin nouns). To
judge from the example with the frequently mentioned Malanga in (1), it too may be the case that
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forms that are assigned the meaning HIGHER Participant Attentionworthiness also correlate with
frequency of mention. The question then is whether the analysis of the Spanish PEP word order
requires the postulation of Focus in addition to, or perhaps instead of, Participant
Attentionworthiness.
There are two very compelling reasons not to hypothesize Focus as the semantic
substance that we associate with Spanish PEP word order configurations. First, in a Focus
analysis, the centering of attention is limited to the confines of the Event where the Participants
are involved. That is, the substance of Focus can be defined as: centering [absolute] attention on
Participants with respect to the Event (IN-Focus vs. OUT-Focus). This is very different from the
hypothesis of Participant Attentionworthiness, where the substance can be defined as: centering
[differential] attention on Participants with respect to each other. Note here that, as opposed to
an analysis of Focus, in our assessment of Participant Attentionworthiness: (a) the Event is
mostly disregarded, as it chiefly serves to simultaneously anchor the two signals; (b) the type of
attention centering is differential (HIGHER vs. LOWER), not absolute; and, even though
discourse considerations are always implicit in the determination of a Participant’s status vis-àvis these two semantic substances, (c) the scope of the attention centering usually spans over a
much broader stretch of discourse, beyond [and not mostly limited to] that of the Event –
typically, at the paragraph level. Second, while frequency of mention may correlate with the
deployment of both the IN-Focus and HIGHER Participant Attentionworthiness meanings, the
analysis of Participant Attentionworthiness does not rely on frequency of mention in order to be
successful, while an analysis of Focus most likely does. A third reason not to employ Focus as a
semantic substance in our analysis, unrelated to the above reasons, is the fact that the technical
term ‘Focus’ has been used with varying degrees of definition by numerous linguists in a variety
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of theories other than Columbia School, creating the risk of confusion (e.g., see Arnold, et al.
2013).
4. Hypothesis testing with simple PEP word orders
In this section we test the hypothesized meanings of the System of Attentionworthiness in
simple PEP Type A word orders like those of (1) above. The testing of simple PEP Type B word
orders is found in Section 5, below.

Simple PEP Type A: P= E P≠
co-referential Participant + Event + non-coreferential Participant
tú tomaste agua ‘you drank water’.
P= E
P≠

Simple PEP Type B: P≠ E P=
non-coreferential Participant + Event + co-referential Participant
agua tomaste tú ‘you drank water’. (lit. ‘water drank you’)
P≠
E
P=

As in the case of (1), Type A PEP’s have the Participant that is co-referential with the verb
ending in P1 position, signaling the meaning HIGHER Participant Attentionworthiness. We test the
hypothesis in simple PEP Type A orders on the basis of four additional tokens. The simple PEP
Type A orders are the most frequent word order arrangements found in our data. They also
happen to be the easiest word order type to explain.
For all sections related to the testing of the various meaning hypotheses developed
throughout this dissertation we will present a combination of qualitative and quantitative
techniques. Just as in example (1) above, for each example we will present: (a) the example and
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surrounding context in the Spanish original; (b) my own English translation (including a wordby-word translation for the utterance under scrutiny); and (c) the utterance under analysis listed
again separately in its Spanish original and its English translation (interlinear English translations
will only be supplied when deemed necessary). As in (1), a code in parenthesis will precede the
example indicating its source. After each example, a detailed qualitative analysis is presented.
If a factor in the qualitative analysis of an example lends itself to a quantitative
prediction, the rationale for that prediction and the corresponding count will be presented and
discussed. The example in (1) contains such a factor, namely the fact that Malanga, which is
placed in P1, is co-referential with the verb ending (Malanga organizaba, where Malanga and
the ending -aba make reference to the same Participant). To test whether the motivation for
placing a co-referential participant in P1 applies more generally in our corpus of texts rather than
it being an explanation only applicable to the token in (1), we make the following quantitative
prediction:

Prediction I: If co-referentiality with the verb ending assists speakers in communicating
messages where one Participant holds central attention and the other Participant does not,
then the distribution of participants over P 1 and P2 in PEP will statistically tend to consist
of the co-referential participant occupying the P 1 position signaling HIGHER Participant
Attentionworthiness and the non-coreferential participant occupying the P 2 position
signaling LOWER Participant Attentionworthiness. In other words, co-referential
participants will tend to favor P1 position more than non-coreferential ones (Table I).
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Table I. Placement of Participants in P 1 and P2 by co-referential status
Verb-ending co-reference

HIGHER

LOWER

Participant
Attentionworthiness

Participant
Attentionworthiness

(P1)

(P2)

N

%

N

%

Co-referential Participant

893

95

45

5

Non-coreferential Participant

45
938

5

893
938

95

The table shows clearly that the prediction about placement of co-referential participants
favoring P1 more than placement of non-coreferential participants in that same position is an
accurate one. Notice that, given the nature of the word-order signals involved, the four cells of
the table are mirror images of each other.
In what follows, we continue with our testing of PEP Type A, offering qualitative
analyses of four more examples and making quantitative predictions where appropriate.

Example (2): (CO132)
Doña Clorinda ya estaba preocupada y asustada. Inés no se dignaba a dirigirle la
palabra. Tampoco se acercaba a la mesa a tomar los alimentos. Estaba todo el tiempo
encerrada en su dormitorio. Doña Clorinda no podía comprender la inexplicable fobia
P1
E
P2
que sentía Inés por los gatos. Pensaba que era maldad y viendo la actitud de su hija
temió realmente que cumpliera la amenaza de matar la gata. ¡Dios mío! ¡Si Mimí
estuviera gestando cuatro gatitos serían entonces treinta y cinco años de mala suerte!
‘Miss Clorinda was already worried and scared. Inés did not find the dignity within
herself to address her. Neither did she approach the dinner table to eat her food. She was
locked in her bedroom all the time. Miss Clorinda could not understand the
inexplicable phobia that Inés felt for cats. She thought that it was evil and seeing her
daughter’s attitude she really feared that she would see her threat through and kill the cat.
Oh my God! If Mimí were pregnant with four kittens it would be thirty-five years of bad
luck!
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Simple Type A: Doña Clorinda no podía comprender la inexplicable fobia
P=
E
P≠
‘Mrs. Clorinda could not understand the inexplicable phobia’.
Analysis (2): This short story deals with a mother (Mrs. Clorinda) and her rapidly
declining relationship with her daughter (Inés) due to the mother’s guardianship of a female cat
in the house. Inés felt repulsed by cats and could not stand to be in their presence, but no one
could understand why, especially her cat-loving mother. One day, enraged and frustrated with
the cat, Inés threatened to end the cat’s life. The mother was shocked, as she believed that killing
a cat resulted in seven years of bad luck. The paragraph where we find the forms being analyzed
here depicts the scene after Inés had a run-in with the cat, where Inés fell and injured her head,
resulting in a cut that bled profusely. The mother tried helping Inés after the fall and asked her
how she was feeling, but Inés did not answer back. The mother only noticed that Inés’ eyes were
filled with unspeakable rage. The mother was scared about the cat’s fate, especially since Inés
had previously threatened to kill the animal; and she also grew more worried about her daughter,
because after that incident with the cat, Inés stayed in her room and refused to eat. Given that the
cat was pregnant, the mother believed that anything bad happening to the cat and her four unborn
kittens would bring them 35 years of bad luck. The author chooses to place in P 1 position,
signaling HIGHER Participant Attentionworthiness, the mother Doña Clorinda, who is both a
human entity and one whose mental and emotional state are at the center of the paragraph’s
theme. And chooses to place la inexplicable fobia ‘the [daughter’s] inexplicable [cat] phobia’ (an
abstract inanimate entity) in P2 position signaling LOWER Participant Attentionworthiness. Let us
note that the daughter’s phobia of cats is very much at the heart of this entire short story, and it is
the driving force behind many of the pivotal events depicted throughout the narrative. However,
in this particular paragraph, the salient theme relates to the mother, her superstitious beliefs, and
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her growing concerns regarding her daughter’s behavior, resulting in the mother deserving
greater attention vis-à-vis the cat phobia, and thus meriting initial placement in P 1.

Example (3): (FRR196)
Le explico, Kulpitown – anunció–. Tenemos asegurada esta administración y tenemos
asegurada la próxima. Vamos por partes. Esta administración no ofrece demasiadas
dificultades, marcha con bastante éxito y suponemos que llegará a su termino con
felicidad. Podrá surgir algún inconveniente, imprevisto menor, pero todo está calculado
y previsto para que llegue a buen término. En cuanto al próximo período… -Uppman
golpeteó sobre su escritorio con la punta de su dedo índice derecho- en cuanto al
próximo período… -repitió- la cosa no es tan clara, pero también se encuentra
dominada. La oposición presentará sus candidatos, sus fórmulas, sus plataformas,
P1
E
P2
y es muy posible que nos ganen, máxime si no logramos prontos acuerdos con este
asunto de los misiles. Ahora, muy bien, si el triunfo es nuestro no existirán problemas de
ninguna clase. Si el triunfo es de ellos, ya hemos concertado un arreglo más que
ventajoso para ambas partes que les permitirá gobernar sin molestias y nos asegura a
nosotros la continuidad de nuestros proyectos y no nos oblige a desarticular nuestros
grupos de decision. Habrá que aceptar -pareció disculparse Uppmann- la sustitución de
un par de nuestros hombres por hombres de ellos, pero le adelanto que no están en
puntos de excesiva importancia. O sea, mantendremos una oposición aparente, y
continuaremos con lo nuestro.
‘Let me explain it to you, Kulpitown -he announced-. We have this administration
guaranteed and we have guaranteed the next one. We are going by parts. This
administration does not pose too many difficulties, marches on with fair success and we
suppose that it will happily reach the end of its term. An inconvenience may surface, a
minor unforeseen event, but everything is calculated and planned for it to end well.
Regarding the next cycle… -Uppman tapped over his desk with the tip of his right index
finger- regarding the next cycle… -he repeated- the situation is not as clear, but it is also
under control. The opposition will present their candidates, their formulas, their
platforms, and it is very possible that they will beat us, especially so if we don’t reach an
agreement soon with this issue of the missiles. Now, very well, if the victory is ours there
will not be problems of any kind. If the victory is theirs, we have set-up an arrangement
that is more than advantageous for both parties that will allow them to govern without
inconveniences and it will assure us the continuity of our projects and it will not force us
to break-up our decision-making groups. We will have to accept -Uppmann seemed to
excuse himself- the replacement of a couple of or men for their men, but I can disclose to
you in advance that they are not in posts of excessive importance. That is, we will
maintain an obvious opposition, and we will continue with our agenda.’
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Simple Type A:
La oposición presentará sus candidatos, sus fórmulas, sus plataformas.
P=
E
P≠
‘The opposition will present their candidates, their formulas, their platforms’.
Analysis (3): This paragraph presents an armed force general (Uppmann) explaining to
an assassin-for-hire (Kulpitown) the political climate that the governing party was immersed in
during its current term and the possible outcomes for the upcoming election cycle. The writer has
chosen to place la oposición ‘the opposition’ (i.e., a collective of human beings) in P 1 position
while placing in P2 position sus candidatos, sus fórmulas, sus plataformas ‘their candidates, their
formulas, their platforms’ (i.e., a series of abstract entities, because even though ‘candidates’ is a
reference to a collective of humans, in this case it is used to refer to future candidates, which are
not yet concretely defined people). Since upcoming elections are thematically salient in the
paragraph, why are the electoral-specific elements of the opposite party (i.e., their candidates,
formulas, and platforms) placed in P2 signaling LOWER Participant Attentionworthiness relative
to the more broadly-characterized la oposición ‘the opposition’ which is placed in P 1 signaling
HIGHER Participant

Attentionworthiness? In other words, given that the discussion centers

around electoral choices and outcomes, would it not be true that the reverse word order (i.e.,
‘candidates, formulas, platforms’ in initial position and ‘the opposition’ in final position) would
present a linear arrangement of words that would be more consistent with the hypothesized
meanings of the system of Participant Attentionworthiness?
The answer to this question lies in the statement made by the general of the armed forces
to Kulpitown reassuring that the future of the current administration was not linked to the results
of the next electoral contest. The system was rigged, and a mutually advantageous agreement had
been reached with the opposing party to ensure that the current government’s projects would not
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be stalled if they were to lose the elections. Only in a few instances would replacement of certain
government officials take place, but it is underscored that the posts where threat of replacement
existed would not be important ones. This means that any candidate the opposing party would
choose to nominate for replacement in one of these posts would not have a very significant
decision-making role in the newly-elected government. In other words, whichever formulas are
strategically used to win and whatever platforms the opposing party decides to run on are a farce,
as the arrangement between the two parties allows for the incumbent administration’s agenda to
continue despite a potential election loss. We see, then, that the theme running through the
conversation between the general and the assassin is the actions of the opposing party as a whole,
which will allow for the continuity of the current governing structure past its term. The
opposition party merits HIGHER attention as their tangible actions have the real-world effect of
maintaining the status quo, while their bogus candidates, formulas, and platforms deserve
LOWER

attention as they all will eventually dissipate – win or lose – in favor of the status-quo.
In examples (1), (2), and (3) we alluded to the several factors that favor the choice of

placement of Participants in either the initial P 1 or the final P2 position. One factor we can
observe favoring placement in P1 is the animacy of the Participant. It appears that, in general,
speakers tend to assign more importance to people than to inanimates, and thus the choice to
connect the human participants in these examples with the meaning HIGHER Participant
Attentionworthiness through their placement in P 1. Quantitative Prediction II is made to test the
generality of this explanation in our data.
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Prediction II: If messages are partially shaped by the influence of an anthropocentric
bias in speakers (i.e., where human entities tend to attract more speaker interest than
inanimate entities), then the favored distribution of human and inanimate Participants in a
PEP utterance should skew towards arrangements where human referents are placed in P 1
signaling HIGHER Participant Attentionworthiness and inanimate referents are placed in
P2 signaling LOWER Participant Attentionworthiness (Table II). This not only follows
from our observations of usage in examples (1), (2), and (3), but also from what Tomlin
(1986) calls the Animacy Constraint word-order principle, claiming that, in general,
animate entities take precedence over inanimate ones.

Table II. Participant placement by animacy status
Type of Participant

HIGHER

LOWER

Participant
Attentionworthiness

Participant
Attentionworthiness

(P1)

(P2)

N

%

N

%

Human

682

94

131

31

Non-Human (Inanimate)

41
723

6

292
423

69

OR > 37

The table shows that the prediction is borne out strongly. In all of our PEP data, just as in
examples (1), (2), (3), humans are favored in the P 1 position and non-humans are favored in the
P2 position.
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Example (4): (CH67)
La Reina ordena a Juan de Dioso…
La Reina tiene que ordenar la muerte de su propio hijo…
La Reina ordenaba a sus camaradas…
… Un viejo negro se arrodilló para levantar al Pajarité borracho.
- ¡Miedda!... ¡Sangre!- gritó
- ¿Qué?- rugieron en coro, los danzantes y el gentío.
- ¿Sangre, dices tú, viejo? ¿Qué le pasó a mi Pajarité?- gritó una muchacha, la más
linda de los congos y de la fiesta.
- ¡Puta, no te acerques!... le gritó el marido y la jaló con violencia.
Cayó de arriba un silencio bárbaro, la Reina levantó el brazo izquierdo de Pajarité,
P1
E
P2
su hijo del alma, y se vio que la sangre de verdad le manaba…
‘The Queen orders Juan de Dioso…
The Queen has to order the death of her own son…
The Queen ordered her comrades…
… An old black man kneeled down to pick up the drunken Pajarité.
- Shit!... Blood!- he yelled.
- What?- the dancers and the people roared in choir-like fashion.
- Blood, you say, old man? What happened to my Pajarité?- yelled a young woman, the
most beautiful of all the congos and of the party.
- Whore, do not get near him!... her husband shouted at her and pulled her violently.
A tremendous silence fell from above, the Queen raised the left arm of Pajarité,
her beloved son, and it was seen that the blood was really flowing out of him…’
Simple Type A: la Reina levantó el brazo izquierdo de Pajarité
P=
E
P≠
‘the Queen raised the left arm of Pajarité’
Analysis (4): This short story revolves around a town’s yearly carnival celebration, and
the acting out of a traditional performance involving a Queen and how she orders the homicide
of her own son, Pajarité. For a few years the same man had played the role of Pajarité, and had
done so with greater vigor and passion than anyone in the town had ever seen from any past
performer. His acting in the final scene (from the moment where he twisted and turned his body
after being slain to the moment where he later resurrects) was a crowd favorite, and the town
cheered him on as they closed four days of non-stop binging, where only then they could forget
about the real world and their mundane existence. This year was no exception, and Pajarité's
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acting was more realistic than ever before. Despite finding themselves in the euphoric midst of
the crowd-pleasing finale, the festive multitude began noticing that something was different: as
Pajarité is laying on the beach sand pretending to be dead, the scene is taking longer than usual.
The town folks thought Pajarité had passed out from being totally inebriated, given that after a
while, he was not responding to cheers or calls for him to stand up and continue on with the
performance. They thought intoxication was the most plausible explanation until an old black
man spotted real blood and alerted the spectators. La Reina ‘the Queen’, placed in the P1 position
signaling HIGHER Participant Attentionworthiness, approaches Pajarité and raises el brazo
izquierdo ‘the left arm’, which is placed in the P2 position signaling LOWER Participant
Attentionworthiness. It is with the Queen's lifting of her beloved son Pajarité’s bleeding arm that
the final (and ironic) pronouncement of Pajarité’s death materializes, to everyone’s shock. Even
though ‘the raised bleeding left arm’ is the symbolic representation of death, it is ‘the Queen’
who deserves HIGHER attention, as it is through her actions that everyone realizes what just
transpired: that this was no longer a performance and someone had really murdered Pajarité. The
arm, as it can no longer raise itself from a dead body, deserves LOWER attention, given that it is
dependent on the Queen’s actions.
An additional important variable also plays into the Queen’s meriting placement in P 1 for
this token. Note how frequently the Queen is previously placed in P 1 position in instances of PEP
prior to the utterance under analysis. Frequent previous P 1 placements for a Participant in PEP is
already an indication of the importance of that Participant, leading to a higher likelihood of
subsequent and recurrent placement in P1 position. With a total of three previous placements in
P1 for the Queen in PEP utterances in this short story, the Queen’s importance is certainly a
contributing factor to the greater likelihood of her being placed again (a fourth time) in P 1
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position within a PEP word order signaling HIGHER Participant Attentionworthiness. This
observation and the accompanying reasoning lead to our third quantitative prediction.

Prediction III: If previous mentions of any given Participant in the P 1 position of a PEP
utterance is an indication of that Participant’s importance (due to P 1 signaling HIGHER
Participant Attentionworthiness), then the likelihood of that Participant being placed
again in the P1 position when found in a subsequent PEP formation is greater than the
likelihood of it being placed in the P2 position. Conversely, we also predict that less
recurring Participants will tend to appear in the P 2 position, due to that position signaling
LOWER

Participant Attentionworthiness. The rationale is that a Participant ranking low in

Attentionworthiness will not consistently recur in discourse. Overall, Participants placed
in P1 are more likely to re-appear in the same position than Participants placed in P 2. The
below count was calculated from PEP’s found in Las Mentiras Encantadas ‘The
Enchanted Lies’, a collection of short stories written by Panamanian author Changmarín,
which was also the source of example (4) above (Table III).

Table III. Participant placement based on previous mentions in P 1
Participant Mentions in P1

Previously Mentioned
Not Previously Mentioned

HIGHER

LOWER

Participant
Attentionworthiness
(P1)
N
%
75
32
163
68
238

Participant
Attentionworthiness
(P2)
N
%
13
5
225
95
238

OR > 7
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The prediction is confirmed. We can observe a skewing towards the recurring presence in P 1
position of Participants previously mentioned in P 1 position when compared to the recurring
presence in P2 position of Participants previously mentioned in P 2 position (32 percent versus
five percent). Entities worthy of attention (the more important Participants) will likely continue
being placed in P1, where HIGHER Participant Attentionworthiness is signaled. Entities placed in
P2, where the signaling of LOWER Participant Attentionworthiness occurs, are placed in such
position for a reason: they are not worthy of much attention as to be mentioned frequently.

Example (5): (CH102)
Ya sabía decir algunas palabras en inglés: “guajapin, okey, tenquiu y sanamabich”… las
que aprendió en el taller de mecánica, en donde había un muchacho negro, venido de
afuera, y quien las conocía de nacimiento, porque dizque era de origen jamaicano. El
muchacho, chombo como le dicen, le aconsejaba a Juancito, que no comiera del cuento,
ni cogiera chance con los gringos; que se dejara de ilusiones y pendejadas; que le
hiciera caso a su madre y aprendiera chapistería, pues eso daba plata, ya que los
P 1 E P2
choferes eran locos y estrellaban los carros, en su locura de querer tener, de todos
modos un automóvil, aunque fuese de fiado, de tercera mano, y tuvieran para ello, que
dejar de comer.
Y la chapistería pagaba, en ese pueblito, a orillas de la vía interamericana…
‘And he already knew how to say some words in English: “what happened, thank you
and son-of-a-bitch”… the words that he learned at the repair shop, where there was a
black young man, from abroad, and who knew them from birth, because allegedly he was
of Jamaican origin. The young man, chombo as they called him, gave advice to Juancito,
that he better not believe all the stories, or take a chance with the gringos; that he better
abandon dreams and other such foolery; that he should listen to his mother and learn
welding, as that made money, given that drivers were crazy and crashed cars, in their
crazy need to have, in any way an automobile, even if it was on credit, third-hand used,
and had to stop eating in order to get one.
And welding paid, in that little town, on the skirts of the Interamerican highway…’
Simple Type A: eso daba plata
P= E P≠
‘that made money’.
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Analysis (5): The story speaks of a young man (Juancito) who, in the midst of World
War II, had dreams of becoming a sailor and of seeing the world. His mother thought that the
idea was insane, that sailors died sad and lonely deaths, in the middle of the ocean, surrounded
by languages and religions that no one understood. And with the war in full force, the mother
was sure that Juancito was going to die. Juancito did not pay any mind to his mother at the time
of her warnings. But in this paragraph, we are introduced to a minor character in the story. He is
a young black man of Jamaican origin who, like Juancito’s mother, was also looking-out after
Juancito by telling him: to ‘listen to his mother’ and to ‘learn welding’, because welding would
make him ‘good money’ without really having ‘to risk his life’ as he would do if he were to
become a sailor. The author has the choice of placing ‘that’ (i.e., the welding) in P 1 or P2
position, assigning it a degree of Attentionworthiness in relation to the ‘money’ that the welding
trade made you in the town Juancito lived in. Despite the benefit of paying well, the author
places ‘that’ (i.e., the welding) in P1 to signal HIGHER and ‘money’ in P2 to signal LOWER
Participant Attentionworthiness. At issue in this paragraph is the conviction by the young black
man that welding was a much better (and safer) alternative than becoming a sailor and pursuing
foolish dreams, and he believed so irrespective of the fact that welding could make you ‘money’.
The ‘money’ served as an enticer, as it was a side-benefit of welding, but it is not at the core of
the argument being made in favor of Juancito going into learning this trade. At this point in the
narration (even though they presumably had different motives for doing so) we now have two
characters in the story (i.e., the mother and the young black man) trying to convince Juancito of
becoming a welder, garnering additional support for the placement of ‘that’ (the welding) in the
position of HIGHER Participant Attentionworthiness and the less salient of the two Participants
‘money’ in the position of LOWER Participant Attentionworthiness.
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Example (6): (SO8)
Entonces salíamos caminando despacio, casi arrastrando los pies para no darles
envidia a los pibes de primer año que tenían matemáticas en el aula del zaguán, la
puerta entreabierta porque ya no soplaba el viento del oeste y
el silencio calmaba los nervios como un puñado de aspirinas.
P1
E
P2
Por entonces, las calles no estaban pavimentadas y un viejo camión regador
pasaba dos veces por día para aquietar el polvo. Cuando el viento callaba, como aquella
tarde, el pueblo chato y gris parecía cubrirse de ruidos que no conocíamos. Cada uno de
nosotros los oía diferentes. Para unos era como si una tropilla de elefantes amenazara el
valle desde las bardas, donde sólo vivían escarabajos y serpientes; otros creían escuchar
los motores del avión negro que traería de regreso a Perón.
‘And then we went out walking slowly, almost dragging our feet so that we
wouldn’t generate envy from the freshmen studying mathematics in the hall’s classroom,
the door halfway open because no longer the wind from the west would blow and
the silence calmed the nerves like a handful of aspirins.
Around that time, the roads were not paved and an old irrigation truck would
drive-by twice a day to settle the dust. When the wind was silent, like in that afternoon,
the town dull and gray appeared to be covered by noises that we did not recognize. Each
one of us heard them differently. For some it was as if a group of elephants threatened the
valley from the fences, where only beetles and snakes lived; others thought they heard the
engines of the black plane that would bring Perón back.’
Simple Type A: el silencio calmaba los nervios
P=
E
P≠
‘the silence calmed the nerves’.
Analysis (6): This portion of the story is partially about a group of rebellious students
that were allowed to skip class on a regular basis because they were part of the school’s soccer
team. Since the school’s principal placed hefty financial bets on soccer game days, he would turn
a blind eye to what was going on at the school with these students. The Participant el silencio
‘the silence’ takes on a very important role in this paragraph, as it is what “calms” the students’
nerves. They are nervous about being caught leaving school to go practice in an adjacent soccer
field. In addition, the importance of the role of the Participant in P 1 el silencio ‘the silence’ is
reinforced by an additional descriptive statement that immediately follows the Participant in P 2
los nervios ‘the nerves’: that this silence is akin to a calming agent, as effective as a handful of
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aspirins. Close attention should be paid to the following paragraph as well, in which now the
same ‘silence’ returns as a theme, but juxtaposed at odds with the previous role it had in the life
of these students. Now ‘the silence’ represents the space that allowed for the strange noises heard
around town to exist (and that no one could recognize), which wound up ultimately being a
source of stress for the students (e.g., as terrifying animal sounds or the sound of a plane engine
bringing a dead dictator back to the country). Thus, el silencio, a Participant salient throughout
the two paragraphs, merits placement in P1 where HIGHER Participant Attentionworthiness is
signaled. In comparison, the participant los nervios, which reflects the resulting emotional
reaction of the students when they are quietly walking out of school so as to not get caught, is
only a part of the experience that ‘the silence’ brings into their lives. Thus, being that the “easing
off” of the Participant los nervios is, in this utterance, a by-product of el silencio, it is placed in
P2 position signaling LOWER Participant Attentionworthiness.

5. Hypothesis testing with simple PEP Type B word orders
Now that we have seen how the co-referential Participant is congruent with the P 1
position signaling HIGHER Participant Attentionworthiness, let us examine what happens when
the reverse is true, in what we call simple PEP Type B, where the non-coreferential Participant is
the one that occupies the P1 position. Because this is a less frequent and in a way unexpected
word order, we will present a few more examples than we did of PEP Type A utterances.

Example (7): (FRR91)
Al día siguiente, el flaco abordó a Brígida, la abuela. La anciana sólo le brindó una
explicación somera.
-Nene -le dijo-, si siempre te han llamado así -justificó.
-Sí, pero quiero saber por qué me llaman así.
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La abuela miró hacia todos lados, se asomó a la puerta de la cocina, y después le
dijo:
-No sé, querido. Me olvido de las cosas. Vos sabés que no ando muy católica de
la memoria.
Penani tuvo que contenerse para no pegarle. La vieja aquélla tenía una memoria
prodigiosa que le permitía recordar qué vestido había usado su prima Etelvina cuando
P1
E
P2
el casamiento de tía Eloy, a mediados del año 27, o el número de teléfono de su hermana
Ruth, en Saladillo, de donde ésta se había mudado hacia fines del 31.
Penani tomó férreamente a la vieja por un brazo y amenazó torturarla con un
tirabuzón. La abuela chilló un poco, le rogó después que no la comprometiese y,
finalmente, vomitó.
‘The next day, the skinny one approached Brígida, the grandmother. The old lady only
gave him a superficial explanation.
-Sweetie -she said-, but they have always called you like that -she justified.
-Yes, but I want to know why is it that they call me that.
The grandmother looked everywhere, she put her head out of the kitchen door, and after
she said:
-I don’t know, sweetie. I forget things. You know that I’m not too religious with my
memory.
Penani had to contain himself not to hit her. That old lady had a prodigious memory that
allowed her to remember what dress had worn her cousin Etelvina when aunt Eloy got
married, in the middle of 1927, or the phone number of her sister Ruth, in Saladillo,
where she had moved away from towards the end of 1931.
Penani strongly grabbed the old lady by an arm and threatened to torture her with a
corkscrew. The grandmother squealed a little then she begged him not to compromise her
and, in the end, she vomited.’
PEP Type B: qué vestido había usado su prima Etelvina
P≠
E
P=
what dress had worn her cousin Etelvina
Analysis (7): In this short story, a man finds himself wondering why his lifelong
nickname has been ‘Penani’. It all started at a bar, when a friend called Penani a “clown” for not
knowing the reason for his nickname. After the bar, Penani went home to his mother and asked
her about his nickname. The mother gets paranoid, says she does not remember, but that his
father might know, and then begins to cry. Penani’s frustration started growing, because his
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father had died many years ago, and he suspected his mother was making up excuses to not tell
him the truth. Then it occurs to him that his grandmother might know, since she had a
phenomenal memory. The next day, he approached his grandmother, but she starts claiming old
age and not being able to remember things too well any longer. After hearing that, Penani was so
frustrated that he wanted to hit her. He knew that she could remember details such as phone
numbers that had not been in use since the 1930’s, or the dress that her cousin was wearing at a
wedding in the late 1920’s. In the utterance under analysis, the author places the noncoreferential participant qué vestido ‘what dress’ in the P1 position signaling HIGHER Participant
Attentionworthiness and the co-referential Participant su prima Etelvina ‘her cousin Etelvina’ in
the P2 position signaling LOWER Participant Attentionworthiness. One can naturally question:
why is the ‘dress’ worthy of more attention than the ‘cousin’ wearing it? At the center of the
paragraph’s theme is the grandmother’s memory, and her remembering both the cousin’s
presence and the dress she was wearing at a wedding that took place decades ago supports the
claim that the grandmother did in fact have an outstanding memory. Thus, when it comes to the
arrangement of words, the author places the ‘dress’ in the position of HIGHER Participant
Attentionworthiness because it better showcases how magnificent her memory really was: A
detail such as remembering that her cousin attended the wedding is not as impressive as the more
granular detail of remembering what type of dress the cousin was wearing at that wedding back
in the 1920’s. The ‘cousin’, being the less relevant of the two participants as it relates to the
theme of the grandmother’s memory, is then placed in the position of LOWER Participant
Attentionworthiness.
At this point in our analysis it is pertinent to reassess the results presented in Table I
above. In it we showed that the placement of the co-referential Participant in the P 1 position (and
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the non-coreferential Participant in P2 position) represents the statistically favored pattern of
ordering the two Participants mentioned in a PEP configuration. In other words, we found that a
positive association exists between a Participant being co-referential with the verb ending (the
independent variable) and its being assigned the meaning HIGHER Participant
Attentionworthiness by placing it in P 1 (the dependent variable). However, we reiterate that what
we found in Table I was a skewing or statistical preference, but not an absolute pattern. Despite
establishing that a correlation exists between being co-referential with the verb ending and being
placed in the initial position in PEP, in (7) we are presented with the opposite end of that
skewing, where the non-coreferential Participant qué vestido ‘what dress’ is placed in the P1
position instead of the co-referential Participant su prima Etelvina ‘her cousin Etelvina’. Just as
observed in (7), the rest of the examples discussed in this section are also instances of this
statistically disfavored word order pattern. We will see that, whereas in general, co-referentiality
of a Participant with the verb ending can be considered one of the characteristics correlating with
placement in the P1 position, it is by no means a ‘rule’ of the language. Rather, it is a statistical
tendency in the observed distribution of a form, partially driven by a particular exploitation of
that form’s signaled meaning.

Example (8): (CH132)
Si yo toda la vida me comporté tan buena y cumplidora de la tradición, pero en la venta
de los cocos, allí fue cuando aquel marinero cartagenero me tocó una teta y me dijo una
palabra sucia, y yo regresé, muy encendida a la casa, como borracha de cuanto había
pasado con aquel demonio, porque pienso que el marino me echó algo: él fumaba, y me
tiró una bocanada de humo azul o naranja en la cara y me agarró. Fue esa tarde del
puerto. Yo no sé, pero me llevaba como una marea, como una cáscara, iba yo con mis
cocos, de nuevo al arrimadero al barco… quién sabe
qué magia echó aquel muchacho negro, porque fumaba algo y tal vez fui embrujada,
P1
E
P2
porque esos marinos saben muchas brujerías y yo iba al barco como una cáscara
ardiente…
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‘But all my life I behaved myself so well and in compliance with tradition, but in the
selling of coconuts, it was there when that marine from Cartagena touched one of my
breasts and uttered a dirty word, and I went back, very aroused to the house, like a drunk
from how much happened with that demon, because I think that the marine bewitched me
with something: he smoked, and he threw a big cloud of blue or orange smoke in my face
and he grabbed me. It was that afternoon at the port. I don’t know, but he rode me like a
tide, like a skeleton, and so I went with my coconuts, again to the plank to the ship…
who knows what kind of magic threw that black young man, because he smoked
something and maybe I was cast under a spell, because those marines know a good deal
of witchcraft and I went to the ship like an aroused skeleton…’
PEP Type B: qué magia echó aquél muchacho negro
P≠
E P=
such magic threw that black young man
Analysis (8): In this short story, a woman by the name of Iguandili is put on trial by
members of her tribe for violating their honor code, which censured extra-marital affairs. She
became pregnant while her husband was away performing hard labor, and even though initially
she denied the accusations, her decision to keep the child became proof of her infidelity. The
newborn child’s skin tone was black, and neither Iguandili or her husband were black.
Eventually, she admits to the congress her faulty behavior, and it is the storyline surrounding her
admission what is at the center of this paragraph. Notice that when she is explaining the tribal
congress the reasons for her transgression, her main excuse was that she was “cast under a spell”
by this black sailor whom she had the affair with. She states how after the sailor uttered a dirty
word she became aroused and induced into a drunken-like state, with no control over her actions,
feeling like a skeleton. She describes how the sailor threw a cloud of smoke over her face (a
magician’s-like maneuver) and reminds the congress of how much witchcraft knowledge sailors
possess. Of the three possible actors that could take center stage in this clause, neither the sailor
nor Iguandili herself become the basis of the explanation the beautiful indigenous woman gives
to the congress; but instead, it is the ‘magic’ that was worked over her that is central to the
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argument in her defense and as such, placed in the P 1 position. The entire paragraph is about
making references to spells, witchcraft, and paranormal feelings. So, when it comes time to
assign Attentionworthiness to Participants, the choice the author makes is a clear one: by
summing up the details of the paragraph, the ‘magic’ is placed in the P 1 position signaling
HIGHER

Participant Attentionworthiness and the relatively less salient ‘black young man’ (i.e., the

sailor) is placed in the P2 position where LOWER Participant Attentionworthiness is signaled.
Also, and similar to the clause structure seen in (3), there is an emphatic marker qué which helps
add punch to the importance of the Participant being highlighted in the P 1 position.

Example (9): (CH120)
Pues allí estaba ella, echando cascajo, que era un cuento de nunca acabar; sudando
como una potranca, bajo el sol puñetero que arriba se reía, se burlaba de la pobre
Iguandili y le gritaba: - “Anda, busca tu luna alcahueta, para que te ayude a cargar
piedras, al lomo. Para eso andabas con ella en tus lujurias, allá por tierra firme, sin
tomar en cuenta a tu marido que trabajaba en las bananeras o en el Canal, con el fin de
traer la paila, el radio, el collar, tus satines y los hilos de colores para coser tus molas y
chaquetas; el estrujado hombre, allá en semejante infierno verde de bananales, bajo el
rocío de los pesticidas, según cuentan, y que luego de tanto trabajar hace que los
trabajadores terminen echando espuma verde por la nariz… “Y sin embargo tú- repitió
el sol- golosa, lechona, acostada por la playa, cogiendo vicios de gente extraña… Pues
anda –insinuaba el sol- busca a la luna, como lucías aquella vez, revolcándote en la
arena, bajo la canción del palmar… ¡Pero ya viste!”… Y eso comentó el sol o sea, Dad
P1
E
P2
Ibe, a las dos y media de la tarde a la sufrida Iguandili quien nada más había incurrido
en el pecadillo casual de la carne.
‘Well there she was, laying down loose stones, which was a never-ending story; sweating
like a young horse, under the bloody sun that laughed up above, it poked fun of poor
Iguandili and it shouted: -“Go on, look for your accomplice the moon, so that it can help
you to carry stones, on your back. For that you hung out with her in your lust, there in
the mainland, without taking into account your husband that worked in the banana
plantations or at the Canal, with the purpose of bringing food, the radio, the necklace,
your satin and color threads to knit your molas and blazers; the squeezed out man, there
in such hell of green banana fields, under the mist of the pesticides, which according to
what they say, after all that work it makes the workers ooze green foam from their
noses…” “And however you- repeated the sun- greedy, horny, lying on the beach,
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acquiring vices from strangers… Then go –insinuated the sun– search for the moon, as
you exposed yourself that one time, rolling around in the sand, under the song of the palm
tree… But now you have seen!”… And that commented the sun that is, Dad Ibe, at two
thirty in the afternoon to the suffering Iguandili who only had incurred in the minor
casual sin of the flesh.’
PEP Type B: eso comentó el sol
P≠
E
P=
that commented the sun
Analysis (9): This piece of narrative takes place at the beginning of the short story
regarding Iguandili’s infidelity, from which an excerpt was also extracted for Example (4). This
story begins, as it were, at the end. Iguandili had already been sentenced by the congress to carry
and lay down stones for the construction of an airplane landing track. The reader is first
presented with the punishment Iguandili was enduring for her behavior and how the sun, also
known as the god Dad Ibe, was making a mockery out of her current situation and shaming her
for her past behavior. Under an unbearable heat, the burning sun addresses Iguandili and reveals
to the reader the truth about her unfortunate missteps. Note the use of quotations and all of the
detail that the god Dad Ibe demonstrates to know about how Iguandili acted out on her impulses.
During the time Iguandili was unfaithful to her husband, and unlike the rest of the tribe members
who were ignorant to this fact, only the sun knew the real truth of what had transpired, and it is
precisely this what the author wishes to grant greater emphasis to. Iguandili must eventually
stand trial and defend her innocence in front of the congress, but someone – in this case a deity –
had evidenced her misdeeds. It is this truth, remitted in the story by the pronoun eso ‘that’, what
is worthy of greater attention relative to the sun, the god Dad Ibe. Whoever knew the truth is less
important than what the truth was; and especially in this case, the witness is of even less
relevance, as the sun cannot testify in a trial. The non-coreferential Participant eso also
summarizes all of Dad Ibe’s statements, and so it is placed by the author in the P 1 position where
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HIGHER

Participant Attentionworthiness is signaled. Conversely, the co-referential participant el

sol, due to its minor role within this particular paragraph relative to the importance of what the
sun himself was saying had transpired, is assigned to the P 2 position signaling LOWER Participant
Attentionworthiness.

Example (10): (CO119)
Eran tan pocas diversiones en las comunidades interioranas que los mozalbetes, en la
noche, se aprovechaban de la oscuridad reinante, y del temor que tenían, aún los
adultos, a los seres del más allá, e inventaban toda clase de maldades para asustar a la
gente y divertirse.
Cosas raras sucedían casi siempre durante las noches oscuras o lluviosas, pues
temprano se retiraban los habitantes del poblado. Algunos de estos relatos fueron
divulgados muchos años después de haber sucedido, cuando ya se convertían en motivo
de hilaridad, pero al momento que suscitaban los hechos resultaban espeluznantes y, por
supuesto, por temor a las consecuencias nada decían los involucrados.
P1
E
P2
La gente aterrada comentaba al día siguiente lo escalofriante de las abusiones.
‘So very few were the leisurely activities in the country side communities that the young
boys, at night, would take advantage of the reigning darkness, and from the fear that had,
even the adults, to the souls from the other side, they made up all kinds of evil tricks to
scare people and enjoy themselves.
Strange things happened almost always during darker evenings or rainy ones, given that
early the town’s inhabitants would retreat home. Some of these tales were divulged
many years after they happened, when they had already become a laughing matter, but at
the time when they happened the facts turned to be creepy and, of course, for fear to the
consequences nothing said the ones involved. The people terrified would comment on
the next day the spookiness of the transgressions.’
PEP Type B: nada decían los involucrados
P≠
E
P=
nothing said the ones involved
Analysis (10): We can immediately appreciate that in relation to the young boys (who
were 'the ones involved') the fact that 'nothing' was said is what is worthier of attention. This
particular portion of this short story is about young boys and their scary tricks that, built on fear
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of the dead, were meant to scare the town’s people at night; and also, how it was not until many
years later that the transgressors confessed the truth related to the spooky events. Crucially,
however, for fear of punishment for their acts, at the time the scary tricks were carried out
'nothing' was divulged by the youngsters responsible for them. Taking into consideration the
timing of these revelations, there is a contrast drawn between ‘what was said’ (i.e., the morning
gossip from the town’s people regarding the horrifying acts from the night before) and ‘what was
not said’ (i.e., the young boys’ silence on the same matter). The choice the writer has is between
granting more attention to the young boys (who happen to be background information in this part
of the story) or bringing to the forefront that, even though the truth would be mostly revealed in
the future, the perpetrators did not reveal it when the scary events actually happened. It is the
latter point (i.e., the non-revelation) that is thematically highlighted and more consistent with the
overall story line within this particular part of the story. In this paragraph the non-coreferential
Participant nada ‘nothing’ becomes the most salient entity when seen in relation to the coreferential Participant los involucrados ‘the ones involved’, and as such, ‘nothing’ is placed
where a HIGHER Degree of Participant Attentionworthiness is signaled.

Example (11): (CH71)
Era práctico en sahumar las viviendas, con la caraña hedionda, para que no penetraran
los malos espíritus, o para que los “suliaces” y civiles no contagiaran, con sus
enfermedades, a los niños. Era especialista en sacar espinas de los pies, con la resina
del chutrá; o extraer el veneno de las mordidas de todas las sierpes y las víboras, hasta
la de terciopelo y la coral. ¡Cuánta ciencia dominaba el gran Dotore Ciprián Virola!
¡Y cuanto le entregaba a su amado pueblo de la cordillera!
‘He was skilled in blessing houses, with smelly caraña, so that the evil spirits would not
come, or so that the “suliaces” and ordinary citizens would not contaminate, with their
diseases, the children. He was a specialist in removing thorns from the feet, with the
chutra’s resine; or extracting the poison from tillers and vipers, even the velvet and coral
kinds. So much science dominated the great Doctor Ciprián Virola! And how much
did he give back to his beloved mountain town!’
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PEP Type B: ¡Cuánta ciencia dominaba el gran Dotore Ciprián Virola!
P≠
E
P=
So much science mastered the great Doctor Ciprián Virola!
Analysis (11): Here we have a typical reason for placing the non-coreferential Participant
in the P1 position signaling HIGHER Participant Attentionworthiness, which is, as also seen in (8):
to serve as a summary point of things previously mentioned in the paragraph. This particular
portion of this short story deals with all the skills that Dr. Virola possesses, varying from
“blessing houses” to “extracting poison from vipers”. These various skills are referred to by the
narrator as ciencia ‘science’ (even though, in reality, Dr. Virola was more of a witch-doctor and
his skills were anything but ‘science’). However, there is an admiration towards all the things Dr.
Virola could do, and the collectivity of all those things is expressed within the utterance under
analysis in cuánta ciencia ‘so much science’. The paragraph’s theme is centered around Dr.
Virola’s skills and not on Dr. Virola himself. This is the reason why ‘so much science’ is
relatively more salient and placed in the P 1 position signaling HIGHER Participant
Attentionworthiness while the less thematically salient ‘Dr. Virola’ is placed in the P 2 position
signaling LOWER Participant Attentionworthiness. Also, pay close attention to the string that
follows the utterance being analyzed: a certain joy is expressed regarding how much Dr. Virola
had given back to his community, but what he actually gave-back was his “skillset”, thus
reinforcing the fact that it is on Dr. Virola’s so-called “science” where the author wants our
attention to be centered on. Lastly, the presence of the quantifier cuánta serves as a marker
modifying the lexical item ciencia, revealing that Dr. Virola’s knowledge of “science” was
extensive, and therefore providing additional details that highlight even more the importance of
the Participant ciencia. A quantitative pattern from this example can be extracted from the data,
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namely the bond between a quantifier word and the non-coreferential participant, which leads to
the following prediction.

Prediction IV: If presence of a quantifier word modifying a non-coreferential Participant
is evidence of a speaker’s greater interest in communicating that Participant’s
importance, then non-coreferential Participants for which additional information is
provided in the form of a quantifier word will tend to appear more frequently in the P 1
position signaling HIGHER Participant Attentionworthiness (P≠ E P=) than in the P2
position signaling LOWER Participant Attentionworthiness (P= E P≠). Said otherwise,
speakers will tend to place more often in P 1 non-coreferential Participants in which they
make an additional investment by specifying details of quantification about it.

Table IV. Quantification with Non-coreferential Participant in P 1
Non-Coreferential
Participant

Quantified
Not Quantified

HIGHER

LOWER

Participant
Participant
Attentionworthiness Attentionworthiness
(P1)
(P2)
N
%
N
%
12
29
146
17
29
71
737
83
41
883

OR > 2

Table IV confirms our prediction. Even though it is more common to find non-quantified (83
pct.) than quantified (71 pct.) non-coreferential Participants in our data, when quantification
details are provided, it is more likely that the quantified non-coreferential Participant will be
placed in the P1 position (29 pct.) than in the P2 position (17 pct.).
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Example (12): (CH71)
…Enriqueta se agotaba y su madre desesperada no sabía qué hacer.
-Haga algo, Hermenegilda -le decía angustiada, y la partera le respondía sin
inmutarse:
-Todavía no es tiempo. Hay que esperar -Y permanecía sentada a los pies de la
cama de la parturienta. La joven mujer transpiraba, gemía y se retorcía de dolor, pero la
partera sólo la miraba y volvía a ocupar su silla. La madre de Enriqueta viendo que su
hija estaba casi en trance de muerte y que nada hacía la comadrona corrió a la Unidad
P1
E
P2
Sanitaria y casi a rastras se trajo a la enfermera.
‘Enriqueta was getting exhausted and her desperate mother didn’t know what to do.
-Do something, Hermenegilda -she said with angst, and the midwife answered her
unperturbed:
-It isn’t time yet. We have to wait -And she remained sitting at the edge of the bed
of the woman about to give birth. The young woman was sweating, moaned and she
doubled up from the pain, but the midwife only kept looking at her and kept occupying
her chair. Enriqueta’s mother seeing that her daughter was almost in a death trance and
that the midwife was doing nothing she ran to the Health Unit and brought a nurse
almost dragging her out.’
PEP Type B: nada hacía la comadrona
P≠
E
P=
nothing did the midwife
‘the midwife was doing nothing’
Analysis (12): This portion of this short story is about the actions taken by the maid of a
rich family (Hermenegilda) after her daughter (Griselda) passes away giving birth. The maid’s
daughter had gotten sexually involved with her wealthy employer’s younger son (Serafín).
During one summer, Serafín pursued Griselda viciously and aggressively, and eventually got her
pregnant. Serafín denied getting Griselda pregnant and married instead the daughter of a
different rich family from the same town. Feeling rejected and betrayed, Griselda entered into a
steep depression after finding out that Serafín took vows with another woman. The defeated
Griselda would not eat, and she began deteriorating rapidly during her pregnancy. Hermenegilda
(Griselda’s mother) was not only the maid for Serafín’s wealthy family, but she was also the
town’s midwife. She worried very much about her daughter’s well-being, but she felt helpless,
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and could not do anything to lift her spirits. Because of Griselda’s weakened physical state, she
died during labor, and so did the illegitimate child. Serafín never found out about Griselda’s or
their child’s death. He was busier than ever, because he had recently also gotten his new wife
pregnant. When it came time for Serafín’s new wife to give birth, Serafín’s mother (who was
also Hermengilda’s matron) called on Hermenegilda to perform her midwife duties and help
deliver the child. Hermengilda, however, had a revenge in mind. She wanted Serafín’s new wife
to die during labor, just like her daughter Griselda did. In the utterance under analysis the
participant nada ‘nothing’ is placed in the P1 position signaling HIGHER Participant
Attentionworthiness to bring attention to the fact that in her midwife role Hermengilda intended
to do absolutely nothing to facilitate the delivery of the unborn child. Moreover, this ‘nothing’
deserves special attention from the reader because it is because of Hermenegilda’s inaction that
Serafín’s mother runs desperately to the local health unit to drag out a nurse to save the lives of
Serafín’s suffering wife and the unborn child. Even though Hermenegilda is a character with a
critical role in this entire short story, when compared to her actions at this point in the narration,
the author places her in P 2 position signaling LOWER Participant Attentionworthiness to better
balance the amount of attention that should be paid to the character’s lack of action versus the
character’s herself.

6. Hypothesis testing for complex PEP word orders
We now turn to the discussion of what we have termed complex PEP configurations. We
need to examine critically the proposal that there are in the language complex PEP signals, in
addition to the simple ones we have been discussing. Presenting the scope and results of such an
evaluation is the object of this section. The main proposal is that a complex PEP configuration
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carries within it the same signals and meanings as the simple PEP configuration that we have
discussed above. A complex PEP configuration is found when PEP is found in conjunction with
any of the following grammatical signals:
1) the resumptive clitics le, la, lo (e.g., La bola la compró Giselle ‘Giselle bought [it] the ball’);
2) the prepositional a (e.g. Carlos vio a María ‘Carlos saw [a] Mary'); and,
3) the marker of negation no (e.g., Carlos no consiguió su objetivo ‘Carlos did not achieve his
objective’).
For purposes of this analysis, the following word order formats will be considered complex PEP
signals:
PE[a]P: Carlos vio a María ‘Carlos saw [a] Mary'
[a]PEP: A María Carlos vio ‘[a] Mary Carlos saw’
[a]P(cl.)EP: A María la vio Carlos ‘Carlos saw (her) [a] Mary'
[a]P(no)(cl.)EP: A María no la vio Carlos ‘Carlos did not see (her) [a] Mary'
P(no)EP: Carlos no tiene paciencia ‘Carlos does not have patience’
P(no)E[a]P: Carlso no llevó a María ‘Carlos did not take [a] Mary’
P(no)(cl.)EP: Eso no lo dijo Carlos ‘Carlos did not (it) say that’
P(cl.)EP: El carro lo compró Carlos ‘The car (it) Carlos bought’
P(no)(cl.)EP: El carro no lo compró Carlos ‘The car did not (it) Carlos buy’
The reason that we need to take a critical look at complex PEP configurations is that we cannot
assume that the presence of other linguistic forms (namely: a, no, le, la, lo) leaves undisturbed
the PEP signal discussed in the previous sections. That is, we cannot assume that the
simultaneous signals PEP are present in any of the multiple formats that a complex PEP can
morph into, such as in the above list (PE[a]P, P(cl.)EP, etc.). Moreover, we cannot assume that
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the meanings of these additional linguistic signals can compatibly co-occur with the meanings
signaled in a simple PEP. Saying it in other terms, we cannot assume that in these complex cases
the signal exists; nor can we say that, if the PEP signal were to be present, any of the other five
additional signs are compatible with it. A broad and brief overview of how these signals could
interfere with the hypothesized PEP signal will be offered below.
6.1. Prepositional -a-:
From the five signs configuring a complex PEP utterance a, no, le, la, lo the prepositional
form a is the one that can most directly impact the process of inferring (or not) that a word
designating an entity is a bona-fide Participant in an Event. The reason is that the form a is the
only one of the five that is involved in the following: First, it attaches in pro-clitic form to an
entity-designating word whose likely lexical meaning allows for a suitable inference of a
Participant-like entity; this is different than the other forms, which attach to the event-word (e.g.,
with a we observe: vio a María ‘he/she saw [a] Mary’ not a vio María ‘[a] he/she saw Mary’; but
with clitics we observe: María lo vio ‘Mary saw him’ not lo María vio ‘him Mary saw’). Second,
it has been proposed that one of the main strategies for the use of the form a is that of
“deflecting” an inference of co-referentiality with the verb-ending for the word it is attached to;
both Alarcos (1970:115) and García (1975:104) say that the main function of a is to indicate that
the associated word associated with it is, for Alarcos, "not the subject", and for García, "not in
focus". In llamó a María ‘[he/she] called [a] Mary’, María and the verb ending -ó have parallel
interlocks of Person and Number meanings (3rd PERSON, SINGULAR) making them potentially coreferential, yet the form a prevents the interlocutor from inferring that María is co-referential
with the verb ending in llamó (i.e., the Event-word in finite form llamó is not making central
reference to María, but it is referring to some OTHER entity than the SPEAKER or HEARER.)
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There is, then, nothing in the perceived main function of the form a that is incompatible
with the substance of Participant Attentionworthiness signaled through PEP. On the contrary, we
find that the “deflective” function of a is fully compatible with the System of Participant
Attentionworthiness’ purpose of manipulating Attention on Participants. In Prediction I above
we established a positive correlation between a Participant being co-referential with the verbending and that Participant’s placement in the P 1 position. If we are to consider the form a part of
the information introducing a potential Participant, and if this decision is to be considered in the
context of a PEP-like signal, then a certainly paves the way to reasonably predict where it is
more likely that the a-Participant will be placed within the utterance, namely, in the P 2 position.
Therefore, we deem analytically appropriate to include all tokens of a attached to a yet-to-be
grammatically-signaled entity-designating word (henceforth, small ‘p’ – for ‘potential
participant’) for consideration as a potentially valid bona-fide inferred Participant in the
following two complex PEP formats: [a]PEP, PE[a]P. (Note: The other complex PEP formats
including an a-Participant [a]P(cl.)EP and [a]P(no)(cl.)EP merit a separate discussion as they
include the signs no and le, la, lo.)
Thus, we consider the form a as part of the material (or the potential participant ‘p’) that
is variably placed before or after the event-word (or small ‘e’ – since it is yet inferred as the
anchor of the two signals within P?- e -P?). Therefore, apep and peap are considered part of the
observations that we are responsible for in this chapter; they involve entity-designating words
that are candidates to be inferred as one of two participants in an event, and that could be placed
either before or after the event-word. In summary, we present in schematic forms below the 'p'
and the a that are involved in these two complex PEP configurations.
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Placement of ‘p’ with a in complex PEP configurations:
Placement of ap after the event-word:
p e ap
Carlos vio a María

‘Carlos saw [a] Mary’

ap after event-word
Placement of ap before the event-word:
ap e p
a María vio Carlos.

‘[a] Mary [her] Carlos saw’

ap before event-word

It is true that there is yet to be a full Columbia School analysis of Spanish a. Still, we can use the
deflective strategy, that is, the deflective function proposed by Alarcos and García to, again,
predict that if a is part of a complex PEP signal, the a-Participant will be more likely placed
where LOWER Participant Attentionworthiness is signaled than will the Participant that does not
have an a preceding it. That is, placement of the a-Participant should be more frequent after the
Event (in PE[a]P) than before the Event in (in [a]PEP). However, as we will see in examples
(14) and (15), the System of Participant Attentionworthiness can also favor the presence of the aParticipant in the P1 position, without regards to the presence of the “deflective” a. We will
proceed with our line of analysis, now beginning in example (13), showing the signaling
consistency of the System of Participant Attentionworthiness in various types of complex PEP
word orders that include the form a.
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Example (13): (FRR199)
… Porque el diagnóstico es serio, Kulpitown, este sujeto, “Víctor Marvel Gena”, en el
curso de no muchos años más, comenzará a destacarse en el mundo de la política,
aparecerá como un hombre providencial con perfiles mesiánicos, creará una nueva
alternativa para la gente, arrastrará multitudes y procurará despojarnos de nuestro
poder.
Uppman volvió a contemplar a Kulpitown a los ojos, deseando constatar que su
P1
E
[a]
P2
atento oyente hubiese registrado perfectamente la información.
‘… Because it is a serious diagnosis, Kulpitown, this man, “Victor Marvel Gena”, in the
course of only a few more more years, will begin to excel in the world of politics, he will
seem like a providential man with messianic profiles, he will create a new alternative for
the people, he will draw crowds and he will try to strip power from us.
Uppman looked Kulpitown in the eyes again, wishing to verify that his attentive
listener had perfectly registered the information.’
PE[a]P: Uppman volvió a contemplar a Kulpitown a los ojos.
P=
E
[a] P≠
Uppman turned to contemplate [a] Kulpitown in the eyes.
‘Uppman looked Kulpitown in the eyes once again’.
Analysis (13): This short story is extracted from the same short story in example (3), but
in this case, we have General Uppman having a conversation with the assassin-for-hire,
Kulpitown, explaining the seriousness of the “situation” they are faced with, and the paragraph
explains why a general (Uppman) is in need of hiring an assassin (Kulpitown). The current
Government was involved in a conspiracy to eliminate anyone that could stand in the way of
them holding power – including, but not limited to – the president’s seat. An alleged prodigy
child (only a toddler when the conspiratorial conversation took place) was identified as an
individual that would rise over the masses, posing great risk to the governing political party.
Once grown up, the Government forecasted that his messianic profile would draw multitudes
like never seen before and that he would quickly rise to power. The order from General Uppman
to the assassin Kulpitown is simple: kill the person who poses such a threat. The assassin-forhire, slightly confused at the order, is looked directly in the eye by General Uppman ensuring his
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order had been unequivocally understood. Uppman (the General; the man in power; the man
explaining the situation) is the Participant placed in the P 1 position signaling HIGHER
Attentionworthiness, as he is at the center of the Government’s conspiracy. Kulpitown (the
assassin; the man being ordered by the General; the man confused with his mission of murdering
a toddler; and the participant with a) is placed in the position of LOWER Participant
Attentionworthiness. Despite the fact that it is with Kulpitown’s help that the conspiracy remains
real, he is not the mastermind behind it. The observed degrees of Participant Attentionworthiness
decrease as the chain of command moves from general to assassin. However, another important
variable assisting in the inference of which Participant deserves less attention is the presence of a
before the Participant ‘Kulpitown’. As discussed above, we know that the form a deflects the
inference of a Participant as being co-referential with the verb-ending, which leads to the
following quantitative prediction.

Prediction V: The confirmation of Prediction I above showed that the Participant that is
co-referential with the verb-ending is most often placed in the P 1 position signaling
HIGHER Participant

Attentionworthiness. This is also the Participant that is never

preceded by a. We therefore predict, conversely, that in PEP the a-Participant will have a
greater likelihood of occupying the P2 position signaling than of occupying the P1
position. In conjunction with Prediction I, this prediction should demonstrate speaker
preference to signal HIGHER Participant Attentionworthiness with participants coreferential with the verb-ending and to signal LOWER Participant Attentionworthiness with
participants that are not co-referential with the verb ending, whether or not the form a
appears. The below counts were made in two different collections of short stories.
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The first count is from Roberto Fontanarrossa’s short story collection No sé si he sido claro, and
the results shown in Table V:

Table V. Placement of a-Participant (in Fontanarrossa)
Type of Participant

Participant
a-Participant

HIGHER

LOWER

Participant
Attentionworthiness
(P1)
n
%

Participant
Attentionworthiness
(P2)
n
%

367
3
370

99
1

312
58
370

84
16

OR > 22

Table V demonstrates that the distribution of the a-Participant in Fontanarrossa’s writings is
almost categorically skewed towards the P 2 position, as predicted. The second count, in Table
VI, demonstrates a strikingly similar skewing to the one in Table V. The following count is from
Changmarín’s collection of short stories Las Mentiras Encantadas:

Table VI. Placement of a-Participant (in Changmarín)
Type of Participant

Participant
a-Participant

HIGHER

LOWER

Participant
Attentionworthiness
(P1)
n
%

Participant
Attentionworthiness
(P2)
n
%

234
4
238

98
2

OR > 9
78

206
32
238

87
13

The counts in both Tables V and Table VI clearly demonstrate that, regardless of the potential
meaning of a in Spanish, in almost every token where an a-Participant was observed, the
presence of a motivated its placement in the P2 position within a PEP formation.

Example (14): (CO41)
Las consecuencias no se hicieron esperar y llorosa contó un día Griselda a su
madre que estaba embarazada del Niño Serafín.
Tras mucho cavilar Hermengilda tomó una decisión: No provocaría el aborto a
su hija. A varias muchachas había visto ella morir por abortos provocados. En calidad
[a]
P1
E
P2
de partera era llamada muchas veces cuando ya era demasiado tarde.
‘The consequences wer not made to wait and crying one day Griselda told her
mother that young Serafín had gotten her pregnant.
After much thought Hermengilda made a decision: She would not induce an
abortion with her daughter. She had seen many young girls die from induced abortions.
On her role as a midwife she was called on many times when it was already too late.’
[a]PEP: A varias muchachas había visto ella
[a]
P≠
E
P=
[a] many young girls had seen she
‘she had seen many young girls’
Analysis (14): Continuing where we left off in the short story of example (12), where the
midwife did not assist with the delivery of a child with the ill intention of ending the pregnant
woman’s life, we are now being taken to the moment where Griselda tells her mother (also, the
town’s midwife) that Serafín, the son of the wealthy patrons whom she works for, was the one
who got her pregnant. As the experienced midwife that she was, Hermengilda knew of the risks
of carrying out an abortion, and she decided that aborting would not be the path her daughter
would take. The main reason why Hermengilda makes that decision is due to the number of
young girls she had seen die from forced abortions, and thus, the Participant a varias muchachas
‘[a] many young girls’ is placed in P1 position to signal HIGHER Participant Attentionworthiness.
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The theme of the paragraph is Hermengilda’s logic and reasoning behind the decision of not
having her daughter abort, but it is not Hermengilda herself who is of greater thematic
relevance. Therefore, the participant ella ‘she’ (referring to Hermengilda) is placed in the P2
position signaling LOWER Participant Attentionworthiness, given that the reason why
Hermenegilda made that choice is worthy of more Attention than she, herself, making the
decision (even though she is one of the main characters in the story). We see how the system of
Participant Attentionworthiness can co-exist with the deflective function of the form a, granting
HIGHER

Attention status to the non-coreferential participant in spite of it being typically or more

frequently associated with the P2 positional placement.

6.2 The resumptive clitics le, la, lo:
We now turn our discussion to the other forms that can have an impact in establishing a
complex PEP signal: the resumptive clitics le, la, lo. Revising García’s model (1975) in Figure 3,
we show le, la, lo conforming the Control-Focus interlock in Spanish13.

MID

NON-

le
Control

Focus
LOW

NON-

lo, la

Figure 3. The Control-Focus Interlock in Spanish le, la, lo

13

García’s (1975) original semantic substance was Participation. Her meanings were LESS for le and LEAST for la, lo.
The Control-Focus interlock diagram presented in Figure 2 was not conceived by García. Both the diagram and the
changes in the meanings and semantic substance reflect our own adaptations of and modifications to her model.
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The question that arises again is whether the interlocked grammatical meanings of these
three signals are compatible with the hypothesized semantic substance of the System of
Participant Attentionworthiness. That is, we need to examine whether the substances Focus with
respect to the Event and Degree of Control of a Participant in the Event are compatible with the
substance of Participant Attentionworthiness and its word-order signals. We propose that they
are, and that the presence of the clitics does not negate the existence of a PEP signal; the clitics,
like the form a, simply make the signal more complex. In the case of Focus, the issue is whether
the meaning of NON-Focus of the three clitics contradicts the meanings of differential attention
on Participants; or whether it simply rather assists in confirming, in instances of the less frequent
placement of a non-coreferential Participant in P1, that in fact that Participant is not the coreferential one (for the frequent placement patterns of coreferential and non-coreferential
Participants, see predictions I and V). In the case of Control, the issue seems more
straightforward. The clitics tell the interlocutor: ‘This Participant has MID or LOW Control over
the Event designated by the verb’. The degrees of Control of the non-coreferential Participant
represent more information, or additional specification, about that particular Participant. Amount
of information is largely coherent with attentionworthiness; the greater investment that is made
in a Participant (by adding additional information about it in the utterance), the more we should
expect the participant to occupy the P 1 position. In the following examples, we elaborate the
logic just laid out with respect to Focus and Control vis-à-vis the resumptive clitics.

Example (15): (CH149)
Sin embargo al gobernador, según el presidente, le faltó huevo y prefirió
consultar con su mujer.
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-Qué hago, mi amorcito?- le preguntó a la gobernadora, luego de informarle la
orden del presidente.
¡Qué horror!- exclamó la dama- Mira, no seas bruto, papito, de fijo, cuando el
jefe te llamó estaría borracho, como es su hábito. Y después que mandes a matar al tipo,
dirá que no se acuerda de haberte dicho nada, y a ti te van a mandar para Coiba, si el
gobierno se cae… Veinte años, papito, lejos de tu cama y tu mujercita. Y por otro lado,
negro, si lo mandas a matar… ¿quién te dice que un día, tú mismo no amanecerás con la
boca llena de hormigas?
El gobernador pensó que su mujer tenía mucha razón, ella era así de
adivinadora. Al presidente le gusta mucho el trago, le encanta el whisky fino; de seguro
[a] P1
(cl) E
P2
estaría tomando con el jefe de la inteligencia del Comando Sur, que es su compinche.
‘However the governor, according to the president, lacked the balls and preferred
consulting his wife.
-What should I do, my love?- he asked his wife, after telling her the president’s
order.
What horror!- exclaimed the lady- Look, don’t be a fool sweetie, surely, when the
boss called you he was drunk, like he is habitually. And after you order to kill the man,
he will say that he does not remember telling you anything, and they will send you to
Coiba, if the government falls… Twenty years, sweetie, far away from your bed and your
woman. And another thing, sweety, if you do order to kill him… who can say that one
day, it won’t be you the one waking up with the mouth filled with ants?
The governor thought that his wife was right, she was like a clairvoyant.
A drink pleases the president very much, he loves fine whiskey; surely he would be
drinking with the intelligence chief of the Southern Command, who is his sidekick.
[a]P(cl.)EP: Al presidente le gusta mucho el trago
P≠ (cl.)
E
P=
[a] the president (him) pleases very much a drink
‘A drink pleases the president very much’
Analysis (15): In this fragment, the author discusses how the president of the republic
instructs the capital city’s governor to order the assassination of a political enemy who is in
prison. The president thinks that the governor is not “man enough” to go through with his orders,
and in fact, before acting on the president’s commands, the governor consults with his wife about
the president’s idea. The governor’s wife attempts to dissuade the governor from ordering the
killing, because according to her, the president was probably drunk when he made that phone
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call, and also, if things went wrong, she was sure the president would deny any involvement in
such an outlandish plot. The author decides to place al presidente ‘[a] the president’, with the
inclusion of a form a, in pre-verbal position signaling HIGHER Attentionworthiness because this
entire portion of the story is about the president: his usual drunken behavior, his character of
betrayal, his orders to kill a prisoner, and his possible denial to a failed assassination attempt.
Overall, it is the governor’s wife perception of the president’s psychological profile that the
reader is presented with. In relation to ‘the president’, the second participant in the utternace el
trago ‘a drink’, is placed post-verbally signaling LOWER Attentionworthiness because ‘a drink
pleasing the president’ is just one additional thing being revealed about the president’s life.
However, the intended message is not just to portray the president as a drunk or as someone who
enjoys a good drink, but rather, the intent is to portray him as a vicious man, capable of
everything and anything. It is thus his whole character that deserves greater attention from the
reader vis-à-vis ‘the drink’ he so much enjoys.
Of importance here is the presence of the clitic le with its interlocked meanings of NONFocus and MID Control over the Event. We are being told through the MID Control meaning that
the president is not necessarily helpless vis-à-vis his addiction to alcohol; the additional
information furnished by the clitic is that the president has some degree of involvement, or
participation or control, in being a drunk. The NON-Focus meaning however does something
different. Note that in the P1 position we have the non-coreferential Participant which, as shown
on Tables I and VI, is not the pattern that speakers are accustomed to when using PEP. Rather,
speakers and their interlocutors expect the co-referential Participant to come in initial position.
When that is not the case, as in this example, the clitic le with its meaning NON-Focus helps to
reinforce the unusual inference that the Participant that is in P1 position is not the expected
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Participant in focus. This interesting pattern identified in the data regarding the placement of the
resumptive clitics le, la, lo, and exemplified in example (15), leads to the following quantitative
prediction.

Prediction VI: The meanings in a third-person verb ending tell the user to find a
Participant (OTHER than the SPEAKER or the HEARER) that is the central focus of the event
signaled by the lexical meaning of the verb. This central focus Participant is the
Participant that we describe as being co-referential with the verb ending. The NON-Focus
meaning of the clitic essentially disqualifies the entity it designates from being that
Participant; because of their NON-Focus meaning, the clitics essentially are never used to
make reference to the Participant IN-Focus that the verb ending alludes to. Saying it
another way, the clitics are never coreferential with the verb ending. Now there is more
congruence between, on the one hand, the Participant that is not in focus (not coreferential with the verb ending) and the Participant that is placed in the P 2 position
signaling LOWER Participant Attentionworthiness than between, on the other hand, the
Participant that is not in focus and the Participant placed in P 1 position signaling HIGHER
Participant Attentionworthiness. Congruence goes together with, and may be the cause
of, frequency. It is common for the non-coreferential Participant to be treated with the
signal of LOWER Participant Attentionworthiness in P 2 and it is rare for it to be treated
with the signal of HIGHER Participant Attentionworthiness in P 1. In the cases where the
message calls for the less congruent and less frequent treatment, as in example (15),
speakers have devised a way to utilize the NON-Focus meanings of the clitics le, la, lo to
help with the rare inference of the pre-verbal Participant as being non-coreferential with
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the verb ending. The prediction is then that if the clitic aids in the inference of noncoreferentiality for the Participant that is placed in P 1, then there will be more resumptive
clitics when the non-coreferential Participant is in P 1 (when the clitic is most needed)
than when the non-coreferential Participant is in P2 (when the clitic is less needed).
Results in Table VII.

Table VII. Non-coreferential participant with resumptive clitic.
Presence of resumptive clitic

Clitic
No Clitic

HIGHER

LOWER

Attentionworthiness
(Pre-Verbal)
N
%

Attentionworthiness
(Post-Verbal)
n
%

21
20
41

51
49

6
877
883

1
99

OR > 153

The results in Table VII show that the prediction is accurate. Note especially the very strong
disfavoring of the resumptive clitic pronouns when the non-focus (non-coreferential) participant
is placed in the more congruent P2 position signaling LOWER Participant Attentionworthiness.
The same resumptive clitic placement pattern can be found in example (16).

Example (16): (CO9)
La joven enfermera había sido nombrada en un hospital rural hacia donde se
dirigía para encargarse de su nueva posición.
El salario no está mal, y seguro no habrá gran cosa que hacer en ese pueblo.
Quizás un cine…, seguía cavilando. No gastaré mucho, pues viviré en la Casa de
Enfermeras; el alimento lo proporciona el Hospital y me será posible ahorrar algo para
P1 (cl.)
E
P2
entrar a la Escuela de Medicina. Con mi título tendrá que serme más fácil.
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‘The young nurse had been assigned to a rural hospital where she was headed to
take on her new role.
The salary isn’t bad, and surely there won’t be much else to do in that town.
Maybe a movie theater…, she kept thinking. I won’t spend much, since I will be living in
the Nurse’s Housing Unit; the Hospital supplies the food and it will be possible for me
to save some in order to get into Medical School. With my degree it will have to be much
easier.’
P(cl)EP: el alimento lo proporciona el Hospital
P≠ (cl.)
E
P=
the food (it) supplies
the Hospital
‘the Hospital supplies the food’
Analysis (16): This story is about a young nurse, Gloria, who had just been assigned a
new infirmary post in a rural area of the country. As she was traveling on the bus towards the
town from the city, she wondered what life was like in those parts. She concludes that one
benefit will be that she would not spend much money at all, given that at most there might be a
movie theater around. She was going to live at the Nurse’s Housing Unit, and importantly, food
was going to be provided by the Hospital. Knowing that she would be sleeping at the Nurse’s
Housing Unit, the next expense to consider would be food. In the utterance under analysis, we
are told that the Hospital would be supplying her with food. The paragraph is more than about
Gloria saving money because her food cost is covered. Rather, the paragraph is about what she
wants for her life and how she plans to achieve it. She wants to be more than a rural nurse. She
wants to go to Medical School, and for that you need considerable financial resources. This is
why food being provided by the hospital is assigned the meaning of HIGHER Participant
Attentionworthiness; it is partially through these cost-saving opportunities that Gloria thinks she
will be able to achieve her goal of one day becoming a doctor. In relation to the running theme,
the Hospital is assigned the meaning of LOWER Attentionworthiness because where her routine
takes place and who provides for the room and board are less salient than the means (free food)
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through which the resources to make her dreams come true will become available. Note in this
example that the non-coreferential (non-focus) participant does not have an a deflecting its
interpretation as co-referential. Here, the only tool available to the language is the one we
explained in prediction VI, a clitic lo helping the inference that the Participant in initial position
signaling HIGHER Participant Attentionworthiness is, however, non-conreferential, non-focus.

Example (17): (CH131)
Mira Iguandili- protestó un hombre- tú no respetas al congreso, ni al sáhila. Eres
P1 (no)
E [a] P2
una atrevida… Te comportas como muy sabia y muy internacional, pero además lo haces
en forma cínica.
‘Look Iguandili- protested a man- you don’t respect the congress, or the tribe’s
chief. You are daring… You behave as if you were very wise and worldly, but on top of
that you do it in a cynic fashion.
P(no)E[a]P: tú no respetas al congreso
P= (no)
E [a] P≠
you don’t respect the congress
Analysis (17): Picking up on a different fragment of the short story analyzed in example
(8), the beautiful Iguandili, who had been tried for infidelity and declared guilty of cheating on
her husband, is seen now during the moment when she was defending herself in the trial. She
was countering the argument that her black child could not be her husband’s legitimate son. She
gives as an example the albino children born with pale skin tones in the village, even though no
one in the village is pale either. Just like there are albino children from villagers, there can also
be a black child born from a villager. At that moment, a protester rises during the tribal court
hearing and accuses her of being insolent and daring, showing no respect for the tribal congress
or the tribe’s chief. Then the protester proceeds to describe her attempts at being “wise” and
“worldly”, but that in any event she comes off just as a “cynic”. The author places Iguandili in
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pre-verbal position (referred to with the second personal pronoun tú ‘you’) to signal HIGHER
Attentionworthiness because this fragment deals with the persona of Iguandili from a different
point of view, that of the accuser. In relation to Iguandili, the participant al congreso ‘[a] the
congress’ is placed in post-verbal position signaling LOWER Participant Attentionworthiness and
given a form a suggesting that it's not in focus. The reason is that the paragraph does not deal
with the congress at all, other than to say that it was a victim of Iguandili’s insolence and
demeanor. Thus, in this case, the perpetrator is more salient than the perpetrated.
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Chapter 4
System of Participant Attentionworthiness
Phase 1B. Configurations with one mentioned participant

1. Introduction
Having completed the analysis of the signals and meanings in Phase 1A of the System of
Participant Attentionworthiness (henceforth, Phase 1A), we will now address Phase 1B of this
same grammatical system (henceforth, Phase 1B). As stated in the introduction to Chapter 3,
certain utterances associated with two-participant event messages can be configured as a PEP
sequence, where both the participant that is co-referential with the verb ending and the one that is
not coreferential are mentioned, flanking the event-word (e.g., both yo and agua are mentioned
in the PEP yo tomé agua, where yo is the coreferential participant with tomé). It was also stated,
however, that these two-participant utterances can also be configured mentioning only the noncoreferential participant (indicated as P≠), with this non-coreferential participant falling on either
side of the event-word (either before the event as in the P ≠E agua tomé or after the event as in the
EP≠ tomé agua). When using the EP≠ and P≠E word orders, Spanish speakers often seem to ably
dispense with the need to mention the coreferential participant [P =], mostly relying on their
interlocutor’s inferential ability to identify it from contextual clues and from the interlocked
meanings signaled by the verb ending (i.e., Person and Number). It is in this way that the
different types of utterances yo tomé agua, agua tomé yo, [ ] tomé agua, and agua tomé [ ] can in
many contexts all be interpreted as ‘I drank water’, despite the fact that the participant that is
coreferential with the verb ending [yo] is not mentioned in the last two. The present chapter
analyses this latter scenario: utterances for events with two participants inferred in the message
but with only the non-coreferential participant mentioned.
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The explanations related to this Phase 1B offered in the current chapter will rely on ideas
that resemble those brought up in relation to the Phase 1A hypothesis explained in Chapter 3 –
detailed in Figure 4, below. The graphic representation for the signal-meaning hypothesis for
Phase 1B that we will elaborate in this chapter is detailed in Figure 5, below.

HIGHER

P1 or PEP

e.g. yo tomé agua; agua tomé yo

Participant
Attentionworthiness
LOWER

P 2 or PEP

e.g. yo tomé agua; agua tomé yo

Figure 4. System of Participant Attentionworthiness, Phase 1A (Chapter 3).

HIGHER

P≠ E

e.g. agua tomé

LOWER

e.g. tomé agua

Participant
Attentionworthiness
E P≠
Figure 5. System of Participant Attentionworthiness, Phase 1B (this Chapter 4).

The inferential process(es) involved in the recognition and interpretation of the signals
belonging to Phase I also apply here to the signals in Phase II. Recall that the hypothesis for
Phase I states that the position before the event-word (i.e., P 1 or PEP) signals HIGHER Participant
Attentionworthiness and the position after the event-word (i.e., P 2 or PEP) signals LOWER
Participant Attentionworthiness. In the qualitative stage of the analysis for the various PEP types
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discussed in Chapter 3 we pointed out that the two mentioned Participants are always engulfed in
competition for Attention. We demonstrated that Participant placement in the P 1 or P2 position
requires "pinning" (or balancing) the two mentioned Participants against each other, taking into
account their relative saliency in their immediate discourse environment, typically the same
paragraph. In other words, there is a comparative element in Phase 1A; the assessment of
Attentionworthiness for the two entities in a PEP utterance is a relative evaluation of the
attention-grabbing merits of the two Participants vis-à-vis each other. We will hypothesize a
similar scenario in Phase 1B: an assignment of more or less attention to the mentioned, noncoreferential Participant P≠ when compared to the unmentioned co-referential Participant [P =].
Therefore, a comparison of the attention deserved by the two inferred participants involved in
EP≠ and P≠E is in order.

2. The Signals and Meanings in Phase 1B
The discussion that follows will compare the signal-meaning mechanisms of Phases 1A
and 1B. The discussion will be centered around justifying the need to hypothesize a Phase 1B for
the System of Participant Attentionworthiness. Section 2.1 identifies the parallels between
Phases 1A and 1B; Section 2.2 deals with the differences between the two Phases.
2.1 Signal-Meaning Parallels between Phase 1B and Phase 1A
A simple graphic comparison of the meanings of each available position capable of
holding a Participant (i.e., the positions before or after the Event) in both phases of the System of
Participant Attentionworthiness is shown in Figures 6 and 7:
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Position
Before the Event (1A)

Signal Meaning
PEP HIGHER Participant Attentionworthiness, yo tomé agua

Before the Event (1B)

P≠ E

HIGHER Participant

Attentionworthiness, agua tomé

Figure 6. Position before Event: Meaning parallel in Phases 1A and 1B, System of
Participant Attentionworthiness.

Position
After the Event (1A)

After the Event (1B)

Signal Meaning
PEP
LOWER Participant Attentionworthiness, yo tomé agua

EP≠

LOWER Participant

Attentionworthiness, tomé agua

Figure 7. Position after Event: Meaning parallel in Phases 1A and 1B, System of
Participant Attentionworthiness.

Figures 6 and 7 show that the two signal-meaning relations hypothesized for Phase 1B are
parallel to the two signal-meaning relations hypothesized for Phase 1A. Note as well that, for
both of the word order signals of Phase 1B, the Event is not part of what the grammar instructs
that Attention be paid to (also a similar feature of the signal in Phase 1A). The event-word in
Phase 1B chiefly serves as a pivot for the position of the Participant to signal for one of the two
possible meanings (i.e., HIGHER or LOWER Participant Attentionworthiness).
The hypothesized semantic substance of Participant Attentionworthiness remains
unaltered in Phase 1B. We will thus continue exploring how speakers manipulate their
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interlocutor’s Attention on the sole Participant that is mentioned in this Phase of the System.
This is achieved, to repeat, by virtue of speakers and hearers having in their grammars a set of
word order signals, where the Initial Position in P≠E signals the meaning HIGHER Participant
Attentionworthiness and the Final Position in EP≠ signals the meaning LOWER Participant
Attentionworthiness.
2.2 Signal-Meaning Differences between Phase 1B and Phase 1A
Even though we hypothesize that the word-order signals in Phases 1A and 1B share the
same meanings of HIGHER and LOWER Participant Attentionworthiness, it is important to
emphasize that the signals in Phase 1B are different from those of Phase 1A. It would be a
mistake to assume that the signals in Phase 1B discussed in this chapter are alloforms of the
signals in Phase 1A. Or that the Phase 1B signals naturally flow (or in some way derive) from
Phase 1A signals. To recall, our position is that the nature of these word order signal-meaning
relationships in Spanish is not iconic but arbitrary.
The signals in Phase 1B are related to each other in what we will call an external
opposition, as opposed to the signals in Phase 1A which, as we will see, are in an internal
opposition. We use the term external here to refer to signals like those in Phase 1B that reside in
distinct sets of word orders (let's call them word order X 1 and word order Y1). Said differently,
and this time referring directly to the signal relationship in Phase 1B: a positional signal within
word order X1 (for example P≠ in the P≠ E order) carries its meaning through its opposition to a
positional signal within word order Y1 (for example P≠ in the EP≠ order). Note that for these
external oppositions it is not the case that a signal in word order X 1 is opposed to a different
signal within the same word order X1, where word order X1 houses both signals (as happens in
the PEP order). The opposition of the two signals in Phase 1B is external in nature because each
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signal is embedded in a word order that is external to (or sits outside of) the word order where
the opposite signal is located.
Compare now this situation of Phase 1B to the P 1 and P2 word order signals hypothesized
for Phase 1A (also stated as: PEP). In contrast to Phase 1B, the opposition of the two signals in
Phase 1A is internal in nature: both the P1 and P2 signals are simultaneously invoked and are
embedded (or sit within) the same word order – i.e.: PEP. Unlike Phase-1B signals, the signals in
Phase 1A are not positions located in different word orders. To again illustrate, now assume that
hypotheticals word order X2 and word order Y2 exist. In that case, the signals pertaining to Phase
1A (both P1 and P2) would reside within either word order X2 and/or within word order Y2; but
what is not the case, however, is that one signal (say, P 1) resides within word order X2 and the
other signal (say, P2) resides within word order Y2. The two signals from Phase 1A are thus in an
internal opposition, as they are self-contained within the same word order (PEP).
It is worth stressing how the semantic substance of Participant Attentionworthiness is
exhaustively categorized through signals that reside within the same word order (the internal
signaling of Phase 1A), but also through signals that do not (the external signaling of Phase 1B).
If word order signals in Spanish were not arbitrary but were in some sense iconic or reflected
cognitive properties more generally, then one would expect the structure of all signaling
mechanisms related to a specific cognitive property (e.g., any signal of Attention) to be
organized in the same exact way. One would expect that there would not be both internal and
external ways to exhaustively categorize a semantic substance. All word order signals would
either be in an internal opposition (as in PEP) or all would be in an external one (as in EP≠ vs
P≠ E).
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3. The "unmentioned" participant14
Up to this point, we have dealt with the assignment of differential attention on the
mentioned Participants in an utterance, as the result of the signaling mechanisms in Phase 1A and
Phase 1B of the System of Participant Attentionworthiness. However, a few words are necessary
about the unmentioned participant [P=] in Phase 1B. The unmentioned participant warrants
discussion because a study like the present one, concerning the ordering of words, should not
include any element that – even though inferred to be present in the message – is not overtly
realized as a word in the utterance under scrutiny. Despite representing an important entity
involved in an event, the unmentioned participant should not have (in principle) an effect in a
word-order signaling mechanism: no word uttered, no word-order consequence. Even though we
will not necessarily counter that argument, the unmentioned participant merits discussion as it
relates to how the assignment of Attention is hypothesized to work in Phase 1B of the System of
Participant Attentionworthiness.
As stated earlier, the Phase 1B hypothesis states that the mentioned Participant is
assigned HIGHER or LOWER Participant Attentionworthiness in part as a result of competition for
Attention vis-à-vis the unmentioned participant. In Spanish, and although it is often not overtly
mentioned, the identity of the unmentioned participant can be inferred through some of the
information signaled by the verb ending. One of the functions of the verb ending in an inferred
two-participant event is to point to a coreferential participant. That the verb ending is capable of
making reference (or of pointing) to a participant may strike some readers as an odd or even
controversial proposition. However, the idea is based on notions that enjoy somewhat of a (rare)
broad agreement in the field, that is, that the verb ending contains or signals the grammatical

14

The “unmentioned” participant in Phase 1B can, in many instances, correspond with the entity that the
grammatical tradition identifies as the tacit or implicit subject.
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interlock of Person and Number. Inferring a Person-Number interlock helps with two inferences.
First, it helps infer whether the speech act originates with the: (1) SPEAKER, or entity roughly
corresponding to the traditional first grammatical person; (2) the HEARER, or entity roughly
corresponding to the traditional second grammatical person; or (3) an entity
OR HEARER,

OTHER THAN SPEAKER

or entity roughly corresponding to the third grammatical person. Once it is known

whether the speech act originated with the SPEAKER, the HEARER, or someone OTHER THAN
SPEAKER OR HEARER,

the second inference that the Person-Number interlock helps facilitate is

identifying the entity-word that is being used as co-referential with the participant implied via the
verb ending.
Given that one way of inferring the Person and Number of the unmentioned participant is
through grammatical information contained within the verb ending, then it should be called into
question whether it is appropriate to label this participant the "unmentioned" participant. The
presence of this participant is established grammatically; and also, discursively, as often this
participant enjoys a well-established role in the series of events being discussed in a narrative. So
much so, that Spanish speakers dispense with the use of an entity-word to refer directly to this
participant that is co-referential with the entity implied in the verb ending. Despite the theoretical
and terminological issues just posed, and solely for discussion purposes of this analysis, the term
unmentioned participant will remain in use throughout the remainder of this work, as the
absence of this unmentioned participant (or its presence via the verb ending) does not represent a
distributional problem that we have set out to solve.
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4. Data and Validation Procedures
The data used to validate the hypothesis for the observed word orders EP ≠ and P≠E was
extracted from selected short stories derived from our corpus of 20th-century Latin American
short story collections. The data collected in this chapter presents a challenge we also face with a
different set of two-participant word orders that we will analyze in Chapter 6 (i.e., EPP and
PPE). The difficulty there, as in the present chapter, lies in that most of the observations belong
to one type of word order while very few observations belong to its hypothesized systemic
opposite. Specifically for the current chapter, out of a total of 500 tokens collected, 496 (or
approximately 99 percent of the data) were classified as EP ≠ (as in tomé agua), and only four
tokens (or approximately one percent of the data) were classified as P ≠E (as in agua tomé).
The greater frequency of EP≠ than P≠E in Phase 1B is similar to what was identified in
Phase 1A, where we noted the greater frequency of P = E P≠ (or PEP Type A) over P≠ E P= (or
PEP Type B). The data collected for PEP showed that when speakers invoke the PEP signal they
place the non-coreferential participant more frequently in Final Position and less frequently in
Initial Position.15 That is, the P= E P≠ format (or Type A) was more frequently observed in our
corpus than the P≠ E P= format (or Type B). In Phase 1B, the placement pattern for the noncoreferential participant P≠ in either Initial Position P≠E or Final Position EP≠ parallels the
frequency patterns observed for P≠ in Phase 1A. For both phases 1A and 1B, and regardless of
the number of mentioned participants in each, the meanings being signaled by each position
remain the same: (1) Initial Position signals the meaning HIGHER Participant Attentionworthiness

We concern ourselves only with the placement pattern of the non-coreferential participant from Phase
1A in Phase 1B because in Phase 1B that is the only participant mentioned, and thus, the sole participant
included in the statement of the signals EP≠ and P≠E.
15
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(any P for PEP and non-coreferential P’s for P≠E), and (2) Final Position signals the meaning
LOWER

Participant Attentionworthiness (any P for PEP and non-coreferential P’s for EP≠).

5. The word order EP≠
In Phase 1B, we now show that the Participant that is being signaled with LOWER
Participant Attentionworthiness through the signal EP≠ generally provides details about the
scene. Therefore, the expectation is that this signal will be reserved for those participants that
will likely be sporadically involved in the development of a narrative, rather than with
participants engaged in main roles. The idea is that EP≠ helps support the principal plot of the
story and the actions of those surrounding the main characters by signaling that LOWER degrees
of Attention should be paid to participants in minor roles. A main character involved in an
important event will rarely appear as a P≠ in an EP≠ format, as main characters will likely be the
unmentioned participant in an inferred two-participant message with only one participant
mentioned. Therefore, EP≠ will not generally be used to furnish the main highlights in a story, at
least not on a regular basis. An examination of example (1), which contains approximately the
first one-third of the short story Un día de éstos / ‘One of these days’ by Colombian author
Gabriel García Márquez, will help illustrate the hypothesis for Phase 1B. As in previous
chapters, the original Spanish text will be presented first, followed by an English translation.

Example (1): (GM121-122)
El lunes amaneció tibio y sin lluvia. Don Aurelio Escovar, dentista sin título y buen
madrugador,(1.1)abrió su gabinete a las seis. Sacó de la vidriera una dentadura postiza montada
E
P≠
LOWER Participant Attn-w
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aún en el molde de yeso y puso sobre la mesa un puñado de instrumentos que ordenó de mayor a
menor, como en una exposición.(1.2)Llevaba una camisa a rayas, sin cuello, cerrada arriba con
E
P≠
LOWER Participant Attn-w
un botón dorado, y los pantalones sostenidos con cargadores elásticos. Era rígido, enjuto, con
una mirada que raras veces correspondía a la situación, como la mirada de los sordos.
Cuando(1.3)tuvo las cosas dispuestas sobre la mesa, (1.4) rodó la fresa hacia el sillón de
E P≠
E P≠
LOWER Participant Attn-w
LOWER Participant Attn-w
resortes y se sentó a pulir la dentadura postiza. Parecía no pensar en lo que hacía, pero trabajaba
con obstinación, pedaleando en la fresa incluso cuando no se servía de ella.
Después de las ocho (1.5) hizo una pausa para mirar el cielo por la ventana y
E P≠
LOWER Participant Attn-w
(1.6) vio dos gallinazos pensativos que se secaban al sol en el caballete de la casa vecina. Siguió
E P≠
LOWER Participant Attn-w
trabajando con la idea de que antes del almuerzo volvería a llover. La voz destemplada de su hijo
de once años lo sacó de su abstracción.
-Papá.
-Qué.
-Dice el alcalde que si le sacas una muela.
-Dile que no estoy aquí.
(1.7) Estaba puliendo un diente de oro. Lo retiró a la distancia del brazo y lo examinó
E P≠
LOWER Participant Attn-w
con los ojos a medio cerrar. En la salita de espera volvió a gritar su hijo.
-Dice que sí estás porque te está oyendo.
El dentista siguió examinando el diente. Sólo cuando lo puso en la mesa con los trabajos
terminados, dijo:
-Mejor
(1.8) Volvió a operar la fresa. De una cajita de cartón donde
E P≠
LOWER Participant Attn-w
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(1.9) guardaba las cosas por hacer,
E P≠
LOWER Participant Attn-w
(1.10) sacó un puente de varias piezas y (1.11) empezó a pulir el oro.
E P≠
E P≠
LOWER Participant Attn-w
LOWER Participant Attn-w

--English Translation (1):
‘Monday dawned warm and without rain. Mr. Aurelio Escovar, dentist without a degree
and an early-morning person, opened his office (1.1)[abrió su gabinete] at six o’clock.
E P≠
LOWER Participant Attn-w
He took out from the display a synthetic denture that was still in its plaster mold and placed over
the table a number of instruments that he ordered from largest to smallest, like in an exposition.
He was wearing a striped shirt (1.2)[llevaba una camisa a rayas], without a collar, closed at the
E P≠
LOWER Participant Attn-w
top with a golden button, and the pants were held with elastic suspenders. He was stiff, lean, with
a certain look that often times did not correspond to the situation, like the look of deaf people.
When he had the things (1.3)[tuvo las cosas] ready over the table,
E P≠
LOWER Participant Attn-w
he moved the drill (1.4)[rodó la fresa] towards the sofa and he sat down to polish the synthetic
E P≠
LOWER Participant Attn-w
denture. He looked like he did not think about what he was doing, but he worked perversely,
operating the drill even when he was not making any use of it.
After eight o’clock he took a break (1.5)[hizo una pausa] to look at the sky through the window
E P≠
LOWER Participant Attn-w
and he saw two black buzzards deep in thought (1.6)[vio dos gallinazos pensativos] that were
E P≠
LOWER Participant Attn-w
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drying themselves with the sun in the neighboring house’s backyard. He continued working with
the idea that it was going to rain before lunchtime. The shivery voice of his eleven year old son
removed him from his abstraction:
-Dad
-What?
-The mayor asks if you can remove his back tooth.
-Tell him that I am not here.
He was polishing a gold tooth (1.7)[Estaba puliendo un diente de oro]. He moved it to about
E
P≠
LOWER Participant Attn-w
an arm’s length and examined it with his eyes half closed.
In the waiting room again shouted his son.
-He says that you are here because he can hear you.
The dentist continued examining the tooth. Only when he placed it on the table with the finished
work, he said:
-Better.
He went and started operating the drill again (1.8)[volvió a operar la fresa].
E P≠
LOWER Participant Attn-w
From a little cardboard box where
he stored pending things (1.9)[guardaba las cosas por hacer],
E P≠
LOWER Participant Attn-w
he took out a bridge with multiple parts (1.10)[sacó un puente de varias piezas]
E P≠
LOWER Participant Attn-w
And he started to polish the gold (1.11)[empezó a pulir el oro].
E P≠
LOWER Participant Attn-w
Analysis (1): This fragment comes from a short story that deals with the embattled
relationship between a town’s mayor and the town’s dentist. The dentist does not want to remove
a painful back tooth that has the mayor in excruciating pain in the waiting room. The first onethird of this short-story (1) introduces the three main characters (i.e., dentist, dentist’s son, and
mayor); (2) provides background information in setting the scene of the story (e.g., the
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appearance of the dentist’s office); (3) describes the dentist working on his usual tasks (e.g.,
operating a drill); and, (4) introduces the conflicted inner state of the dentist (i.e., resentment
towards the mayor and not wanting to help him out vs. his duties as a medical practitioner). From
these four points, the conflicted inner state is the most salient one, and it is also the most relevant
to the plot. We note that the author makes no use of the P≠E word order, the hypothesized signal
of HIGHER Participant Attentionworthiness, throughout the entire story. This observation should
be of no surprise, as the rather scant presence of the P ≠E word order in our data was explained
earlier.16 The author uses the EP≠ word order, signaling LOWER Participant Attentionworthiness, a
total of 11 times in the first one-third of the short story. Let us take a closer look at each one of
the mentioned participants in the 11 tokens of EP ≠ that were observed:
1.1 abrió su gabinete ‘[he/the dentist] opened the office’
1.2 llevaba una camisa a rayas ‘[he/the dentist] was wearing a striped shirt’
1.3 tuvo las cosas ‘[he/the dentist] had the things’
1.4 rodó la fresa ‘[he/the dentist] moved the drill’
1.5 hizo una pausa ‘[he/the dentist] took a break’
1.6 vió dos gallinazos ‘[he/the dentist] saw two buzzards’
1.7 estaba puliendo un diente de oro ‘[he/the dentist] was polishing a gold tooth’
1.8 volvió a operar la fresa ‘[he/the dentist] started again to operate the drill’
1.9 guardaba las cosas por hacer ‘[he/the dentist] stored pending things’
1.10 sacó un puente de varias piezas ‘[he/the dentist] took out a bridge with multiple parts’
1.11 empezó a pulir el oro ‘[he/the dentist] started to polish the gold’
An important step in our analysis now is attempting to answer the central analytical question we
set out to solve at the outset of our research, which is how to explain the non-random ordering of
words in Spanish. For the 11 tokens of EP≠ found in example (1) the question then becomes: can
the hypothesized meaning for EP≠ (i.e., LOWER Participant Attentionworthiness) help explain its
distribution in the stretch of text where it was found?

16

We will analyze all tokens of P≠E in sub-section 4.2 of this chapter.
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The affirmative answer to that question can be substantiated in two ways. The first,
which is most closely tied to the hypothesized meanings, is to recall the definition of the
hypothesized semantic substance as stated in chapter 3 and re-stated above. The semantic
substance of Participant Attentionworthiness is associated with instructions of relative
allocations of Attention, where participants "compete" against each other in terms of discourse
saliency. In the tokens of EP≠ from (1), we can conclude that each time the signaled noncoreferential Participant P≠ (i.e., gabinete, camisa, cosas, fresa, pausa, gallinazo, diente de oro,
cosas por hacer, puente, oro) is assigned a LOWER degree of Participant Attentionworthiness it is
because the "other" participant implied in the utterance (i.e., the unmentioned participant) is the
dentist, who happens to be the main character in the story. Instead of these 11 P ≠’s being placed
in a P≠E format (where HIGHER Participant Attentionworthiness would have been signaled) the
author decides to place these non-coreferential participants in the EP ≠ format (where LOWER
Participant Attentionworthiness is signaled). In doing so, the author preserves the integrity of the
text by achieving structural consistency, remarkably and invariably using the EP ≠ form to
maintain LOWER Attention on Participants that are in all cases secondary to the dentist.
The second way to qualitatively substantiate the meaning of EP ≠ would be through a more
indirect gathering of contextual support. Earlier we mentioned that there were four underlying
themes in the first one-third of the short story in (1). If we pay close attention to which of the
four themes the participants in the tokens of EP ≠ are related to, we encounter another striking
finding. The author does not use EP≠ to introduce any of the characters in the story (likely
because the introduction of a character requires an overt mention, and before they have been
introduced it is much more taxing to pin them against another participant). In addition, the author
does not use EP≠ to reveal the dentist’s conflicted inner self (a theme that is central to the
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storyline). What the author does use EP≠ for is to provide background information in helping set
the scene for the story (e.g., early opening of the office, wearing a striped shirt, seeing two
buzzards) and to describe the dentist working on his day-to-day tasks (e.g., polishing a golden
tooth, operating the drill, arranging instruments). The two themes where EP ≠ was used (i.e.,
scene setting and describing daily routines) can be considered more trivial than the two themes
where EP≠ was not used (i.e., introduction of characters and dentist’s conflict with his own self).
Therefore, the meaning of LOWER Participant Attentionworthiness seems appropriately deployed,
as it was tied to the two less central themes in the first one-third of the short story.
It is important to insist on the pattern observed in example (1). It is not just any
participant that, even though not mentioned, gets introduced through the verb ending (and with
help from the context). In (1) the unmentioned participant is the main character in the story: the
dentist. It would make less sense that when one of the participants involved happens to be the
main character in the story, and it is the Attentionworthiness of the participants what is being
evaluated (i.e., by invoking an EP≠ signal), that instead, a secondary-role participant would be
assigned the HIGHER degree of Participant Attentionworthiness. Instead, what makes more sense
is the pattern noted in (1): where secondary-role participants are signaled with a LOWER degree of
Participant Attentionworthiness.
In example (2) that follows, a similar analysis to that shown for (1) will be presented, to
strengthen the qualitative evidence of the Phase 1B hypothesis and the rationales used up to this
point. This time we use a fragment from the short story El Penani by Argentinian author Roberto
Fontanarrosa.
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Example (2): (FRR91-92)
Al día siguiente no apareció por el taller. Se tomó un ómnibus y se fue hasta el
instituto psiquiátrico de Oliveros, a ver a su tío Tomás, internado allí desde hacía algo
más de 25 años, año más año menos. Nunca había quedado bien en claro si Tomás estaba
realmente loco en el momento de la internación, lo que produjo a través del tiempo más
de una controversia airada en la familia. Pero Penani sabía que el tío había vivido sus
últimos años de cordura en su casa, cuando él era chico, y
(2.1) podía saber algo respecto de su apodo.
E P≠
LOWER Participant Attn-w
El recuerdo de su tío Tomás era muy borroso para el flaco.
(2.2) Recordaba una escena de una Navidad cuando él mismo, el flaco,
E P≠
LOWER Participant Attn-w
(2.3) tendría cuatro o cinco años, con Tomás levantando un fuentón con barras de hielo,
E P≠
LOWER Participant Attn-w
y otra escena, con su tío peinándose frente al espejo del baño de servicio, con un tenedor
de postre.
Penani fue a ver a Tomás ese día, y volvió ya de noche. De allí en más su
conducta cambió mucho. De común alegre y dicharachero, se tornó un muchacho serio y
reconcentrado.
Un día antes que los compañeros de la barra lo abordaran para preguntarle qué le
pasaba, (2.4) hizo las valijas y se fue del barrio.
E P≠
LOWER Participant Attn-w
Al tiempo se enteraron de que se había ido a vivir a Australia, que
trabajaba en una curtiembre, (2.5) arreglaba artefactos eléctricos y
E P≠
LOWER Participant Attn-w
(2.6) hacía otros trabajos menores.
E P≠
LOWER Participant Attn-w
--English translation (2):
‘The next day he did not go to the repair shop. He took a bus and went all the way
to the psychiatric ward in Oliveros, to see his uncle Tomás, admitted there somewhere
around 25 years ago or so, give and take a year. It was never really clear if Tomás was
really crazy at the time he was admitted, thing which created more than one controversy
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within the family. But that the uncle had lived his last years of mental stability in his
house, when he was little, and could know something in regards to his nickname
(2.1) podía saber algo respecto de su apodo.
E P≠
LOWER Participant Attn-w
The memory of uncle Tomás was very fuzzy for the skinny one. He remembered
a scene during one Christmas (2.2) recordaba una escena de una Navidad when he
E
P≠
LOWER Participant Attn-w
himself, the skinny one,
would have been four or five years old (2.3) tendría cuatro o cinco años,
E
P≠
LOWER Participant Attn-w
with Tomás lifting tons of ice bars, and another scene, with his uncle combing himself in
front of the service bathroom’s mirror, with a dessert fork.
Penani went to see Tomás that day, returning late that night. From there on his
behavior changed a lot. From happy and soulful, he turned into a serious and centered
young man.
The day before his bar buddies were going to approach him and ask him what was
going on with him, he made his bags (2.4) hizo las valijas and left the neighborhood.
E
P≠
LOWER Participant Attn-w
As time went by, they found out that he had gone to live in Australia, that he was
working in a leather factory,
was fixing electric appliances (36) arreglaba artefactos eléctricos
E
P≠
LOWER Participant Attn-w
and did other minor jobs.’ (37) y hacía otros trabajos menores.
E P≠
LOWER Participant Attn-w

Analysis (2): In this short story, which we will also explore in more detail in Chapter 5, a
skinny man known by the nickname "Penani" is questioned by a drinking buddy at a bar about
the origins of his nickname. The skinny man did not know why he was called Penani, and he is
given a really hard time at the bar for not knowing. He begins to search for an answer by asking
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his mother and his grandmother. The last one-third of the short story, presented in (4), begins at
the point right after Penani had no luck with either the mother or the grandmother. However, the
grandmother did suggest to Penani that perhaps his uncle Tomás ‘could know something in
regards to his nickname’, stated by the author as an EP ≠ in (2.1) podia saber algo respecto de su
apodo, with LOWER Participant Attentionworthiness on algo ‘something’ that might have to do
with the nickname Penani. A first inclination would be to think that the participant algo should
not receive a LOWER degree of Attention, as it ‘could’ be tightly associated with the main theme
of the short story, which is the nickname "Penani" and its origins. That would be a semi-accurate
and premature inclination, however, because such an analysis would miss the nuanced role of the
conditional form podía saber ‘could know’. That form leads to the message of the grandmother
speculating whether uncle Tomás could help Penani in his quest for the truth. This speculation or
lesser certainty diminishes the importance of the participant algo, making it a good candidate for
LOWER

Attention. Also required in the analysis is looking at who the unmentioned participant is

in this utterance. We note that uncle Tomás is the one that ‘could know something’ and goes
unmentioned. Even though the story generally is in fact about a skinny man searching for the
origins of his nickname Penani, this entire paragraph is about the uncle. It reveals details about
the uncle’s life previously unknown to the reader, such as: (a) the uncle lived in a different town
(Oliveros) than the rest of the family; (b) the uncle was a mental patient at a psychiatric
institution; (c) it had been 25 years since the uncle was admitted in the psychiatric ward; and (d)
the family was not in agreement as to whether he was actually really crazy when he was
institutionalized. The underlying theme in the paragraph is uncle Tomás and not the algo, not the
reason for the nickname Penani. Therefore, when vying for Attention, the LOWER degree of
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Participant Attentionworthiness falls on algo, the entity competing against the unmentioned
uncle Tomás.
Let us take a look at the remaining five examples of EP ≠ observed in this last one-third of
the story, where the two central themes are (a) Penani having the conversation with his uncle
about his nickname and (b) the change in Penani’s behavior after the conversation with uncle
Tomás:
2.2 recordaba una escena de una Navidad ‘[he/Penani] remembered a Christmas scene’
2.3 tendría cuatro o cinco años ‘[he/Penani] was four or five years old’
2.4 hizo las valijas ‘[he/Penani] made his bags’
2.5 arreglaba artefactos eléctricos ‘[he/Penani] fixed electrical appliances’
2.6 hacía otros trabajos menores ‘[he/Penani] did other minor jobs’
The non-coreferential Participants in examples (2.2) escena de Navidad and (2.3) cuatro o cinco
años all belong to a paragraph also dedicated to the theme of uncle Tomás, in other words it is
not about Christmas or about Penani’s age. Now, it could be argued that the paragraph is also
about Penani’s memories of his uncle, and that therefore a ‘Christmas scene’ and Penani being
‘four or five years of age’ are Participants directly tied to the paragraph’s theme and should thus
deserve HIGHER Participant Attentionworthiness; but this type of interpretation would not be
accurate, for two reasons. The first has to do with the identity of the unmentioned participant,
which in this case is the main character of the story, Penani. In the competition for Attention
against the main character, it would seem reasonable to assign LOWER Attention to minor
characters such as the Christmas scene and Penani's age. The second reason has to do with the
kinds of memories Penani had of his uncle. The author states very clearly at the beginning of the
paragraph that Penani’s recall about memories of his uncle era muy borroso ‘was very fuzzy’.
What we find in (2.2) and (2.3) is another masterful deployment of forms, where the ‘fuzzy’
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memories, not clear enough in Penani’s mind, receive LOWER Participant Attentionworthiness,
fitting their uncertain nature.
For examples (2.4) valija (2.5) artefactos eléctricos (2.6) otros trabajos menores we also
have the non-coreferential Participant competing for Attention against the main character of the
story, Penani, and in each case – consistently – we find this non-coreferential Participant
assigned LOWER Participant Attentionworthiness through the signal EP≠. We note that the bag
Penani packed to go see his uncle had no major impact in the story. Neither do the even more
inconsequential findings by Penani’s friends (or perhaps, through hearsay) that Penani was now
fixing ‘electrical appliances’ and doing ‘other minor jobs’. The lack of elaboration by the author
as to why or how Penani ended up fixing appliances and doing minor jobs, already in itself
shows the little regard with which the author treats Penani’s fate, and therefore the assignment to
these Participants of LOWER Attentionworthiness.

6. The word order P≠ E
In this sub-section we will perform qualitative analyses on some tokens collected of the
P≠E word order, signaling HIGHER Participant Attentionworthiness. This is the gateway in the
grammar for those participants that, even though they play a secondary role, the speaker wishes
to assign them a greater degree of Attention than it would normally be afforded to them. We will
begin our qualitative assessment of P≠E with examples (3) and (4), both from the short story Nos
han dado la tierra / ‘They’ve given us the land’ by Mexican author Juan Rulfo.

Example (3): (R110)
Hace rato, como a eso de las once, éramos veintitantos; pero puñito a puñito se
han ido desperdigando hasta quedar nada más este nudo que somos nosotros...
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…No decimos lo que pensamos. Hace ya tiempo que se nos acabaron las ganas de
hablar. Se nos acabaron con el calor. Uno platicaría muy a gusto en otra parte, pero aquí
cuesta trabajo. Uno platica aquí y las palabras se calientan en la boca con el calor de
afuera, y se le resecan a uno en la lengua hasta que acaban con el resuello.
Aquí así son las cosas. Por eso (3.1) a nadie le da por platicar.
P≠ E
HIGHER Part Attn-w
--English translation (3):
‘A while ago, at around eleven o’clock, we were over twenty of us; but little by
little they have been scattering to the point of us being the only group left.
We don’t say what we’re thinking. It has been some time since the desire to talk
to each other ended for us. It ended with the heat. One would speak pleasurably
somewhere else, but here it’s hard work. One speaks here and words warm up in your
mouth with the heat coming from outside and they dry out in one’s tongue until they stop
the breath.
Things here are like this. (3.1) That’s why no one feels like talking.’
Analysis (3): This short story recounts the journey of a group of men who were granted
multiple acres of land from the government in Mexico. The problem was that the land, known as
"El Llano", was in the desert. Besides the extreme dryness (the land was incapable of growing
any green life), it was borderline impossible to inhabit and settle in it due to the unbearable heat.
The travelers speak of the almost 20 men that started the journey and how there were now only
four left. The heat ended all desire for them to speak to each other. Speaking requires effort,
exerting the energy they no longer have. The heat is so bad that they feel they are choking in
their own words, "until they stop the breath". The author decides to place the non-coreferential
Participant a nadie ‘nobody’ in the Initial Position of a P≠E word order, signaling HIGHER
Participant Attentionworthiness. What motivated such colocation is the need to highlight the
solitude of the men in the middle of this deserted land of El Llano. Especially important is the
clue provided by the line where one of the men talks about the ones left behind, those that could
not weather the rough environment of El Llano, perhaps fearing that he himself and the
remaining survivors would encounter a similar fate. The rationale for using the meaning also
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becomes clear when one compares what the alternative would have been. Had the same
participant a nadie been formatted in an EP≠ word order sequence, the utterance would have read
instead: (no) le da por platicar a nadie. In such an utterance the signaling of LOWER Participant
Attentionworthiness would have instructed to pay less Attention to the Participant a nadie which
in turn would have minimized the individual struggles the men experienced in the desert. By
using P≠E instead, the author increments Attention on a nadie so that we can continue along with
the journeymen. Not only do they find themselves alone, after starting the journey, separated
from the larger group of people who began in the same path; but also, the few that remain
experience the solitude of not speaking to each other.

Example (4): (R112)
…Pero nosotros, cuando tengamos que trabajar aquí, ¿qué haremos para enfriarnos
del sol, eh? Porque a nosotros nos dieron esta costra de tepetate para que la sembráramos.
Nos dijeron:
-Del pueblo para acá es de ustedes.
Nosotros preguntamos:
-¿El Llano?
-Sí, el llano. Todo el Llano Grande.
Nosotros paramos la jeta para decir que (4) el Llano no lo queríamos.
P≠ E
HIGHER Participant Attn-w
Que queríamos lo que estaba junto al río para allá, por las vegas, donde están esos
E P≠
LOWER Participant Attn-w
árboles llamados casuarinas y las paraneras y la tierra buena. No este duro pellejo de vaca
que se llama el Llano.
Pero no nos dejaron decir nuestras cosas. El delegado no venía a conversar con
nosotros…
--English translation (4):
‘But us, when we have to work here, what will we do to cool off from the sun, huh?

Because they gave us this dried up land so that we seed it.
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They told us:
-From the town to here it is yours.
We asked:
-The plain?
Yes, the plain. All of the Llano Grande.
We rose up angered to say that
the Llano we didn’t want it (4) [el Llano no lo queríamos].
P≠ E
HIGHER Participant Attn-w
We wanted that which was next to the river (4)[queríamos lo que estaba junto al río].
E P≠
LOWER Participant Attn-w
From the river to there, by the bottom, where there are those trees called casuarinas and
the paraneras and the good land. Not this hardened cow skin that it’s called the Llano.
But they did not allow us to have our say. The delegate didn’t come to talk with us.’
Analysis (4): The story now advances from the lamenting and the fear of the travelers in
(3) to their anger at the Government for having granted them with such vast, but useless, land. At
this point in the story they are being told by the government delegate the beginning and ending
coordinates of the land that now belongs to them. They, somewhat surprised, asked if it was all
of the plain, to which the delegate responded all of El Llano. They angrily demonstrated their
dissatisfaction (paramos la jeta) at the news and revealed to the delegate that el Llano no lo
queríamos ‘the Llano we didn’t want’ in a P≠E word order, signaling HIGHER Participant
Attentionworthiness on El Llano. Why does the author want more attention paid to the plain
than, say, the travelers (who collectively are the unmentioned participant)? The short story of El
Llano (that we will explore in greater detail in Chapter 5) is about the land, those several acres of
dried-up plain that these men received from the Government. The story is not necessarily about
the men and their journey to receive the land. The non-human participants in this story take front
and center, while the human participants take more of a background role. When the comparison
is made, the two participants vying for Attention are the land (the central character and theme of
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the short story) versus the traveler (also central characters, but peripheral as a theme vis-à-vis
‘the land’ that they were given). Due to the central nature of the land, the author decides to place
the Llano in the initial position of a P≠E format, thus signaling HIGHER Participant
Attentionworthiness. Also, the participant ‘the land’ merits more Attention because the
journeymen’s strong negative feelings are directed towards it. It is what they are centered on
when they try pleading with the government official, to no avail. Had ‘the land’ been placed in
Final Position in an EP≠ format, we would be faced with the contrarian idea, that ‘the land’ is to
receive less Attention. That in fact El Llano is somehow less important than the journeymen –
which is not the case on this instance. Observe also that in the utterance immediately following
(4), which is another two-participant event with only one-participant mentioned, the author uses
an EP≠ format, signaling LOWER Participant Attentionworthiness. In that instance of EP ≠
queríamos lo que estaba junto al río ‘we wanted that which was next to the river’, the author
places the Participant "that which was next to the river" in Final Position of an EP ≠ to be signaled
with a LOWER degree of Attention. The choice makes sense, as that which was next to the river
represents the desires of the journeymen, what they yearn for: the beautiful green and fertile
pastures by the river with plenty of tree shades. With that greenery, there would be no longer a
need to withstand the searing heat or to work on land that was not fertile. However, from the
Government’s perspective (i.e., the entity with authority over granting land), the desires of the
voyagers do not matter whatsoever. That attitude towards the travelers and their desires is best
expressed in the last two utterances in (4): "But they did not allow us to have our say. The
delegate didn’t come to talk with us." What was ‘next to the river’ deserves less Attention,
because ultimately it is an irrelevant participant – a non-factor with the deciding authorities.
Lastly, consider the systemic opposition in Phase 1B between the two forms being considered:
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the lesser discourse-relevant ‘the land next to the river’, its placement in EP ≠ and it being
signaled with LOWER Participant Attentionworthiness vis-à-vis the greater discourse-relevant ‘the
land of El Llano’, its placement in P≠ E and it being signaled with HIGHER Participant
Attentionworthiness.
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Chapter 5
System of Event Attentionworthiness
Phase 1. Configurations with one mentioned participant
1. Introduction
Now that both phases of the System of Participant Attentionworthiness have been
explained (Ch. 3 and 4), we turn to the analysis of the System of Event Attentionworthiness. This
system is also organized in two phases. The first phase, which we will address in the present
chapter, consists of events with only one participant, where the participant is: (a) co-referential
with the verb ending; (b) the sole participant mentioned in the utterance; and, (c) the sole
participant inferred in the message. This first phase will be labeled Phase 1 of the System of
Event Attentionworthiness (henceforth, Phase 1). The second phase of this system, dealing with
two participants configured as either EPP or PPE, will be labeled Phase 2 and will be explained
in Chapter 6.
The workings of Phase 1 of the System of Event Attentionworthiness will, in some
respects, vary significantly from Phase 1B of the System of Participant Attentionworthiness
previously discussed. To recall, that system was about the relative attentionworthiness of
participants involved in an event. In contrast, we are dealing now with the relative
attentionworthiness of the event itself, to the exclusion of the participant. 17 Despite the fact that
events in Spanish are commonly depicted without a mentioned participant (e.g., canta 'sings', cae
'falls', llueve ‘rains’), it is often the case that a participant is not only implied but also mentioned
along with the event it is involved in (e.g., canta Carlos, 'Carlos sings', cae nieve ‘snow falls’).
The argument presented in this chapter is that in Spanish there is no manipulation of Attention on

17

A Columbia School analysis for one-participant events in English has been developed by Huffman (2002) where
the Focus or center of attention is on the “package of information” (i.e., both Participant and Event).
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participants when there is only one participant involved in the event, as opposed to when there
are two participants (i.e., PEP).18 A single participant already deserves Attention due to its
singular role in the event. The wider field for the allocation of Attention is in the various actions
those single participants undertake, that is, the Events in which they are involved. The grammar
is thus constituted in part as a set of instructions of differential attention to better guide an
interlocutor through the numerous events of a discourse, each with a greater or lesser degree of
Attentionworthiness. The assignment of differential attention to events involving a single
mentioned participant that is co-referential with the verb ending is the chief concern of this
chapter.

MORE

EP=
Event
Attentionworthiness
LESS

P= E
Figure 8. The System of Event Attentionworthiness. Phase 1.

The hypothesized grammatical mechanism through which the language user manipulates
attention on events with a single co-referential participant operates with signals and meanings
(Figure 8), where the word order EP= signals MORE Event Attentionworthiness (e.g., hablo yo ‘I
speak’) and the word order P=E signals LESS Event Attentionworthiness (e.g., yo hablo ‘I speak’).

18

We will see that in Phase 2 of the System of Event Attentionworthiness, presented in Chapter 6, that the grammar
allows for the manipulation of Attention on the Event despite two participants being mentioned (i.e., in the word orders
EPP and PPE).
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In other words, in Phase 1 of the System of Event Attentionworthiness, an event-word in Initial
Position (EP=) indicates that MORE Attention should be paid to that event than to an event that is
in Final Position (P=E).
Note two things about the equal “=” sign in this Phase 1 of the System of Event
Attentionworthiness. First, it is used to mean ‘co-referential with the verb ending’, chiefly to
distinguish these pairs of Phase 1 signals from those signals discussed in Chapter 4 pertaining to
Phase 1B of the System of Participant Attentionworthiness (i.e., EP ≠ and P≠E). There, the
unequal “≠” sign was used to mean ‘non-coreferential with the verb ending’. Without the equal
and unequal signs, we would have been left with EP and PE as a pair of homonymous signals in
both systems. Second, the use of this notation goes one step further than mere co-referentiality,
as it is used to indicate the inference by the language user of either one or two participants
involved in any given Participant-Event arrangement (because the mention of a non-coreferential
participant, indicated by “≠”, leads to the conclusion that there is an additional participant with
which the Event is coreferential, and thus that two participants are involved). The inference of
the number of participants in the event is the crucial distinction between those two phases in each
system, and the reason why a notation of co-referentiality is needed in both. Without some
notation of co-referentiality the signals would end up as EP and PE for both one- and twoparticipant events, with no way for the user (or the analyst) to distinguish between them. The
alternative, of course, would be to solve the problem of homonymous signals, and the problem of
figuring out which system is involved, through pure inferential ability on the part of the
interlocutor. That would seem like too much responsibility falling solely on inference. Even
though homophony in language is widespread, the secondary nature of word-order signals (i.e.,
their lack of phonetic substance) carries with it the almost practical impossibility of positing two
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or more identical word-order arrangements as representing distinct signals of discrete meanings.
The equal and unequal signs reflect the process by which language users first figure out the
number of participants involved in an event, and then, based on this inference, establish which
signal, from which system, is involved.

2. Data and Validation Procedures
Previously in Chapter 3, we saw that as part of the evidence for our meaning analysis of
word order a positive association was established in our PEP data between the proposed meaning
HIGHER

Participant Attentionworthiness and human Participants. We further explained that this

was due to a human anthropocentric bias in narratives, that is, that within this writing genre it
appears that speakers tend to pay greater attention to human entities than to non-human entities.
This is especially the case when we are dealing with two entities vying for the positions that
signal the semantic substance of Participant Attentionworthiness. The same bias towards humans
is likely to exist when the signals pertain to the semantic substance of Event
Attentionworthiness. We should thus expect that a statistical count based on one-participant
event data from Phase 1 of the System of Event Attentionworthiness will reflect a similar
skewing to the count performed with the two-participant event data from Phase 1 of the System
of Participant Attentionworthiness (see Ch 3, Table II). Such a skewing will, here too, provide
supporting evidence for the proposed meanings.

Prediction VII:
If a story is about a human entity where most messages are partially shaped by an
anthropocentric bias in speakers (i.e., that human entities will tend to attract more speaker
interest than inanimate entities), then the distribution of human and non-human
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Participants in EP= and P=E utterances should skew towards human referents favoring
placement in EP= (signal of MORE Event Attentionworthiness) and non-human referents
favoring placement in P=E (signal of LESS Event Attentionworthiness). Presumably the
more worthy of Attention a participant is, the more Attentionworthy will be the Events
where they are involved. A count from El tío Eugenio/‘Uncle Eugenio’ by Argentinian
author Roberto Fontanarrosa is shown in Table VIII.

Table VIII. ‘Human Bias’ in Fontanarrosa's Tío Eugenio
MORE

LESS

Event
Attentionworthiness
EP=
N
%
17
85
3
15
20

Event
Attentionworthiness
P= E
n
%
11
65
6
35
17

Type of Participant

Human
Non-Human
OR > 3

The prediction is confirmed in Table VIII. Speakers gravitate towards an anthropocentric
preference when signaling Event Attentionworthiness in narrating stories about human beings.
But as we will see later in this chapter in example (2), the human bias is not present in all the
narratives. We expect the human bias to be present only in those narratives whose main themes
are human entities. Conversely, and will be exemplified in example (2), if the main theme of the
story is a non-human entity, there is no reason to expect the anthropocentric bias to be present in
the narrative. The only bias that we should expect is that, when communicating, humans will
instruct their interlocutors to concentrate attention on whatever it is that they, as speakers, are
interested in.
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Due to the nature of the two hypotheses in Phase 1 of the Event Attentionworthiness
System, they cannot be as easily tested through the analysis of brief vignettes, containing partial
token sub-selections from our corpus of short stories, as was done for the validation in both
phases of the System of Participant Attentionworthiness. Being that the opposition of signals in
Phase 1 of the present chapter is external in nature19, and that we are required to evaluate the
relative Attentionworthiness of Events occurring throughout a text, the best way of validating the
current hypothesis is to analyze entire short story texts, scrutinizing every token of EP = and P=E.
Whether we are studying Participant Attentionworthiness or Event Attentionworthiness, or
whether the signal opposition is external or internal, the empirical testing requirement is the
same: the meaning hypothesis must apply to all tokens (or all instances) of the signal
observed in the data. It just so happened that for the System of Participant Attentionworthiness,
the illustration and validation of both phases could be made with tokens contextualized in brief
vignettes extracted from any given short story; while for Phase 1 of the System of Event
Attentionworthiness, that presentational convenience – although technically available – would
not result in the same effective testing of the hypotheses.
The hypothesis for Phase 1 of the System of Event Attentionworthiness will be validated
using one of the short stories already used in Chapter 4, but now presented in its entirety: Juan
Rulfo’s Nos han dado la tierra. The format is the same as in all previous chapters: the original
text in Spanish presented first, numbering each appearance of the signals under study; followed
by an English translation; followed by the analysis.

19

See discussion of internal vs. external signal opposition in section 2.2 of Chapter 4.
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Example (1): (R123-130)
Después de tantas horas de caminar sin encontrar ni una sombra de árbol, ni una semilla de árbol,
ni una raíz de nada, se oye el ladrar de los perros.
(1) Uno ha creído a veces, en medio de este camino sin orillas, que (2) nada habría después; que
P=
E
P= E
LESS Event Attn-w
LESS Event Attn-w
no se podría encontrar nada al otro lado, al final de esta llanura rajada de grietas y de arroyos secos. Pero
sí (3) hay algo.
(4) Hay un pueblo.
Se oye que (5) ladran los perros y se siente en el aire el
E P=
E
P=
E
P=
MORE Event Attn-w
MORE Event Attn-w
MORE Event Attn-w
olor del humo, y se saborea ese olor de la gente como si (6) fuera una esperanza.
E
P=
MORE Event Attn-w
Pero (7) el pueblo está todavía muy allá. (8) Es el viento el que lo acerca.
P= E
E P=
LESS Event Attn-w
MORE Event Attn-w
Hemos venido caminando desde el amanecer. Ahorita (9) son algo así como las cuatro de la tarde.
E
P=
MORE Event Attn-w
Alguien se asoma al cielo, estira los ojos hacia donde está colgado el sol y dice:
-(10) Son como las cuatro de la tarde.
E P=
MORE Event Attn-w
Ese alguien es Melitón. Junto con él, (11) vamos Faustino, Esteban y yo. (12) Somos cuatro.
E P=
E P=
MORE Event Attn-w
MORE Event Attn-w
Yo los cuento: dos adelante, otros dos atrás. Miro más atrás y no veo a nadie. Entonces me digo:
(13) "Somos cuatro." Hace rato, como a eso de las once, (14) éramos veintitantos, pero puñito a puñito se
E P=
E P=
MORE Event Attn-w
MORE Event Attn-w
han ido desperdigando hasta quedar nada más que este nudo que (15) somos nosotros.
E P=
MORE Event Attn-w
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-(16) Faustino dice:
P= E
LESS Event Attn-w
-Puede que llueva.
Todos levantamos la cara y miramos una nube negra y pesada que pasa por encima de nuestras
cabezas. Y pensamos: "Puede que sí."
No decimos lo que pensamos. Hace ya tiempo que se nos acabaron las ganas de hablar. Se nos
acabaron con el calor. (17) Uno platicaría muy a gusto en otra parte, pero aquí cuesta trabajo.
P= E
LESS Event Attn-w
(18) Uno platica aquí y las palabras se calientan en la boca con el calor de afuera, y se le resecan a uno en
P= E
MORE Event Attn-w
la lengua hasta que acaban con el resuello.
Aquí así (19) son las cosas. Por eso a nadie le da por platicar.
E P=
MORE Event Attn-w
(20) Cae una gota de agua, grande, gorda, haciendo un agujero en la tierra y dejando una plasta
E P=
MORE Event Attn-w
como la de un salivazo. Cae sola. (21) Nosotros esperamos a que sigan cayendo más y las buscamos con
P= E
LESS Event Attn-w
los ojos. No llueve. Ahora si se mira el cielo se ve a la nube aguacera corriéndose muy lejos, a toda prisa.
El viento que viene del pueblo se le arrima empujándola contra las sombras azules de los cerros. Y a la
gota caída por equivocación se la come la tierra y la desaparece en su sed.
¿Quién diablos haría este llano tan grande? ¿Para qué sirve, eh?
Hemos vuelto a caminar. Nos habíamos detenido para ver llover. No llovió. Ahora volvemos a
caminar. Y a mí se me ocurre que hemos caminado más de lo que llevamos andado. Se me ocurre eso. De
haber llovido quizá se me ocurrieran otras cosas. Con todo, (22) yo sé que desde que yo era muchacho, no
P= E
LESS Event Attn-w
vi llover nunca sobre el llano, lo que se llama llover. No, el Llano no es cosa que sirva.
(23) No hay ni conejos ni pájaros. (24) No hay nada. A no ser unos cuantos huizaches trespeleques y una
E P=
E P=
MORE Event Attn-w
MORE Event Attn-w
que otra manchita de zacate con las hojas enroscadas; a no ser eso, (25) no hay nada.
E P=
MORE Event Attn-w
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Y por aquí (26) vamos nosotros. Los cuatro a pie. Antes andábamos a caballo y traíamos terciada
E P=
MORE Event Attn-w
una carabina. Ahora no traemos ni siquiera la carabina.
Yo siempre he pensado que en eso de quitarnos la carabina hicieron bien. Por acá resulta
peligroso andar armado. Lo matan a uno sin avisarle, viéndolo a toda hora con "la 30" amarrada a las
correas. Pero los caballos son otro asunto. De venir a caballo ya hubiéramos probado el agua verde del
río, y paseado nuestros estómagos por las calles del pueblo para que se les bajara la comida. Ya lo
hubiéramos hecho de tener todos aquellos caballos que teníamos. Pero también nos quitaron los caballos
junto con la carabina.
Vuelvo hacia todos lados y miro el Llano. Tanta y tamaña tierra para nada. Se le resbalan a uno
los ojos al no encontrar cosa que los detenga. Sólo unas cuantas lagartijas salen a asomar la cabeza por
encima de sus agujeros, y luego que sienten la tatema del sol corren a esconderse en la sombrita de una
piedra. Pero nosotros, cuando tengamos que trabajar aquí, ¿qué haremos para enfriarnos del sol, eh?
Porque a nosotros nos dieron esta costra de tepetate para que la sembráramos.
Nos dijeron:
-Del pueblo para acá es de ustedes.
(27) Nosotros preguntamos:
P= E
LESS Event Attn-w
-¿El Llano?
-Sí, el Llano. Todo el Llano Grande.
Nosotros paramos la jeta para decir que el Llano no lo queríamos.
Que queríamos lo que estaba junto al río. Del río para allá, por las vegas,
donde (28) están esos árboles llamados casuarinas y las paraneras y la tierra buena.
E P=
MORE Event Attn-w
No este duro pellejo de vaca que se llama Llano.
Pero no nos dejaron decir nuestras cosas. (29) El delegado no venía a conversar con nosotros. Nos
P= E
LESS Event Attn-w
puso los papeles en la mano y nos dijo:
-No se vayan a asustar por tener tanto terreno para ustedes solos.
-Es que el Llano, señor delegado...
- (30) Son miles y miles de yuntas.
E P=
MORE Event Attn-w
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-Pero (31) no hay agua. Ni siquiera para hacer un buche (32) hay agua.
E P=
E P=
MORE Event Attn-w
MORE Event Attn-w
-¿Y el temporal? Nadie les dijo que se les iba a dotar con tierras de riego. En cuanto allí llueva, se
levantará el maíz como si lo estiraran.
-Pero, señor delegado, (33) la tierra está deslavada, dura. No creemos que el arado se entierre en
P= E
LESS Event Attn-w
esa como cantera que (34) es la tierra del Llano. (35) Habría que hacer agujeros con el azadón para
E P=
E P=
MORE Event Attn-w
MORE Event Attn-w
sembrar la semilla y ni aun así es positivo que (36) nazca nada; (37) ni maíz ni nada nacerá.
E P=
P= E
MORE Event Attn-w
LESS Event Attn-w
-Eso manifiéstenlo por escrito. Y ahora váyanse. Es al latifundio al que tienen que atacar, no al
Gobierno que les da la tierra.
-Espérenos usted, señor delegado. Nosotros no hemos dicho nada contra el Centro.
(38) Todo es contra el Llano... No se puede contra lo que no se puede. Eso es lo que hemos dicho...
P= E
LESS Event Attn-w
Espérenos usted para explicarle. Mire, vamos a comenzar por donde íbamos...
Pero él no nos quiso oír.
Así nos han dado esta tierra. Y en este comal acalorado quieren que sembremos semillas de algo,
para ver si (39) algo retoña y se levanta. Pero nada se levantará de aquí. Ni zopilotes. Uno los ve allá cada
P= E
LESS Event Attn-w
y cuando, muy arriba, volando a la carrera; tratando de salir lo más pronto posible de este blanco terregal
endurecido, donde nada se mueve y por donde (40) uno camina como reculando.
P= E
LESS Event Attn-w
(41) Melitón dice:
P= E
LESS Event Attn-w
-Esta es la tierra que nos han dado.
(42) Faustino dice:
P= E
LESS Event Attn-w
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-¿Qué?
Yo no digo nada. (43) Yo pienso:
P= E
LESS Event Attn-w
"Melitón no tiene la cabeza en su lugar. Ha de ser el calor el que lo hace hablar así. El calor, que le ha
traspasado el sombrero y le ha calentado la cabeza. Y si no, ¿por qué dice lo que dice? ¿Cuál tierra nos
han dado, Melitón? Aquí (44) no hay ni la tantita que necesitaría el viento para jugar a los remolinos."
E P=
MORE Event Attentionworthiness
(45) Melitón vuelve a decir:
P=
E
LESS Event Attn-w
-Servirá de algo. Servirá aunque sea para correr yeguas.
-¿Cuáles yeguas? -le pregunta Esteban.
Yo no me había fijado bien a bien en Esteban. Ahora que habla, me fijo en él.
Lleva puesto un gabán que le llega al ombligo,
y debajo del gabán saca la cabeza algo así como una gallina.
Sí, (46) es una gallina colorada la que lleva Esteban debajo del gabán. Se le ven los ojos dormidos y el
E P=
MORE Event Attn-w
pico abierto como si bostezara. Yo le pregunto:
-Oye, Teban, ¿de dónde pepenaste esa gallina?
-(47) Es la mía
E P=
MORE Event Attn-w

- (48) dice él.
E P=
MORE Event Attn-w

-No la traías antes. ¿Dónde la mercaste, eh?
-No la merqué, (49) es la gallina de mi corral.
E P=
MORE Event Attn-w
-Entonces te la trajiste de bastimento, ¿no?
-No, la traigo para cuidarla. Mi casa se quedó sola y sin nadie para que le diera de comer; por eso
me la traje. Siempre que salgo lejos cargo con ella.
-Allí escondida se te va a ahogar. Mejor sácala al aire.
Él se la acomoda debajo del brazo y le sopla el aire caliente de su boca. Luego dice:
-Estamos llegando al derrumbadero.
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Yo ya no oigo lo que sigue diciendo Esteban. Nos hemos puesto en fila para bajar la barranca y
(50) él va mero adelante. Se ve que ha agarrado a la gallina por las patas y la zangolotea a cada rato,
P= E
LESS Event Attn-w
para no golpearle la cabeza contra las piedras.
Conforme bajamos, la tierra se hace buena. (51) Sube polvo desde nosotros como si fuera un atajo
E P=
MORE Event Attn-w
de mulas lo que bajara por allí; pero nos gusta llenarnos de polvo. Nos gusta. Después de venir durante
once horas pisando la dureza del Llano, nos sentimos muy a gusto envueltos en aquella cosa que brinca
sobre nosotros y sabe a tierra.
Por encima del río, sobre las copas verdes de las casuarinas,
(52) vuelan parvadas de chachalacas verdes. Eso también es lo que nos gusta.
E P=
MORE Event Attn-w
Ahora los ladridos de los perros se oyen aquí, junto a nosotros,
y es que (53) el viento que viene del pueblo retacha en la barranca y la llena de todos sus ruidos.
P= E
LESS Event Attn-w
Esteban ha vuelto a abrazar su gallina cuando nos acercamos a las primeras casas. Le desata las
patas para desentumecerla, y luego (54) él y su gallina desaparecen detrás de unos tepemezquites.
P= E
LESS Event Attn-w
-¡Por aquí (55) arriendo yo! -nos dice Esteban.
E P=
MORE Event Attn-w
(56) Nosotros seguimos adelante, más adentro del pueblo.
P= E
LESS Event Attn-w
(57) La tierra que nos han dado está allá arriba.
P= E
LESS Event Attn-w
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--English translation (1):
After walking for so many hours without even finding the shade of a tree, not even the seed of a
tree, not even one root of anything, one hears the barking of the dogs.
One has believed (1) [Uno ha creído] sometimes, in the midst of this road without shores, that
P= E
MORE Event Attn-w
there would not be anything (2) [nada habría] after; that one could not find anything on the other side, at
P= E
LESS Event Attn-w
the end of this plain marked with cracks and dried-up streams. But yes, there is something (3) [hay algo].
E P=
MORE Event Attn-w
There is a town (4) [Hay un pueblo]. One hears that the dogs bark (5) [ladran los perros]
E P=
E P=
MORE Event Attn-w
MORE Event Attn-w
and one feels in the air the smell of smoke,
and one can taste that smell of people as if it were a hope (6) [fuera una esperanza].
E P=
MORE Event Attn-w
But the town is (7) [el pueblo está] still out further. It’s the wind (8) [Es el viento] the one that
P=
E
E P=
LESS Event Attn-w
MORE Event Attn-w
brings it closer.
We have been walking since dawn. It’s something like four o’clock
(9) [son algo así como las cuatro de la tarde]. Someone looks up to the sky, stretches the eyes towards
E P=
MORE Event Attn-w
where the sun is hanging and says:
-It’s around four o’clock (10)[Son como las cuatro de la tarde].
E P=
MORE Event Attn-w
That someone is Melitón. Alongside with him, go Faustino, Esteban and I
(11)[vamos Faustino, Esteban y yo]. It’s four of us (12)[Somos cuatro].
E P=
E P=
MORE Event Attn-w
MORE Event Attn-w
I tell you: two ahead, the other two behind. I look behind me even more and I do not see anyone. Then I
say to myself: “It’s four of us” (13)[“somos cuatro”].
E
P=
MORE Event Attn-w
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A while ago, at around eleven o’clock, we were more than twenty (14) [éramos veintitantos]; but little by
E
P=
MORE Event Attn-w
little they have been scattering to the point of us being (15) [somos nosotros] the only group left.
E
P=
MORE Event Attn-w
Faustino says (16) [Faustino dice]:
P= E
LESS Event Attn-w
-It might rain.
We lifted our faces and we saw a black and heavy cloud that passed above our heads. And we
thought: “Maybe yes”.
We don’t say what we’re thinking. It has been some time since the desire to talk to each other
ended for us. It ended with the heat.
One would speak (17) [Uno platicaría] pleasurably somewhere else, but here it’s hard work.
P= E
LESS Event Attn-w
One speaks (18) [Uno platica] here and words warm up in your mouth with the heat coming from outside,
P= E
LESS Event Attn-w
and they dry out in one’s tongue until they stop the breath.
Here that is the way things are (19) [son las cosas]. That’s why no one feels like talking.
E P=
MORE Event Attn-w
A waterdrop falls (20) [Cae una gota de agua], big, fat, making a hole in the ground and leaving a mark as
E P=
MORE Event Attn-w
if it had been from spitting. It falls by itself. We waited (21) [Nosotros esperamos] for more to keep
P=
E
LESS Event Attn-w
falling. It doesn’t rain. Now if one looks to the sky one sees the rain-making cloud moving further away,
in a rush. The wind coming from the town moves closer to it pushing it against the blue shadows of the
hills. And the waterdrop that fell by mistake is eaten by the ground and it is vanished in its thirst.
Who the hell would create this plain so big? What is it good for?
We’re back to walking. We had stopped to watch the rain. It didn’t rain. Now we walk again. And
suddenly it occurs to me that we have walked more than what we have actually walked. That occurs to
me. Had it rained maybe other things would have occurred to me. With all, I know (22) [yo sé] that since
P= E
LESS Event Attn-w
I was a young man, I never saw rain over the plain, what you would really call a downpour.
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No, the plain is not a thing that can be of service.
There aren’t any rabbits or any birds (23) [No hay ni conejos ni pájaros].
E P=
MORE Event Attn-w
There is nothing (24) [No hay nada]. Other than some low-life rickety folks and one or another
E P=
MORE Event Attn-w
zacate stain with crossed leaves; besides that there is nothing (25) [No hay nada].
E P=
MORE Event Attn-w
And this way we go (26) [vamos nosotros]. The four of us by foot.
E P
MORE Event Attn-w
Prior to this we rode horses and we brought wrapped around our shoulder a rifle. Now we don’t even
carry a rifle.
I’ve always thought that in regards to getting rid of the rifle they did the right thing. Down here it
is dangerous to carry a weapon. They will kill you without notice, watching you at all times with
the “30” wrapped around the belts. But the horses are another matter. Had we gone by horse by now we
would have tasted the river’s green water and taken our stomachs on a journey through the town’s streets
so that we would have digested the food. We would have already done so if we had all those horses we
had. But they also took the horses along with the rifle.
I turned everywhere and I see the plain. So much and so big a land for nothing. One’s eyes can
slide right off by not encountering anything that can prevent them from doing so. Only a few lizards go
out to rear the head above their holes in the ground, and after they feel the fire coming from the sun they
run to hide in the small shadow of a stone. But us, when we have to work here, what will we do to cool
off from the sun, huh? Because they gave us this dried-up land so that we seed it.
They told us:
-From the town to here it is yours.
We asked (27) [nosotros preguntamos]:
P=
E
LESS Event Attn-w
-The plain?
Yes, the plain. All of the Llano Grande.
We stopped the clock to say that we didn’t want the Llano.
We wanted that which was next to the river. From the river to there, by the bottom, where there are those
trees called casuarinas and the paraneras and the good land
(28) [están esos árboles llamados casuarinas y las paraneras y la tierra buena].
E P=
MORE Event Attn-w
Not this hardened cow skin that it’s called the Llano.
But they did not allow us to have our say.
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The delegate didn’t come to talk (29) [El delegado no venía a conversar] with us. He put the documents in
P= E
LESS Event Attn-w
our hand and told us:
-Don’t be afraid by having so much land for yourselves.
-Is that the Llano, mister delegate…
-It’s thousands and thousands of acres (30) [Son miles y miles de yuntas].
E P=
MORE Event Attn-w
-But there is no water (31) [no hay agua]. Not even for a gargle there’s water (32)[Ni…hay agua].
E P=
E P=
MORE Event Attn-w
MORE Event Attn-w
-And the term? No one told you that you were going to be endowed with irrigating land. As soon
as it rains there, corn will rise as if it were being stretched out.
-But mister delegate, the land is (33) [la tierra está] disjointed, hardened. We don’t believe that
P= E
LESS Event Attn-w
the plough will bury in that quarry that is the land of the Llano (34) [es la tierra del Llano]. One would
E P=
MORE Event Attn-w
have to make holes (35) [Habría que hacer agujeros] with a hoe to plant seeds and not even then it’s
E P=
MORE Event Attn-w
positive that anything grows (36) [nazca nada];
E P=
MORE Event Attn-w
neither corn or anything else will grow (37) [ni maíz ni nada nacerá].
P= E
LESS Event Attn-w
-Manifest that in writing. And now get out. It is the large estate that you have to fight against, not
the Government that grants you the land.
-Wait for us mister delegate.
We have not said anything against the Center.
Everything is (38) [Todo es] against the Llano… You cannot fight against that which you cannot beat.
P= E
LESS Event Attn-w
That is what we have said… Wait for us so we can explain it to you. Look, we’re going to begin right
where we were…
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But he did not want to listen to us.
That’s how this land was given to us. And in this scolding-hot tortilla-maker they want that we
plant seeds of something just to see if something sprouts (39) [algo retoña] and grows.
P= E
LESS Event Attn-w
But nothing will rise from here. Not even zopilotes. One sees them there every now and again, up high,
flying very fast; trying to get out as quickly as possible from this hardened terrain, where nothing moves
and where one walks (40) [uno camina] like backwards.
P= E
LESS Event Attn-w
Melitón says (41) [Melitón dice]:
P= E
LESS Event Attn-w
-This is the land that they’ve given us.
Faustino says (42) [Faustino dice]:
P= E
LESS Event Attn-w
-What?
I don’t say anything. I think (43) [Yo pienso]: “Melitón doesn’t have his head in its place”.
P= E
LESS Event Attn-w
Must be the heat that has trespassed his hat and has overheated his head. And if not, why is he saying
what he’s saying? What land have they given us? Here there is not even enough land that the wind would
need to play its game of wind swirls
(44) [no hay ni la tantita que necesitaría el viento para jugar a los remolinos]
E P=
MORE Event Attn-w
Melitón says again (45) [Melitón vuelve a decir]:
P= E
LESS Event Attn-w
-It will serve us for something. It will serve even if it’s to run horses.
-Which horses? -Esteban asks him.
I had not looked on very closely at Esteban. Now that he speaks, I look at him. He is wearing an
overcoat that reaches his belly button, and underneath the overcoat peaks its head out something that
looks like a chicken saca la cabeza algo así como una gallina.
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Yes, it is a red hen (46) [es una gallina colorada] the one that Esteban carries under his overcoat.
E P=
MORE Event Attn-w
You can see its eyes closed and the peak open as if it were yawning. I ask him:
-Hey, Esteban, where did you pick up that chicken?
-It’s mine (47) [Es la mía]
-says he (48) [dice él].
E P=
E P=
MORE Event Attn-w
MORE Event Attn-w
-You didn’t have it before. Where did you buy it, huh?
-I didn’t buy it, it’s the chicken from my corral (49) [es la gallina de mi corral].
E P=
MORE Event Attn-w
-So then you brought it as food supply, right?
-No, I bring it to take care of her. My house has been left alone and without anyone to feed her;
that’s why I brought her. Every time I go far away I carry her along.
-Hidden there it will suffocate. You better take her out for some air.
He accommodates her underneath his arm and he blows her some hot air from his mouth. Then he
says:
-We are arriving at the precipice
I no longer listen to what Esteban says. We have gotten in line to go down the cliff
and he goes (50) [él va] first. It looks like he has grabbed the chicken by its feet and he’s swinging her all
P= E
LESS Event Attn-w
the time, so that he doesn’t hit her head against the rocks.
As we go down, the land looks much better. Dust rises (51) [sube polvo] from us as if it were
E P=
MORE Event Attn-w
a flock of mules what was going down through there; but getting dusty pleases us. We like it. After eleven
hours of having to endure stepping on the toughness of the plain we feel very delighted wrapped in that
thing that jumps over us and tastes like dust.
Over the river, above the green crowns of the casuarinas, fly flocks of green chachalacas
(52) [vuelan parvadas de chachalacas verdes]. That too is what pleases us.
E P=
MORE Event Attn-w
Now one can hear the barking of the dogs here, next to us, and is that the wind that comes from
the town pounds (53) [el viento que viene del pueblo retacha] on the cliff and it fills it with all its noises.
P= E
LESS Event Attn-w
Esteban has hugged his chicken again when we reached the first houses. He unties the feet to let
her loosen up, and then he and his chicken disappear (54) [él y su gallina desaparecen] behind
P= E
LESS Event Attn-w
some tepemezquite trees.
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-Around here I’ll settle! (55) [arriendo yo!] -nos dice Esteban.
E P=
MORE Event Attn-w
We continue (56) [Nosotros seguimos] ahead, deeper into the town.
P= E
LESS Event Attn-w
The land that they have given us is there (57) [La tierra que nos han dado está] up above.
P= E
LESS Event Attn-w

Analysis (1): This short story presents an interesting analytical opportunity, because the
structure of participant prominence is the reverse of the one observed in the last chapter with
respect to the System of Participant Attentionworthiness. The recurring pattern until now (as
stated in Chapter 3) has been that human participants tend to attract HIGHER Attention (or are
associated with a tendency to be more worthy of attention) than non-human participants, who
themselves tend to be assigned LOWER Attention. That is, we saw in Chapter 3 that humans are
more likely to center their Attention on humans and their actions rather than on things and
their actions. This was especially evident in the instances when the instruction was related to the
degree of relative attention to be allocated between Participants, as seen with the PEP signal
(Chapters 3 and 4).
Despite this general tendency, there are narratives in which the structure of participant
prominence departs from the expected human anthropocentric pattern. In these stories we see an
inverted logic: non-human Participants (rather than humans) are the ones who are more
Attentionworthy. And that is precisely the best way to characterize the discursive structure of the
Rulfo short story we have just seen: a flip on the theme of biased anthropocentrism. For most of
the story, none of the humans traveling through the deserted land, or their actions, or even their
words, represent core points of Attentionworthiness. Instead, the central character in the story is
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the Government-granted land of El Llano, a non-human entity. The Events related to the land
and its arid conditions are the centerpiece in this work (cf. Burton 1973); they are accordingly
assigned HIGHER Attentionworthiness through the signal EP =. The rest of the Events where nonhuman participants are involved also rise in prominence, mostly because they share a greater
association with the central theme of the story (i.e., the land) than their human counterparts. On
the opposite end of the spectrum, we find that Events related to the struggles of the human
participants traveling through the dried-out plain of El Llano are thematically of secondary
nature in the story. With humans taking a backseat to the land that was granted to them, we also
note that Events involving these minor-role human participants were also primarily designated
with LESS Event Attentionworthiness through the P = E signal.
Notice the distinction that has been made separating signaled Events from their
accompanying non-signaled participants. Even though Phase 1 being discussed here is about the
signaling of Attentionworthiness of Events, the reason we address the kinds of roles that
participants play in this story about the "granted land" is the link existing between the role
played by a participant (i.e., main character or minor character) and the perceived importance of
the actions undertaken by those same participants (i.e., relevance of events in the storyline) along
with the themes developed in the story. This nexus leads to the following quantitative prediction
for Phase 1:

Prediction VIII:
If the mentioned participant in a one-participant Event plays a central role in the
narrative, then the actions of that central participant will be perceived as more important
to the theme developed in the story than the actions of a mentioned participant that is
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playing a minor role. Therefore, the prediction is that for Phase 1 one-participant Events,
the EP= signal (MORE Event Attentionworthiness) will occur with greater frequency in
relation to Events where a main character is involved than with Events where a minor
character is involved. Correspondingly, the P =E signal (LESS Event Attentionworthiness)
will be more frequent with Events where a minor character is involved than with Events
where a main character is involved. Table IX shows the results.

Table IX. Mentioned Participants in Rulfo’s El Llano
Participant Role

Main Character
Minor Character

MORE

LESS

Event
Attentionworthiness
EP=
n
%
20
65
11
35
31

Event
Attentionworthiness
P= E
n
%
4
17
19
83
23

OR > 8

As predicted for the story about El Llano, Table IX demonstrates that a positive
association exists between the participant role Main Character – i.e., the role played by most of
the non-human participants who are central to this story (e.g., the land, the wind, water,
nothingness, dust, the red hen) and the EP= order that signals MORE Event Attentionworthiness.
With a total of 20 tokens, these main characters made up roughly two-thirds (or 65 percent) of
the total of EP= signals observed. Compare this to the 11 tokens (or 35 percent) of the total of
EP= signals observed with minor characters. Although minor in their roles in the story, the
second predicted skewing was also accurate: minor characters represent an overwhelming 83
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percent of the participants observed in the P = E order that signals LESS Event
Attentionworthiness.
Returning to the qualitative assessment of the Rulfo story in (1), the following list
represents all the Events in the story that were signaled through the EP = signal. We will discuss
them individually or in smaller groups in order to show that they are relatively MORE
Attentionworthy than Events forming part of the P = E signal of LESS Event Attentionworthiness.
The Events in (1) in EP= are the following:
(1.3) hay algo ‘there is something’
(1.4) hay un pueblo ‘there is a town’
(1.5) ladran los perros ‘the dogs bark’
(1.6) si fuera una esperanza ‘if it were a hope’
(1.8) es el viento ‘it is the wind’
(1.9) son algo así como las cuatro de la tarde ‘it’s something like four o’clock’
(1.10) son como las cuatro ‘it’s like four o’clock’
(1.11) vamos Faustino, Esteban y yo ‘go Faustino, Esteban and I’
(1.12) somos cuatro ‘it’s four of us’
(1.13) somos cuatro ‘it’s four of us’
(1.14) éramos veintitantos ‘we were more than twenty’
(1.15) somos nosotros ‘it’s us
(1.19) son las cosas ‘that is the way things are’
(1.20) cae una gota de agua ‘a waterdrop falls’
(1.23) no hay ni conejos ni pájaros ‘there are no rabbits or birds’
(1.24) no hay nada ‘there is nothing’
(1.25) no hay nada ‘there is nothing’
(1.26) vamos nosotros ‘we go’
(1.28) están esos árboles ‘there are those trees’
(1.30) son miles y miles de yuntas ‘it’s thousands and thousands of acres’
(1.31) no hay agua ‘there’s no water’
(1.32) ni… hay agua ‘there is not even water’
(1.34) es la tierra del Llano ‘it’s the land of El Llano’
(1.35) habría que hacer agujeros ‘would have to make holes’
(1.36) nazca nada ‘nothing grows’
(1.44) no hay ni la tantita ‘there isn’t even enough [land]’
(1.48) dice él ‘says he’
(1.51) sube polvo ‘dust rises’
(1.52) vuelan parvadas de chachalacas verdes ‘fly flocks of green [birds]’
(1.55) arriendo yo ‘I’ll settle’
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In the analysis that follows, using the English translation, Events will be listed in italics,
participants will be underlined, and the word order will be faithful to the word order observed in
the Spanish original (e.g., if in the Spanish text we observe the EP = son las cosas the token will
be listed as ‘are the things’ instead of ‘the things are’). Also, some events were adjusted to
achieve consistency in writing (e.g., change in tense), and may slightly differ from the original
event listed above, but with no changes to the analysis based on the meaning hypothesis.
Of initial note is the type of participant associated with the Events listed in EP = formats.
A major theme running throughout the story is the "nothingness" of the Government-granted
land. The central participant in the story, the land of El Llano, is presented as: deserted, or
without having anything (ex’s 1.23, 1.24, 1.25); unlikely to provide any vegetable or animal
sources of nutrition so the men could survive, or without having food (ex’s 1.23, 1.35, 1.36,
1.37); and, very arid, or without having rain (ex’s 1.20, 1.31, 1.32, 1.34). The theme of
nothingness reaches as far as to even doubt the vast land’s own existence, when one of the
travelers, in a delusional state of mind from the heat, states that there isn’t enough land for the
wind to play wind swirls (ex 1.4). When the men heard the barking of dogs (ex 1.5) and smelled
what it seemed was human-like smoke, they thought of those signs as if they were a hope (ex
1.6). A hope that there was human life nearby and that they would reach the town soon. ‘The
town’ was presented earlier in the story as it being something (ex 1.3) existing in that land of
"nothingness" – it was their hope that there be a town (ex 1.4). But instead, it is the wind (ex 1.8)
that brings the town closer to them. At some point, the men estimated that the time of the day
had to be around four o’clock (ex’s 1.9, 1.10), bringing awareness of how long they had been
walking under the enduring the heat. They also soon realize that from the initial group with
whom they started their travels through El Llano, which approximately were twenty men (ex.
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1.14), now it was they (ex. 1.15) who were the only ones left; and they were four men (ex. 1.11,
1.12, 1.13). The details about the number of men left provide an insight about how they find
themselves in great solitude. They remember the large group of travelers that began the journey
and the mere four that survived the rough path of El Llano. This motif of solitude is subsequently
taken when one of the men speaks about how their own saliva dries out in their mouth, and how
that saliva – with the intense heat – almost feels as if it were choking the throat. This
uncomfortable physical reaction was one of the reasons why they had stopped talking to each
other. In fact, they did not even wish to speak at all anymore. The solitude they experience is not
just a collective solitude of the four men left vis-à-vis the initial group of twenty travelers; but it
is also a personal solitude, created by the distance each one of the four men experiences by not
speaking to one another. And that is how at that point, in El Llano, are things (ex. 1.19) –
meaning: that is what the dire situation was like in the plain. There are also other descriptive
references, with one portraying El Llano as being thousands and thousands of acres (ex. 1.30).
There are three additional EP= word orders in this short story with human participants
that call for discussion. Shortly after realizing that it was not going to rain and that they had
covered more ground walking than they originally thought, the nothingness of the land is reemphasized (as already discussed above). At that point, despite there being only four of them left
and the land having nothing to offer, they decide to move ahead, and off go they (ex 1.26). This
portrays the collective determination of the four men to continue with the journey, in spite of all
the difficulties present. The four men are not going to "drop off" like the other 16 travelers that
initially accompanied them – therefore, the act of ‘going’ is a very significant one – as it helps
in getting them to their destination and prove their determination. Also, they are choosing a path
within the plain to move ahead, and this brings the event of going back to the central theme of
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the story, which is the land of El Llano. Once the red hen comes into the picture in the last onethird of the story, its ownership is asserted as a thing of value by one of the men. Esteban is
asked where he had gotten the chicken, to which said he (ex 1.48) that it was his chicken (ex’s
1.47, 1.49). Notice that he asserts on two separate occasions ownership of the chicken – which is
also an important indicator of its saliency in the narrative – attempting to ensure that it would not
be devoured by the starving pack. Literary critics have pointed out ‘the chicken’ in the story as a
figure with heavy symbolic value in Rulfo’s writing (e.g., Burton 1973, Perus 2003, and many
others), and it is possible that this is also why we find these EP = word orders where the existence
of the chicken is signaled with MORE Event Attentionworthiness. And finally, we get the
ambiguous statement by Esteban: settle I (ex 1.55), apparently showing the rest of the men a part
of the "good" land where he had decided to root himself and end his (and the chicken’s) journey.
It is in reference to that good land, another non-human participant, that we find the
remaining EP= configurations. The first is a distant yearning for the better land that the men
wanted, where there are those trees (ex 1.28), its importance resting on the reinforcing
descriptive imagery of the plain of El Llano by means of a contrast: the land they wanted was
fertile and had trees that could ease the unbearable hot temperature through the shade they
naturally generate, as opposed to the plain of El Llano – where there was no shade, as there were
no trees, because it was not a fertile land (cf. ex’s 1.20, 1.23, 1.24, 1.25, 1.31, 1.32, 1.34-1.36).
Next comes the transition of the four men from the Llano to the good land, where rises the dust
(ex 1.51), and that pleases the men. They like it because the rising of dust was an important
occurrence in their journey, as it provided them with evidence that the land was softening, and
that they were approaching their desired destination. Finally, the men observe that up above fly a
flock of green birds (ex 1.52). These non-human participants represent a different contrast to the
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opposite reality experienced in El Llano, where no animal life could be found; also, it was an
important event for the travelers to see the birds flying, since it confirmed that they had arrived at
more fertile grounds. The Event of birds flying is followed by one of the traveling men stating:
eso también es lo que nos gusta ‘that too is what pleases us’, noting the importance of the event
being observed (in addition to them being pleased by the dust rising as they went downhill).
All the Events in EP= format help paint a fuller picture of the main themes developed
throughout the narrative. A similar detailed analysis of Events in P =E format would show how
much less central information (that is, information less worthy of attention) is communicated by
means of the P=E word order. Even though we will not analyze in as much detail each of the P =E
word orders, we will list them all so that the contrast becomes apparent between the meanings
MORE

and LESS Event Attentionworthiness. The Events that the author presents as P =E in (1) are

the following:
(1.1) uno ha creído ‘one has believed’
(1.2) nada habría ‘nothing would be there’
(1.7) el pueblo está ‘the town is’
(1.16) Faustino dice ‘Faustino says’
(1.17) uno platicaría ‘one would speak’
(1.18) uno platica ‘one speaks’
(1.21) nosotros esperamos ‘we wait’
(1.22) yo sé ‘I know’
(1.27) nosotros preguntamos ‘we asked’
(1.29) el delegado no venía a conversar ‘the delegate didn’t come to talk’
(1.37) ni maíz ni nada nacerá ‘neither corn nor anything else will grow’
(1.38) todo es ‘everything is’
(1.39) si algo retoña ‘if something sprouts’
(1.40) uno camina ‘one walks’
(1.41) Melitón dice ‘Melitón says’
(1.42) Faustino dice ‘Faustino says’
(1.43) yo pienso ‘I think’
(1.45) Melitón vuelve a decir ‘Melitón says again’
(1.53) el viento retacha ‘the wind pounds’
(1.54) él y su gallina desaparecen ‘he and his chicken dissapear’
(1.56) nosotros seguimos ‘we continue ahead’
(1.57) la tierra que nos han dado está allá arriba ‘the land they´ve given us is up above’
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After examining these 22 Events observed in P =E format in (1), we note that nine of them
(or 41 percent of the total) are used to designate uncertain, speculative, or conditional events
(ex´s 1.1, 1.2, 1.7, 1.17, 1.21, 1.27, 1.37, 1.39, 1.43). In this story, those would seem appropriate
for the signal of LESS Event Attentionworthiness, because the story is about narrating the journey
of four men throughout a deserted plain in which what matters most were real events. Those
events that happened indicated important occurring activities: (a) the extreme conditions of the
granted land (e.g., El Llano being a land of "nothingness"); (b) the hardships endured by the four
men (e.g., their being alone); and, (c) the manifestations in nature that the traveling men used to
orient themselves and to remain ‘sane’ in their search for better terrain than El Llano (e.g., the
dust rising and the birds flying meant that they had arrived to where their heart desires drove
them to: the good land).
Additional words configured as P=E, signaling LESS Event Attentionworthiness, are the
indications of who speaks in the dialogues between some of the men: three P =E’s relate to an
irrational exchange with a traveler in a delusional state (ex’s 1.41, 1.42, 1.45), discourse to which
little to no Attention is required to be paid to. The other direct quote that deserves

LESS

Event

Attentionworthiness, pertains to one of the men stating that he thought ‘it might rain’, another
speculative comment which subsequently proved to be wrong, as it did not rain in the plain that
day (ex 1.16). Related to this rain that never occurred were two more word orders: one where the
men waited for the rain to happen (ex 1.20) and the other one with one of the men stating he
knows since childhood that rain never down poured in El Llano (ex 1.21) – the ‘waiting’ in the
former irrelevant (as they waited for nothing) and ‘knowing’ in the latter rather obvious and
inconsequential for the other men listening.
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The last two verbs we will analyze are the last two P =E word orders observed in the short
story. After one of the men decided to settle into a plot of the good land and announces that he
(along with the chicken) will not go any further, the travelers continued ahead (ex 1.56). The
three men who were left decided to go "further into the town", but that decision effectively puts
them out of the picture, as their ultimate destination is never revealed, thus aligning them with
the idea of the purposeless life. The Event is LESS Attentionworthy because the actions of these
human participants are made even less relevant in the story, as their future holds no import to the
plot line. And last, we observe the main character in the story, the land, in a P =E word order
being signaled with LESS Event Attentionworthiness. The reason for this is simple, the land of El
Llano now appears as an after-thought. It no longer occupies the epicenter of the events in the
story, but rather, it is for greener and more fertile pastures that the Government-granted land of
El Llano is left behind, almost forgotten, at an unknown distance, "up above".
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Chapter 6
System of Event Attentionworthiness
Phase 2. Configurations with two mentioned participants.

1. Introduction
As discussed in the preceding chapter, the System of Event Attentionworthiness has two
phases: Phase 1, which deals with one-participant events – where the only participant mentioned
is co-referential with the verb ending – and whose signals are EP= and P=E (Chapter 5); and
Phase 2, dealing with two-participant events, where both participants are mentioned and they are
not configured as PEP, which is the signal of Participant Attentionworthiness (discussed in
Chapter 3). This second phase of the system of Event Attentionworthiness will be the topic of
discussion of the current chapter. In this second phase, both mentioned participants receive the
same placement vis-à-vis the event-word. The two participants can both be placed before the
event-word (i.e., the PPE word order), as in yo agua tomé, agua yo tomé both roughly meaning
‘I drank water’. The two participants can also receive placement after the event-word (i.e., the
EPP word order), as in tomé yo agua, tomé agua yo both also meaning ‘I drank water’. The EPP
and PPE word orders are hypothesized to be in opposition to one another, exhaustively
categorizing the semantic substance of Event Attentionworthiness as follows: EPP signals MORE
Event Attentionworthiness and PPE signals LESS Event Attentionworthiness. Together, the EPP
and PPE word orders form the signaling mechanism for the second phase of the grammatical
System of Event Attentionworthiness, depicted in Figure 9:
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MORE

EPP
Event
Attentionworthiness
LESS

PPE
Figure 9. The System of Event Attentionworthiness. Phase 2.

In this system, Event Attentionworthiness is indicated by the position occupied by the
event-word. Therefore, the signaling of Event Attentionworthiness in Phase 2 occurs on the
Initial Position in EPP and on the Final Position in PPE. For both word orders, since Event
Attentionworthiness is signaled by the position occupied by the event-word, it is with the relative
discourse prominence of the Event that the grammar assists interlocutors in inferring whether it
is MORE or LESS worthy of Attention. The relative terms MORE and LESS Attentionworthiness refer
to (a) the relative Attentionworthiness of the same designated event if it had been placed in the
opposite signal instead (i.e., if observed as EPP, then PPE or in Final Position; if observed as
PPE then EPP or in Initial Position), or (b) the relative Attentionworthiness of other Events that
are likewise found within the same narrative but in the opposite word order format instead (i.e.,
EPP’s vs PPE’s). Also, note that the positions occupied by the participants in EPP and PPE do
not signal any type of Attentionworthiness. The two words used to designate the two mentioned
participants in E-P-P and in P-P-E only help configure the order for sequences of words that are
to be inferred as a particular signal (in this case: either EPP or PPE), but the participants are not
themselves impacted by an instruction to differentiate between them on which participant is
more attentionworthy than the other, as was the case with what we saw in Chapter 3 for the
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signal PEP. This does not mean, however, that there might be not be some other communicative
motivation behind the decision each speaker makes regarding the position each participant in
EPP and PPE occupies. Up to this point in our research, however, we have not found it necessary
to include any of the two positions occupied by the participants in E-P-P or P-P-E as either
(1) parts of the signaled elements in the hypothesized System of Event Attentionworthiness (e.g.,
think of EPP and PPE being the signals instead of EPP and PPE) or (2) elements to be inferred
as discrete signals of discrete meanings (e.g., think of the signals E-PP and PP-E instead of EPP
and PPE).

2. Formation of signals: EPP and PPE as avoidance of the PEP signal.
An important comment on the form of the signals in Phase 2 of the System of
Event Attentionworthiness is relevant at this point. It has to do with the form of the PEP signal
from Phase 1 of the System of Participant Attentionworthiness that was discussed in Chapter 3.
Notice that the participants in Phase 2 of the System of Event Attentionworthiness are placed on
either side of the event-word but do not flank the event-word, as they do in PEP. The two
participants are placed either before the event in PPE or after the event in EPP. Remarkably,
what is happening with two-participant events in Spanish is that the signals EPP and PPE are
useful for two reasons. First, they allow the signaling of Event Attentionworthiness despite more
than one participant being involved in the event. Second, they serve to avoid invoking the PEP
signal. We will elaborate in more detail those two rationales in the discussion that follows:

Usefulness of the form of the signals - 1: To allow the signaling of Event Attentionworthiness
despite more than one participant being involved in the event. It has been previously concluded
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in analyses by Diver (1989) and others after him (Huffman 2001: 53) that the more participants
that are involved in an event, the greater interest that event generates. For purposes of this study,
we can restate that same Diverian idea to mean that: an event with two participants is inherently
more attentionworthy than an event with one participant. What we have seen so far for twoparticipant events (i.e., in the treatment of PEP), is that the event itself only serves as an anchor
for the two participants, but in a sense, there is no need for additional help from the grammar to
deploy a set of instructions to assign RELATIVE DEGREES of Attentionworthiness to the event itself.
An event with two participants is already worthy of a fair amount of Attention, just by the sheer
number of participants involved in it. As discussed in Chapter 3, it appears to be the case that
when there are two participants in the event and the grammar plays a critical role is in
distributing Attentionworthiness between the two Participants (through the PEP signal), that is,
the grammar helps guide the decision as to which of the two mentioned participants deserves
HIGHER or LOWER

Participant Attentionworthiness.

However, what if, despite there being two participants, there was a need to signal
Attentionworthiness, not on the participants, but on the event? How can the user of the language
maneuver around that need? The grammar of Spanish language allows the language user to
ignore the number of participants involved and to concentrate on the merits of the event itself. In
a way, the system is perfectly designed. If there is a two-participant event in Spanish, a speaker
has the option of ordering words in the PEP format, instructing that differential attention be paid
to the two participants involved (see Chapter 3). But speakers also have the ability to instruct that
differential attention be paid to events, regardless of the number of participants mentioned.
Through the exhaustive categorization of a different semantic substance, speakers can signal
MORE

Event Attentionworthiness on the Initial Position of the EPP word order and LESS Event
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Attentionworthiness on the Final Position of the PPE word order. With those two grammatical
systems, all the possibilities are covered for events with two participants: a speaker can signal
Attentionworthiness on Participants through the PEP signal or Attentionworthiness on Events
through the EPP and PPE signals.

Usefulness of the form of the signals - 2: To avoid invoking the PEP signal. In grammatical
systems, a signal signifies its meaning just as much as it signifies the meaning(s) it does not
itself signal. We understand the signal blanco [blán.ko] ‘white’ as the color that is
characteristically defined as ‘neutral’, not only because of how we have come to associate a pale
neutral with the signal blanco, but also because blanco is not notionally associated with the
colors understood by the signals negro ‘black’, rojo ‘red’, azul ‘blue’, amarillo ‘yellow’, etc.
What is blanco is as much "white", as it is likewise not "black", not "red", not "blue", not
"yellow", etc. The same notion applies to the meanings of the grammatical systems of
Attentionworthiness we hypothesize in our work. The EPP signal is not PPE, but it is also not
PEP. The PPE signal is not EPP, but it is also not PEP. The EPP and PPE signals are both
partially the result of meaningfully avoiding (or not invoking) the PEP signal, as illustrated in
Figures 10 and 11.

P E P
position:

P-1a

1a

E P P
1b

2b

3b

Participant placement
from 1a to 2b

2a

or

3a

P-1a

E P P
1b

avoids invoking

2b 3b

PEP
1a 2a 3a

Participant placement
from 1a to 3b

The EPP signal results from the displacement of the participant in the Initial Position in PEP.

Figure 10. The avoidance of the PEP signal: EPP.
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P E P
position:

P P E
1c

2c

1a

P-3a

3c

Participant placement
from 3a to 1c

2a

or

3a

P P E
1c 2c

P-3a

avoids invoking

3c

PEP
1a 2a 3a

Participant placement
from 3a to 2c

The PPE signal results from the displacement of the participant in the Final Position in PEP.

Figure 11. The avoidance of the PEP signal: PPE.

As depicted in Figure 10, the PEP signal is avoided by preventing a participant from occupying
the Initial Position (P-1a position in Figure 2) and placing it in any position after the event,
resulting in the formation of the EPP signal. In Figure 11, the PEP signal is avoided by
preventing a participant from occupying the Final Position (P-3a position in Figure 3) and
placing it in any position before the event, which also results in the formation of the PPE signal.
This point merits restating in a different way: If the two participants involved in an event
are mentioned, then speakers have a signaling choice between the available meanings of two
discrete semantic substances related to Attention. The signals EPP and PPE exist as the
alternative signaling mechanisms to the PEP signal. They invoke a different semantic domain
(i.e., Event Attentionworthiness) from the semantic domain invoked with PEP (i.e., Participant
Attentionworthiness). The speaker that chooses EPP or PPE “opts out” of the System of
Participant Attentionworthiness (i.e., does not signal differential attention on the two participants
involved) and instead “opts in” into the System of Event Attentionworthiness, thus instructing its
interlocutor that differential attention is now signaled on the event rather than on the
participants.
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3. Data and Validation Procedures
We now illustrate the Phase 2 hypothesis in section 4 with qualitative analyses of two
tokens of EPP. Immediately following those analyses of EPP, we present in section 5 a
qualitative analysis for one token of PPE. We then offer a quantitative prediction; the count
demonstrates that the broader range of a communicative principle that we hypothesize is
consistent with the Phase 2 meanings of the System of Event Attentionworthiness. The reason
we present fewer qualitative examples in this chapter than we did in the extensive validation of
PEP in Chapter 3 is that there are far fewer total observations found of EPP and PPE formats in
our corpus when compared to the much larger number of observations found in the PEP format
in the same corpus. Of all two-participant events in the corpus, EPP represents seven percent and
PPE represents less than one percent. In contrast, the format PEP is the most frequently used,
representing approximately 92 percent of all two-participant events collected in our corpus. The
differences in the frequency of usage for each of these word orders was utilized as a guide to
concentrate our efforts, in Chapter 3, in the configuration that was most prevalent in the
narratives we analyzed, that is, PEP.
The volume of the data collected and analyzed for EPP and PPE is not the same as PEP,
but we believe that their lesser frequency in discourse strengthens our hypothesis about two
participant events. We also keep in mind that a larger collection of these infrequent EPP and PPE
word orders is likely pending and that more revisions might be necessary. Consistent with all
previous chapters, the examples were extracted from our corpus of 20 th century Latin American
short stories and will also follow the same presentational format we have been using throughout
this dissertation.
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4. The word order EPP
This sub-section begins with example (1), continuing with a partial account of the story
analyzed earlier about that magical character named Malanga.
Example 1: (CH24)
-Para que tú sepas- dijo uno- Caballomar es un bicho, un fantasma azul que cayó del
cielo al agua y de allí lo sacaron los músicos.
-¡Loco!... ¿Cómo se te ocurre? El cielo no podría con el peso de un animal tan grande.
Lo que sucedió fue que Malanga, ¿tú sabes? se fue a tocar un baile, y la fiesta era en el
fondo del mar. Allá abajo había un caracol rosado, grandísimo como esta isla, y dentro del
caracol, tocaba Malanga su tremenda cumbia. Y el rey del caracol le preguntó a Malanga:
E
P
P
-“¿dime muchacho, qué quieres tú?”. Entonces Malanga respondió: -“regálame ese caballo
negro con crines doradas…”.
--English translation (1):
-Just so you know- said one of them- Caballomar is a beast, a blue phantom that fell from the
sky to the ocean and it was from there that the musicians dragged him out.
-You´re crazy! … How did you come up with that? The sky would not be able to handle the
weight of such a large animal. What happened was that Malanga, you know, he went to play
at a dance, and the party was at the bottom of the ocean. Down at the bottom there was a pink
seashell, enormous, like this island, and inside the seashell, played Malanga his amazing
cumbia. And the king of the seashell asked Malanga: -“tell me young man, what do you
desire?”. Then Malanga responded: -“gift me that black horse with golden mane…”.
Analysis (1): In this section of the story, the children on the island Malanga inhabited
laid eyes for the first time on the strong black horse from unknown origins that Malanga had
brought into the island, and to whom Malanga had given the nickname: Caballomar (literally
meaning: Oceanhorse). As he was approaching the island, the children could see that Malanga
was riding the horse over the ocean waves. They thought it was the first time in their lives that
they had seen what they thought was a fish with legs – something similar to an enormous,
beautiful, and powerful crab. That night, the children discussed many things about Caballomar,
as it was the newest and most striking thing they had ever seen. They were chiefly speculative
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about its origins: how had Malanga obtained him? How had he reached earth? Some said the
horse had "fallen from the sky", others said he appeared because "Malanga was god", yet others
were even more creative and told the story narrated in (1), that Malanga – famous, among many
things, for the music his strong hands generated out of the conga drums – had gone to play at a
party inside a seashell at the bottom of the ocean. The king of the seashell, enchanted with
Malanga’s playing (i.e., his tunes and musical skills), asked Malanga what he desired most from
his kingdom. In a subtle way, the king was granting Malanga a wish, and Malanga already knew
what he wanted, as he had already seen the black horse with the golden mane. Therefore, and
according to the central account narrated in this passage, that is how Caballomar came to be
Malanga’s property: it was a gift from the king of the seashell.
The utterance tocaba Malanga su tremenda cumbia ‘played Malanga his amazing
cumbia’ is configured in the EPP format. According to the hypothesis for the System of Event
Attentionworthiness, the EPP ordering of words is a signal that instructs the interlocutor that it is
the Event, in this case the ‘playing’ of the conga drums, that deserves MORE Attention. The
paragraph where we find this EPP utterance is about where the horse Caballomar, a central
character in the story, had come from. When the children in the island saw Caballomar, they
immediately wondered: how had this extraordinary creature landed on earth? Within this
paragraph, the speculative version rising from the children’s creative minds that rises to the front
and center is the one about the seashell king gifting the horse to Malanga. But we must ask: why
did the king grant Malanga whatever he wanted? The answer is that it was Malanga’s playing
inside that pink seashell party that moved the king’s emotions in such a way that it prompted him
to offer Malanga such a generous gesture, demonstrating his royal-like gratitude. It is this Event
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of ‘playing’, and rightfully so, that is signaled within an EPP word order to signal MORE Event
Attentionworthiness.
We would like to point to additional discursive evidence within this paragraph that could
support our iustification of the EPP utterance above. Even though Malanga is the main
character in this short story, notice how everything related to Malanga – other than his music –
is downplayed in this paragraph. Immediately after, we can observe a different ordering of
words, the PEP: el rey del caracol le preguntó a Malanga ‘the seashell king asked Malanga’.
P
E
P
Following the hypothesis from the System of Participant Attentionworthiness, ‘the seashell king’
is signaled with HIGHER Participant Attentionworthiness and ‘Malanga’ with relatively LOWER
Participant Attentionworthiness. The king’s generosity and gratitude motivate him to gift
Malanga the horse, which ultimately rests as the main explanation in this portion of the short
story as to how the horse Caballomar came into Malanga’s hands. Therefore, ‘the king’ is placed
in Initial Position, being signaled as the more salient Participant of the two. Placed in Final
Position in the same utterance is ‘Malanga’, who despite asking the king for the horse, he did not
take an active role in seeking the horse but instead became the beneficiary of the king’s generous
act. In this utterance, the ‘seashell king’ is thus relatively more salient than ‘Malanga’.
Lastly, at the very end of the paragraph, observe how the author deploys the more
infrequent type of one-participant word order, the P =E Malanga respondió ‘Malanga responded’.
As we previously saw in Phase 1 of the System of Event Attentionworthiness (Chapter 5), the
hypothesis is concerned with the relative importance of events, and P =E is the signal of LESS
Event Attentionworthiness. This means that the event of Malanga ‘responding’ to the seashell
king (telling the king that he ‘wanted the horse’) is to be inferred as an event that is not worthy of
much Attention at this stage in the story. Not only is the event of ‘responding’ to the king
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inferred with LESS Event Attentionworthiness because Malanga’s ‘response’ is not what
motivated the king into acting generously with Malanga (i.e., by granting Malanga his wish and
gifting him the horse), rather, it was Malanga’s music and skilled drum playing at the party that
prompted the king to do so. Additionally, Malanga ‘responding’ to the king stating that he
‘wanted the horse’ is not what the paragraph is about; but instead, a sub-theme is built around the
king and the consequences of his generous attitude towards Malanga. Therefore, Malanga’s act
of ‘responding’ to the king is in a P=E format, signaled with LESS Event Attentionworthiness.
We continue with the qualitative validation of EPP in example (2), this time following a
fragment from the short story of the unfaithful woman, Iguandili, which we partially discussed in
Chapter 3:

Example 2: (CH128)
Según cuentan, por el oriente subió la luna, todo el ámbito se puso claro como pantalla de
televisión y así parió la bella un niñito, en cumplimiento del orden natural de la
E
P
P
reproducción ampliada de la gente con el fin de que pueda haber brazos para las máquinas,
para las naves cósmicas, para el piano y para otros sueños de amor.
--English translation (2):
‘According to what they say, through the East rose the moon, the entire area turned clear like
a television screen and so bore the beautiful woman a little boy, in keeping with the natural
order of increasing the reproduction of people, with the purpose that there may be
arms available for the building of machines, of spaceships, for the playing of the piano and
for other dreams of love.’
Analysis (2): This passage describes the scenery during the moment when ‘the beautiful
woman’ (or Iguandili) ‘bore or gave birth’ to her illegitimate child ‘a little boy’. According to the
hypothesis, the inferred signal is EPP, in which case, the inferred signaled meaning is MORE Event
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Attentionworthiness. The reason why this event is so important, and it merits the EPP
configuration, is due to the fact that had Iguandili not decided to have the child, she would have
never been tried in court, and she would have never been harshly judged by the tribal congress and
sentenced to years of hard labor. This act of giving birth is a key event in the story, and it merits
to be designated with

MORE

giving the meaning of

Event Attentionworthiness. Additionally, reinforcing the reasons for

MORE

Event Attentionworthiness to ‘giving birth’, we find that this all

happened "in keeping with the natural order of increasing the reproduction of people". With that
statement the writer is letting the reader know that the choice Iguandili made of ‘giving birth’ to
her illegitimate child was already a part of her destiny – meant to happen – in fulfillment of a
certain ‘natural order’ of human reproduction. Thus, it is a pivotal moment, narrating how Iguandili
was pre-destined for it in her life, and therefore, a MORE Attentionworthy moment in the paragraph
and in the overall storyline.
We will now make a comparison between the actual choice the writer made using the
signal EPP (the observed token in the text) and then examine the kind of message that would have
been conveyed had the author instead used either one of the two other available signals whenever
there are two mentioned participants in an event: PPE or PEP (i.e., the two alternatives to EPP).
If the utterance had been written as PPE, it would have read as follows: la bella un niñito parió
P
P
E
‘the beautiful woman a little boy bore’, and it is clear from the explanation above that such a
P
P
E
presentation of the ‘birthing’ act signaled with LESS Event Attentionworthiness would have been
incoherent with the substance of the story, and indeed, PPE is not the word order chosen. If the
writer had chosen the PEP format instead of EPP, the utterance could have read:
la bella parió un niñito ‘the beautiful woman bore a little boy’, where by hypothesis,
P
E
P
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the speaker would have directed its interlocutor to compare the relative Attentionworthiness of
the ‘beautiful woman’ versus ‘the little boy’. But in this particular instance, the comparison is
out of place, as the beautiful woman – Iguandili – is not the paragraph’s theme, nor is it the
writer’s intent in this paragraph to have our Attention centered on the importance of her role in
the story. Instead, it is the role of the Event of ‘giving birth’ in Iguandili’s life that is at the center
of the paragraph and that is why EPP is the word order chosen.

5. The word order PPE
In this sub-section we present a qualitative analysis of one example of the PPE word
order that serves as the signal of LESS Event Attentionworthiness in Phase 2 of the grammatical
system under discussion. The PPE word order is the least frequently observed word order
configuration in our corpus of two-participant events, representing only 0.6 percent of the total
number of utterances collected in our corpus. Despite its scant presence in discourse, what we
will attempt to demonstrate is that when the Event is placed in Final Position after two
participants have been mentioned in the sequence PPE, its relative Attentionworthiness within its
broader discourse environment is LESS than: (a) the relative Attentionworthiness of that same
designated event if it had been placed in Initial Position instead (i.e., in an EPP format), or (b)
the relative Attentionworthiness of other Events that are likewise found within the same
narrative but in the EPP word order format instead. Note that for the alternatives presented in (a)
and (b) we are referencing to word orders configured as EPP, which to recall, signals the
meaning MORE Event Attentionworthiness (see section 4). We begin our qualitative analysis of
PPE in example (3), fragment of a short story connected to something we saw in Chapter 3,
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narrating the declining volatile relationship between a mother and a daughter, driven by the
daughter’s phobic hate for cats.

Example 3: (CO132)
En un segundo muchacha y gata se enfrentaron cara a cara a escasos centímetros. Al
unísono dio Inés un grito de espanto y Mimí un fuerte maullido de terror. La gata huyó hacia
el jardín e Inés tropezó con un mueble, cayó y se hizo una herida en la cabeza que sangraba
profusamente. Llegó enseguida Doña Clorinda demostrando gran enojo, cuando vio cómo
sangraba Inés. Nerviosa y asustada buscaba con qué restañar la sangre. Inés nada dijo pero
P
P
E
no permitió que su madre la auxiliara. Sólo sus ojos demostraban el inmenso odio que sentía
por la gata. La madre condolida y mimosa le preguntaba:
-¿Te duele mucho, hija? -Pero Inés no respondía.
-¿Quieres una aspirina? -Inés sólo la miró con rencor.
Doña Clorinda ya estaba preocupada y asustada. Inés no se dignaba dirigirle la palabra.
--English translation (3):
In one split second the young girl and the cat faced each other within a few centimeters of
one another. In unison Inés shouted with horror and Mimí strongly meowed with terror. The
cat fled to the garden and Inés stumbled with a piece of furniture, fell and she got a wound in
the head that bled profusely. Mrs. Clorinda arrived immediately displaying great discontent,
when she saw how Inés was bleeding. Nervous and scared she searched for something which
would help stop the flow of blood. Inés nothing said but she did not allow her mother to
help her. Only her eyes displayed the great hate that she felt towards the cat. The saddened
spoiling mother asked:
-Does it hurt a lot, daughter? -But Inés did not answer.
-Do you want an aspirin? -Inés only looked at her resentfully.
Doña Clorinda was already worried and scared. Ines did not feel she was worth speaking to.
Analysis (3): This short story partially deals with the growing conflict between a catloving mother Mrs. Clorinda and her cat-phobic daughter Inés. The mother could not understand
her daughter’s somewhat inexplicable phobia for cats. Mrs. Clorinda was an avid feline fanatic
and, often, numerous stray cats made the rounds inside her home. She thought they were the
most adorable animals. On the other hand, her daughter Inés could not stand the situation: cat
hair everywhere, meowing noises all day and night, scratched furniture, and the worst for her, the
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feeling of fur in her legs when the cats unexpectedly snuck up on her while she sat down to eat.
One particular cat Mrs. Clorinda owned, named Mimí, stirred Inés’ strongest feelings of disgust
towards the animals. Inés had many times thought about giving away Mimí so that she would
never have to see her again. One day, the rising hostility between mother and daughter got to the
point that Inés threatened to kill the cat. Inés was already whipping the cat with a belt every time
it came near her, and she was also preventing it from staying inside the house as much as
possible. The mother grew worried that Inés would kill the cat and, since Mimí was pregnant,
also the five unborn kittens she was carrying. The mother thought it would bring the family 35
years of bad luck if Inés slaughtered them all.
There came a time when the cat was not getting in Inés’ way as much as it used to, but that
was because the cat was already in an advanced pregnancy stage and mostly slept in the mother´s
room. However, one day Inés was knitting and heard a strange noise outside, near her window,
and when she got near it, at the exact same time, Mimí jumped on to the window’s ledge. Both
Inés and Mimí were caught by surprise to be facing each other in such proximity and, as the
paragraph above in (3) details, Inés screamed and Mimí meowed, both so loudly that they
shocked each other. Inés, now panicked, stumbled on to a piece of furniture, fell on the floor, and
cut her head, bleeding profusely. The loud noise frustrated the already stressed-out mother, and
as she approached Inés to help her stop the bleeding, Inés’ reaction towards the mother was
complete silence. The writer materializes this state of affairs by writing the PPE utterance: Inés
nada dijo ‘Inés nothing said’, narrating Inés’ reaction to her mother and not allowing her
mother’s assistance in any way whatsoever to take care of the wound. The reason the author
wants in this instance to use the less frequent PPE format is to signal to the reader that Inés ‘not
saying’ or not reacting in her usual way is not an event that merits Attention becasue it does not
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materially affect the storyline. It is a non-event. The appropriateness of the meaning signaled
here is supported by the presence of the word nada ‘nothing’, saying nothing in this paragraph
amounts to just an immaterial action. Where the author does desire that Attention be paid to is to
the non-verbal hateful behavior of Inés as it is reflected through her eyes. The paragraph is
about Inés’ deep hate towards cats and about one of the climaxing events in the story (her falling
to the ground and injuring herself) leading to the mother eventually fearing more for her cat’s life
and giving it away to protect it. The theme is not about what Inés ‘said’, but about what her eyes
revealed of the hateful emotions she harbored against cats. In fact, this theme of ‘hate’ preambles
the end of the short story as it relates to Inés’ life. At the end, the author tells us that Inés spent
the rest of her days thinking of ways to eradicate every possible cat that crossed her way,
transforming her phobic hate for cats into her life’s mission.
Another important contextual clue supporting our interpretation of the PPE just analyzed is
found in the dialogue that immediately follows Inés’ refusal of her mother’s help. When the
mother asks Inés if her injured head ‘hurt a lot’, the author writes produces an
infrequently observed one-participant P=E pero Inés no respondía ‘but Inés did not respond’. As
P=
E
discussed in Chapter 5, P= E is the signal of LESS Event Attentionworthiness in Phase 1. What is
it that the author is signaling with that meaning in this instance? The event, negated in this
utterance, is no respondía ‘did not respond’, with a word order that is signaling that LESS
Attention is needed on the ‘non-responsive’ act on Inés’ part. But why is the event of Inés ‘not
responding’ to her mother of less salient here? Inés’ failure to verbally respond to her mother’s
attempts to console and assist her, and why it was signaled with LESS Event Attentionworthiness,
are both a continuation of the theme where Inés’ eyes are the rhetorical instrument utilized to
communicate what she really felt inside. Following along that same theme, observe yet another
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fragment of the dialogue alluding to Inés’ emotions, where the author conveys that while injured
on the floor and glancing at her mother Inés sólo la miró con rencor ‘Inés only looked at her
with resentment’. Even though there is no hypothesized word order signal present in that
utterance, it nonetheless again reveals Inés’ true feelings by way of her visual sensors, serving
yet as another reminder to be fixated not on the act of Inés ‘saying’ (or ‘not saying’) but instead
on being allowed to enter her sacrosanct, inner emotional world.

6. Quantitative Testing for EPP and PPE
Now that we have presented our qualitative validation of examples of both EPP and PPE
we will demonstrate, through quantitative testing techniques, that our meaning hypotheses for
these two word order signals have broader applicability than the utterances selected for
qualitative validation in examples (1) - (3). In Table I we show the results of a count designed
from a quantitative prediction. That prediction is based on general communicative principles, on
the human factor, and the patterns observed in the examples analyzed above in sections 4 and 5.
The prediction is based on the expectation that occurring events should be more likely to be
signaled with MORE Event Attentionworthiness than non-occurring events (examples 1-2), and
that non-occurring events should be more likely to be signaled with LESS Event
Attentionworthiness (example 3) than occurring events. Those patterns form the basis of the
following quantitative prediction:

Prediction IX: If events that occur deserve more Attention than events that do not occur
(i.e., negated events), then the EPP signal of MORE Event Attentionworthiness will
correlate positively with occurring events and the PPE signal of LESS Event
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Attentionworthiness will correlate positively with non-occurring events. The expected
negative correlations will be observed in the exact inverse pattern: EPP will correlate
negatively with non-occuring events and PPE will correlate negatively with occurring
events.

Table X. Occurrence of Event
Type of Event

Occurring (asserted)
Non-Ocurring (not asserted)

MORE

LESS

Event
Attentionworthiness
EPP
n
%
67
93
5
7
72

Event
Attentionworthiness
PPE
n
pct.
2
33
4
67
6

OR > 26
Table X shows that our prediction is confirmed. There is a positive association between
the independent variable Occurring Event with the meaning MORE Event Attentionworthiness,
with 93 percent of EPP utterances designating or favoring events that occur. Likewise, the
positive association between the independent variable Non-Occurring Event with the meaning
LESS

Event Attentionworthiness is demonstrated by PPE designating or favoring non-occurring

events 67 percent of the time. As conversely predicted, there is a negative association between
the independent variable Occurring Event with LESS Event Attentionworthiness, where EPP
disfavors non-occurring events by designating them on only seven percent of the instances where
it was observed. Likewise, the negative association between the independent variable NonOccurring Event with MORE Event Attentionworthiness is represented by PPE disfavoring
occurring events by designating them in 33 percent of the instances where it was observed.
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Chapter 7
Theoretical Consequences of the Analysis

1. Considerations of theoretical nature
William Diver’s critique of much of the linguistic theorizing that he encountered during
his lifetime has to do with (1) the rejection of what he considered speculative and aprioristic
approaches to the study of language, coupled with (2) his idea that theory should follow from
successful analysis, a posteriori, and not the other way around. Diver maintained that other
theories of language accepted what he called "metaphysical realities" (e.g., the ‘sentence’) and
that their goal was to seek the "properties" of those metaphysical realities (e.g., the ‘subject’ of
the sentence). According to Diver, those properties "have nothing to do with actual languages"
(Diver 1995/2012d, p. xx). In keeping with these Diverian ideas, we have delayed discussing the
theoretical implications of the hypotheses presented in this work until the end, for it is only after
we have performed our analysis that we are ready to consider "big picture" questions. Now that
the task of presenting our analysis is complete, we can engage in a discussion of some of the
theoretical implications of our analysis on the following two theoretical issues:

The (ir)relevance of the constructs Subject and Object for word order in Spanish.
The relationship between prosody and word order.

We will not treat each issue in exhaustive detail; rather, our intention is to present each one as a
theoretical reflection so that further discussion can be generated.
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1.1. On the (ir)relevance of the constructs Subject and Object for word order in Spanish.
When it comes to the articulation of syntactic structure, the traditional constructs of
Subject and Object have occupied a position of privilege among language scholars of all
persuasions. But as mentioned in the Introduction and as see in Chapters 3 – 6, these two wellcemented grammatical constructs have been purposely absent from the present analysis, as we
did not find it necessary to appeal to them in order to explain placement of Spanish words within
an utterance. In the two hypotheses presented for the systems of Attentionworthiness, all that was
needed to explain the distribution of sequential utterance elements were the notions Participant
and Event.
The relevant consideration is not so much that the notions Subject and Object were not
appealed to when furnishing our explanations, as in the end, that in itself is not reason enough to
negate their validity. Rather, it is the fit between the observations and the explanations derived
from the hypotheses of the grammatical systems of Participant Attentionworthiness and Event
Attentionworthiness that in our estimation obviate the need to appeal to the notions of Subject
and Object when studying word order in Spanish.
Before diving into the specifics of how our two word-order hypotheses are not dependent
on the constructs Subject and Object, we need to be explicit about how these two traditional
terms are generally understood. After all, the critical reader might ask: what is the difference
between the entity signaled with HIGHER Participant Attentionworthiness and the notion of
Subject? Is this simply a matter of terminology? The answer is yes, there is a difference, and no,
we are not just playing with words. We will use as our base the critical-philosophic assessment
that Diver, Davis and Reid (2012) apply to the notion of Subject as a grammatical hypothesis
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within what Diver called the Theory of the Sentence. We begin recognizing in similar fashion, as
they do, that the notion of Subject has been defined primarily in three different ways, as:
(1) what the sentence is about; or (2) the entity performing the action expressed by the verb, “the
Agent”; or (3) the entity which agrees with the verb in Person and Number. For these authors,
out of those three definitions of Subject, the first two fail empirically because there's no
correlation between the Subject and any observable form. Such forms can be realizations of the
Subject, but they can also be realizations of other categories (e.g., often in Latin, the forms of the
nominative case appear as Subject and as part of the Predication in the same sentence – rather
than being used only as Subject of the sentence – as the theory predicts). However, the definition
in (3) is the one that these three authors consider critical, for it is the one that is used most freely
within autonomous syntactic theories as an example of a category without any ‘meaning’, but
also irrelevant, as in these theories devoid of meaning the Subject "becomes a statement of the
relation between two linguistic expressions, a purely formal statement without substantive
motivation" (Diver, Davis and Reid 2012, p. xx).
It is precisely substantive motivation that is the difference between a semantic model
based on meaning (e.g., our analysis based on relative degrees of Attentionworthiness) and the
arbitrary syntactic models consisting of semantically empty categories found in several
theoretical approaches, including generative grammar.20 A clear example of this line of thinking
can be seen in typological treatments. In his functional-typological account of Basic Word Order,
Tomlin (1986) explains how he parsed his data:

20

The postulation of an arbitrary syntax is not an exclusive claim of Generative Grammar. It has long been argued
by multiple scholars that, quite possibly, grammar (and especially, syntax) develops from the “freezing” of elements
in language that originally followed iconic ordering and then subsequently became arbitrary “formal requirements”
(see discussion in Lyons 1977, p. 511). Opposite to that is the view, also held by some Columbia School scholars,
that arbitrariness is only found in the signal-meaning pairing; therefore, the syntax is motivated (e.g., García 2009).
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Subject will be taken here to refer to the primary syntactic relation borne by a NP
with respect to the verb. It is generally identifiable through syntactic alternations
of agreement and voice. None of the following represent either features of subject
or its identifying characteristics: semantic role; position; theme, topic, or so-called
old information. Subject is strictly a syntactic category; it has no semantic or
pragmatic attributes…
(Tomlin 1986, p. 13)
Formally, then, the grammatical Subject is the product of a mechanical identification procedure
performed by the analyst that completely disregards semantic considerations. How salient is the
entity within the discourse environment in which it appears is irrelevant in formal syntactic
treatments, especially since it is likely that the analysis consists of scrutiny of decontextualized
made-up sentences. Even though Tomlin is a superb functional linguist trained in linguistic
typology, he too cannot escape from the analytical reach of the syntactic definition of Subject. Of
course, one can argue, Tomlin is not in search of the meaning of Subject, but he is – just as we
are for Spanish – interested in the principles governing word order (all languages for Tomlin),
and the semantically empty Subject happens to be a category Tomlin retains within the model he
proposes.
The contrast between Tomlin's strict syntactic definition of Subject and the basis for us
rejecting it could not be any clearer. The meaning of HIGHER Participant Attentionworthiness is
signaled by a position within the utterance and it is not a meaning signaled a priori by any word
in particular, nor is it a "default" or hypothesized meaning for the notion of Subject: i.e., we are
not proposing that Subject signals or it is signaled with HIGHER Participant Attentionworthiness.
In our model then, it is the word (i.e., an entity-word or event-word, depending on the case)
occupying a signaling position that is inferred as deserving a relatively greater or lesser degree of
Attention than either (1) the word in the other signaling position within the same cluster of words
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(i.e., Initial Position vs. Final Position in PEP); or (2) the entity-word that is alluded to but not
mentioned by the verb ending (i.e., P≠E or EP≠); or (3) the event-word that stands in an opposite
value relation within the same grammatical system (i.e., EPP vs. PPE and EP= vs. P= E).
What we have here, then, is words occupying positions (or slots), for example, the Initial
Position in a PEP utterance. Whether that Initial Position in PEP is occupied by a word that is
traditionally classified as Subject or Object does not matter, given that, regardless, it will always
signal the word occupying it with HIGHER Participant Attentionworthiness (see Figure 1). The
notions of Subject and Object do not reveal anything additional about the grammatical
mechanism of word order in Spanish. Neither do they reveal anything about the grammatical
structure of Spanish. Instead, they rather muddy the waters even more, creating formal
distinctions where they do not exist. And if formal distinctions do exist, they do not seem at this
stage of our research to have an impact on the function of the various word order configurations
available to the speaker of the language. What we see is that the signaling function of a given
position within a word order is independent from considerations of subjecthood or
objecthood. This point bears some elaboration. The signal PEP in the system of Participant
Attentionworthiness (Chapter 3) is repeated in Figure 12.

HIGHER

LOWER

Participant
Attentionworthiness

Participant
Attentionworthiness

Meaning
Hypothesis

P

E

P

Signal

Subject

Verb

Object

SVO

Object

Verb

Subject

OVS

Traditional Grammar

Figure 12. Hypothesized grammatical status of words vis-a-vis PEP.
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From the point of view of the meaning hypothesis for the system of Participant
Attentionworthiness, in certain two-participant events (i.e., when the Participants flank the
Event, or PEP) it is semantically and structurally irrelevant whether the word in Initial Position
in PEP is classified the Subject (of an SVO sequence) or the Object (of an OVS sequence), as
they are both signaled with the same meaning of HIGHER Participant Attentionworthiness. In
other words, the first slot of that three-element sequence can be occupied with a word
traditionally classified as either Subject or Object, and regardless, it will yield the same
communicative effect in the message. The meaning hypothesis neutralizes the perceived
difference between the two traditional constructs, rendering them ineffective in explaining the
function of the PEP word order in Spanish. The classification of both words as a Participant
reflects this erasing of distinctiveness, and with Subject and Object now collapsed into one, we
unavoidably conclude that they both act in similar fashion. Showing no grammatical difference,
we propose, at least for Spanish, that: SVO = OVS.
The same observation can be made of the traditional grammatical status of the word
occupying Final Position in PEP, as the meaning hypothesis renders irrelevant whether that word
is Object (of an SVO sequence) or Subject (of an OVS sequence), since they are both signaled
with the same meaning of LOWER Participant Attentionworthiness. Similar to what happens in
Initial Position, the cataloguing of a word as Subject or Object has no grammatical relevance in
Final Position, given that the semantic contribution of the position occupied by the word
designated as Subject or Object is the same, irrespective of its traditional grammatical status.
In Figure 13 and Figure 14 we see that this irrelevance of the notions Subject and Object
is true not only with the ordering of Participants flanking the Event (or PEP), but that the same
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principle operates when the two participants are placed to the right of the Event (i.e., EPP in
Figure 13) or to the left of the Event (i.e., PPE in Figure 14).
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Figure 13. Hypothesized grammatical status of words vis-a-vis EPP.
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Figure 14. Hypothesized grammatical status of words vis-a-vis PPE.

From the point of view of the meaning hypothesis for the system of Event
Attentionworthiness, in certain two-participant events (i.e., EPP and PPE) it is semantically and
structurally irrelevant whether the words in the following positions:
a. Middle Position and Final Position in EPP,
and
b. Initial Position and Middle Position in PPE
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are classified as Subject or Object, given that the ordering of those participant-words does not
affect the mechanism (or the position) that signals Event Attentionworthiness. For example, in
the EPP’s: tomo yo agua and tomo agua yo, the ordering of the participants agua and yo (i.e.,
whether yo comes before or after agua) carries no consequence with respect to the fact that it is
the position occupied by the event-word tomo that signals MORE Event Attentionworthiness. The
same occurs if we were to turn that same EPP utterance above into the PPE’s: yo agua tomo and
agua yo tomo, as similarly, the ordering of agua and yo is inconsequential to the signaling of
Event Attentionworthiness.
The implication of the analysis in terms of the traditional constructs would be that if
Subject and Object can be interchangeably placed (in the Middle and Final positions in EPP or in
the Initial and Middle positions in PPE) without affecting where Attention is directed, then that
makes them grammatically equivalent since neither has a constant semantic contribution in the
message. The meaning hypothesis presented here neutralizes the perceived difference between
syntactic Subject and syntactic Object, rendering them ineffective in explaining the function of
the EPP and PPE word orders in Spanish. The classification of both words as a Participant
reflects this erasing of distinctiveness, as the grammatical difference between Subject and Object
disappears, and similarly to the pattern observed with SVO/OVS, each pair of word orders
VSO/VOS and SOV/OSV behave in similar grammatical fashion. Therefore, here too,
comparable to the conclusion reached with SVO and OVS, then: VSO = VOS and SOV = OSV.
What we have shown thus far is the need to reconceptualize the word-order typology for
Spanish. If as shown: SVO = OVS, VSO = VOS and SOV = OSV, then the traditional sixmember typology needs to be discarded in favor of a new three-member word order typology:
PEP (replacing SVO/OVS), EPP (replacing VSO/VOS), and PPE (replacing SOV/OSV). The
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distribution of these three word orders in our corpus yields the number of observations for each
type as shown in Table 11, where the new typological classifications are shown compared to the
old typology:

Table 11. New vs. Old typology for word order in Spanish (two participants)

PEP

NEW
TYPOLOGY
n
pct.
922
92.2

EPP

72

7.2

PPE

6

0.6

1000

100.0

SVO
OVS
VSO
VOS
SOV
OSV

OLD
TYPOLOGY
n
pct.
881
88.1
41
4.1
38
3.8
34
3.4
3
0.3
3
0.3
1000
100.0

It is important to note that the new categories we propose stem from our analytical work, where
the rejection of the notions Subject and Object was driven by an explanatory necessity and not by
a desire to reject traditional categories for rejection’s sake. This analysis, moreover, is consistent
with, and builds upon, a long tradition within the framework of the Columbia School, where one
can find, just to mention a few works: the analytically-driven rejection of the notions Subject and
Object in Diver’s analysis of Latin (1989); the rejection of Direct Object and Indirect Object in
Huffman’s analysis of French (1983); and the dismissal of the notion Subject in Davis’ analysis
of Italian (2017). The point was again driven home in Diver’s last published article, “Theory”:
The question is asked, for example, “What is the definition of the subject?”, or,
“What in language corresponds to the subject?” But there is apparently nothing
that consistently corresponds to subject in any known language… That is, a part
of the thought that seems transparently self-evident, finds no echo in language.
(Diver 1995, p. XX)
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1.2 On the relationship between prosodic features and word order
This sub-section will briefly address the role of prosodic features vis-à-vis the study of
word order. The discussion is not meant to be a treatise on phonetics or phonology, but rather, a
critical inquiry into the nature of word order signals and their possible link to prosodic features.
To contextualize how entangled the notions of prosody and syntax are within the field more
generally, we will have a brief look at the work of some scholars engaged in analyzing the
syntax-prosody interface. We find, for example:
Silva-Corvalán (1983):
The facts about intonation, word order, and meaning lead me to conclude that these levels
of description may not be kept totally apart. Indeed… it is the configuration of both word
order and intonation that correlates with any given meaning. (p. 118)
The results of this investigation throw some doubts upon the one-to-one correlation
between form and function at the level of syntax… it seems to me that an account of the
relations between syntax and discourse function or meaning must incorporate intonation.
Taking the interaction of these two formal levels into account may allow us to give a
more adequate explanation of the relation between form, function, and speaker’s
communicative purposes. (p. 138)
Hernanz and Brucart (1987):
Existen tres grandes tipos de modalidad: declarativa, interrogativa e imperativa. Cada
una de ellas va ligada a unos contornos melódicos que le son peculiares y que evidencian
la profunda relación entre sintaxis y entonación. (p.75)
‘There are three main types of modality: declarative, interrogative and imperative. Each
one of them is linked to certain melodic contours that are peculiar to them and that
demonstrate the profound relation between syntax and intonation. (my translation, EHF)
Dado el papel primordial que juega la melodía en la interpretación de enunciados como
los que estamos considerando, resulta aventurado prescindir de ésta en el análisis de los
mismos. (p. 77)
‘Given the central role that melody plays in the interpretation of utterances like those we
are considering, it is risky to dispense with it in their analysis.’ (my translation, EHF)
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Elfner (2018):
… it is perhaps not surprising that prosody may play some role in determining how
terminal elements are linearized. (p. 4)
… the possibility that prosodic structure may play a role in determining the surface
structure of traditionally syntactic domains such as word order and even syntactic
movement, suggests that an understanding of prosody and the syntax-prosody interface is
vital to our understanding of syntax. (Elfner 2018, p.x)
The main objective of presenting the statements above is to represent the rather
widespread analytical belief that a dependency exists between the final shape observed in the
word order format of a sentence and some perceived prosodic feature(s). Moreover, it seems, at
least as far as how these scholars state their concerns, that the direction of the dependency goes
from prosody (e.g., intonation) to syntax (e.g., word order). However, it is not entirely clear in
the more recent summary by Elfner (2018) what is meant by the term ‘prosody’: Is Elfner
referring to all prosodic features (e.g., pitch, duration, intonation contours, stress, etc.) or is
Elfner restricting the term – like Silva-Corvalán (1983) and Hernanz and Brucart (1987)
explicitly did in the 1980’s – to the effects of intonation?
Our proposal here is that the answers to the questions just posed do not matter, because as
we will elaborate further below: linear order has no phonetic substance. All ordering
mechanisms that signal grammatical meanings are concerned with how elements are arranged
and not with what those elements are. This how concerns the linear format of placed elements:
all form and no substance. Whether those elements are words, or chairs, or anything else is
irrelevant. The relevant consideration is the way in which those words, or chairs, or anything
else are linearly arranged. This idea, whether it appears to our reader as unconventional or not,
does not seem to have taken much hold in linguistic inquiry – if the six quoted statements above
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serve as any indication. In Figure 4 we see what we might call the bare-bones structure of a
given utterance.

“SLOT”

A

B

C

Empty

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Element #1

Element #2

Element #3

Figure 15. Bare-bones structure (or form) for a potential utterance with three elements.

Imagine that as shown in Figure 15, the positions in a possible arrangement of elements could be
represented by empty slots. Each one of the empty slots can be thought to be, in form, a
container of some kind. Imagine now that the empty containers represent the bare-bones
structure of an utterance. In Figure 15, we have one way of representing the bare-bones structure
for an utterance that would be composed of three elements: Slot A represents the Initial Position;
Slot B the Middle Position; and Slot C the Final Position in that utterance before the elements
occupying it are inferred as words, and subsequently as a Participant or Event. So far, we do not
find it necessary to appeal to sound – if we are to adhere strictly to the only characteristic that
truly belongs to linear order: position. The positions themselves (i.e., Slots A, B, C in Figure 15)
are represented by three empty containers because, again, positions do not have sound (i.e.,
they lack phonetic substance). Each ‘soundless’ position is just that: an empty slot within a series
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of empty slots. In Figure 16 we illustrate the introduction of phonetic substance to the otherwise
empty container slots.

Form

Phonetic
Substance

Initial Position
(A)

Middle Position
(B)

Final Position
(C)

Yo ‘I’

tomé ‘drank’

agua ‘water’

[ʝó]

[to.mé]

[á.ɣwa]

word #1

word #2

word #3

Fig 16. Introduction of phonetic substance to forms in an utterance with three elements.

As evident in Figure 16, the three previously ‘empty’ containers from Figure 15 are now
filled with three different colors: blue, yellow, and gray. Each color represents the distinct
articulatory make-up (i.e., the phonetic substance) of each word occupying the Initial, Middle
and Final positions in the utterance yo tomé agua. Note that prior to introducing phonetic
substance into each container, the empty slots were labeled simply Slot A, Slot B, and Slot C.
The reason for this initial labeling A, B, C is because there is no utterance to be inferred without
the phonetic substance of each word filling each container slot; therefore, it does not make sense
to speak of Initial, Middle, and Final positions, since all positions are essentially blanks – void of
content: there is no possibility of words, and therefore of word order, without the word’s
physical properties (e.g., vocal cord vibrations in speech; gestures in sign language).
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Form

Phonetic Substance

Initial Position

Middle Position

Final Position

Yo ‘I’

tomé ‘drank’

agua ‘water’

[ʝó]

[to.mé]

[á.ɣwa]

Signal

P[articipant]

MEANING

HIGHER

LOWER

Participant
Attentionworthiness

Participant
Attentionworthiness

Semantic Substance

E[vent]

P[articipant]

Figure 17. The inference of a word order signal: the PEP format.

In Figure 17, we illustrate the remaining processes for inferring a word order signal in
Spanish. Any signal to be inferred via word order does not solely rely on the presence of
phonetic substance and the subsequent parsing of words that occupy each ‘slot’ (see Figure 16).
The inferential process also requires a Participant-Event distinction for each word in the
sequence (i.e., not just any word can be part of the word order signal: e.g., traditional ‘adverbs’).
Once the Participants and the Event are inferred – and their linear order is established (e.g., a P,
followed by E, then followed by another P) – can the inference of the PEP signal be possible.
However, it would appear as if one more thing was missing. As Roman Jakobson maintained,
and subsequently Diver too: there is no signal without a meaning, and there is no meaning
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without a signal.21 Analytically, at least, meaning(s) categorizing a Semantic Substance would
also be required for the proper identification of the signal.
To sum up what we have been discussing so far: The signaling through word order is a
matter of positions signaling a hypothesized meaning. Positions are forms that are independent
from any individual word occupying them in an utterance. This in turn separates the ordering of
words from the words themselves, where a distinction can be made between soundless positions
and sound-bearing words. If those assertions are true, then the introduction of prosodic features
into the explanation of word order function would seem like taking a step in the wrong direction:
i.e., prosodic features are outside the grammatical signaling mechanism of word order. 22
However, there is a small caveat. The one dependency that does exist with a prosodic
component is with the phonetic composition of the word itself, given that a position only
becomes a signaling position when a word is: (1) parsed discretely from other words in the same
stream of speech; (2) inferred as designating either an event or a participant in an event; (3)
placed in a position (i.e., in an empty ‘slot’) relative to other positions that are occupied by words
also designating participants or events; and, (4) in a position associated with a MEANING
hypothesis. Therefore, the grammatical signals of word order, given their secondary nature, rely
first on the inference of lexical structures (i.e., before the word order can be established, the
words themselves need to be inferred). For example, in order to establish that the utterance yo
tomé agua should be inferred as a PEP word order, the words yo, tomé, and agua need to be
inferred first. Once those three words are inferred as three discrete structures, and furthermore,
that each one of those words is recognized in the message as either a participant in an event (P)

21

The earliest formulation we found for this statement is in Waugh’s summary of R. Jakobson’s work from the
1950’s: “There is no signatum without a signum (and, a fortiori, without a signans)… Moreover, there is no signans
without a signatum (or a fortiori without a signum).” (Waugh 1976, p. 40-41).
22
This position is consistent with the Principle of Phonology-Free Syntax (Zwicky & Pullum 1986).
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or the event itself (E), then it can be argued that the P.E.P order is present. In brief: the
recognition of a word order requires first the recognition of the words that make such ordering
possible.
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Chapter 8
Summary of the Analysis

The grammatical analysis of linear order in Spanish presented throughout this dissertation suggests
that clear but complex relations exist between discrete word orders in Spanish and two subdomains of the broader semantic property of Attentionworthiness. The underlying basis of those
relations is, on one end, the fused interaction between the hypothesized signal(s) and their
corresponding meaning(s); and, on the other end, the more diffused nature of the orientations that
motivate those relations – namely Communication and the Human Factor. At the center of the
interconnection of all the elements stands the power of human inference. In language, it is the
ability to use intelligence to deduce from the available and often incomplete or indirect linguistic
facts what is the objective of a communication. Our analysis has made extensive use of this human
capacity of inference through reason, given that our core proposal relies on discrete word order
configurations (inferred as signals) that are each attached to a meaning (that is also inferred), the
combination leading to an instruction within an inferred message.
Every aspect of our analysis has been directly motivated by a meaning hypothesis. We have
demonstrated, both qualitatively and quantitatively, that each time a specified word order is used
it is associated to a "hint-like" instruction on how to allocate differential Attention. Moreover, our
analysis has shown that, between the contribution afforded by a word order signaling
Attentionworthiness and the always-unique communicative output or message there is an additive
inferential gap. It is in this leap from linguistically encoded meaning to inferred message where
we find a prime instance of both the Communicative and Human Factor orientations, consisting of
the employment of human creativeness to infer endless messages with help derived from the same
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imprecise bits of information contained in the shared grammatical inventory of meaning-encoded
signals.
The form of the signals themselves is arbitrary. No synchronic account of the form of the
signals is needed, that is, the analyst does not have to answer the question of why the signals of
Attentionworthiness adopt the forms that they do (why are they word orders and not suffixes, or
why this particular word order versus another). As fascinating as that question is, it is more
appropriately dealt with as a diachronic question. What we mostly occupy ourselves with is
demonstrating how a meaning hypothesis helps explain the non-random distribution of a signal in
discourse. In other words, we seek the synchronic motivation of how substance interacts with value
(cf. Diver 1974/2012b).23 Specific to this study, we have seen how word order signals are
distributed in discourse due to their hypothesized relative meanings of Attentionworthiness.
As mentioned in the first two chapters, the likely link between properties of attention and
features of word order has been suggested since as far back as 1492. One stance that could be taken
is to deny that there is any truth to the old claim about an “attention-word order link”, implying
that there have been over 500 years of mistaken assumptions about the nature of word order in
Spanish. We have demonstrated that such a position is not tenable; but it is, in fact, the well-known
general position adopted by Chomsky:
… I have argued (I think plausibly, but not uncontroversially) that language, an
internal system of the mind, is independent of externalization and basically
provides expressions of linguistically formulated thought. As such, it is a system
of pure structure, lacking linear order and other arrangements that are really
not part of language as such but are imposed by requirements of the
articulatory system (sign, which uses visual space, exploits some other options).
23

It appears true that the balanced re-insertion of substance with value in grammatical analysis was introduced in
western post-Saussurean linguistics by Diver in 1974 (cf. Reid 2006, Davis 2004). However, we believe based on
the chronology of publications and the known influence of Jakobson, Martinet, and the Prague School on Diver, that
the substantive criticism of Saussure abandoning substance for pure value along with the initial suggestion that a
greater fit between substance and value was needed originated first in Voloshinov’s Marxism and the philosophy of
language (first published in Russian in 1929, not translated into English until 1973, one year prior to Diver in 1974
publishing his paper: “Substance and Value in Linguistic Analysis”).
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Internal language is based on recursive operations that yield what we call the Basic
Property of language: generation of an infinite array of hierarchically structured
expressions that are interpreted as thoughts. The externalization system for
language has no recursive operations – it is, basically, a deterministic mapping
that introduces linear order and other arrangements that are required by the
output system.
(Chomsky 2015, parentheses in original)
Chomsky’s recent dismissal (above) stating that linear order is not part of the structure of language
is not surprising, given that he had already explicitly dismissed the role of attention in linguistic
theory back in the 1960’s, in what is shockingly still a highly-regarded statement:
Linguistic theory is concerned primarily with an ideal speaker-listener, in a
completely homogeneous speech-community, who knows its language perfectly
and is unaffected by such grammatically irrelevant conditions as memory
limitations, distractions, shifts of attention and interest, and errors (random or
characteristic) in applying his knowledge of the language in actual performance.
(Chomsky 1964, pp. 3-4, bold is mine, EHF)
The contrast between the hypotheses presented in our grammatical analysis of Spanish
word order and those of Chomsky and his followers could not be starker. Chomsky denies the role
of attention in language (1964) and excludes word order from being considered a structural feature
of language (2015). From our vantage point, which does not assume that any such ideal speakerlistener or homogenous environment exists, the answers we have proposed to specific
distributional problems of word order in Spanish appeal precisely to the fluid nature of Attention
and on how the grammar of Spanish fixates that flux in its linear order. What seems to have been
the general malaise in explaining word order in Spanish has been confusing a characteristic ability
that is proper to human cognition (i.e., the relative freedom to move between alternate
communicative demands requiring shifts of attention) and portraying it as a characteristic of the
structure of the language (i.e., the claims that Spanish is a free word order language). We are
cautioned of this problematic way of thinking about language when paying close attention to
Diver’s words:
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The general picture of human language is that of a particular kind of instrument of
communication, an imprecise code by means of which precise messages can be
transmitted through the exercise of human ingenuity. The code and the ingenuity
must be kept clearly separate; most of the difficulties encountered in the various
schools of linguistic analysis result, simply, from the attempt to build the ingenuity
into the structure of language itself.
(Diver 1995/2012, p. 1)

Similarly, Alan Huffman, points to the methodological failure that results from introspection or
not studying language in context, and thus, to the risk of misidentifying message elements as part
of the code:
In devising grammatical hypotheses, the chief analytical challenge is to distinguish
the meaning of the actual form from message effects associated with the form.
Other schools of linguistics typically illustrate their analyses with single-sentence,
uncontextualized examples, more often than not examples invented by the analysts
themselves. The only way to analyze such examples is through introspection. This
method of analysis will at best lead to subjective characterizations of messages. It
is not likely to reveal the underlying meanings of linguistic forms.
(Huffman 2001, p. 35)
As seen in Chapter 2, to be fair, some scholars have rejected the “free” word order hypothesis for
Spanish, qualifying the “free”-characterization with caveats such as: "not free, but pragmatically
flexible" or "not free, but SVO-dominant", etc. In these qualifications (e.g., pragmatic flexibility
and SVO-dominance), we find that its proponents are still grappling with the variable nature of the
observations and attempting to build that variation into the description or the explanation they
furnish about the linguistic observations.
For us, however, the matter is of a much different nature. Viewing the problem from the
semantic side of grammar, where we first grappled with invariant meaning, the conclusion based
on our analysis is that word order in Spanish is fixed, or saying it more clearly, word order in
Spanish is semantically fixed: the language is equipped of positional signals with invariant
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meanings of Attentionworthiness. The signals instruct that differential Attention be paid to either
Participants (through the signals PEP and P≠E vs. EP≠) or to Events (through the signals
EP= vs. P=E and EPP vs. PPE). Even though we have only hypothesized binary oppositions of
discrete word order configurations, this does not mean that one of the hypothesized systems could
not have been a three-member system instead (e.g., oppositions in a grammatical system between
PEP vs. EPP vs. PPE), given the interaction that exists amongst the meaningful signaling units
(belonging or not to different systems) in the speaker’s grammar.

Participant
Attentionworthines
HIGHER

LOWER

PEP
EPP
HIGHER

PPE
LOWER

Event
Attentionworthiness
Figure 18. The interaction of grammatical systems (two-participant events).
In Figure 18 we illustrate two important points that bear stressing. First, is that choosing a
signal-meaning pair in one system (e.g., EPP meaning

HIGHER

Event Attentionworthiness) has a

direct impact within the system it belongs to, as it eliminates the choice of the signal-meaning pair
opposite to it (i.e., not choosing PPE meaning LOWER Event Attenionworthiness, because EPP was
chosen). Second, the final choice of a signal-meaning pair (i.e., EPP, in our example) is indirectly
impacted by other related grammatical systems (e.g., the choice of EPP also entails not choosing
the PEP signal from the system of Participant Attentionworthiness). The point is that the choice
of signal is not only determined by the appropriateness of its meaning, but it is also determined by
the lesser appropriateness of the meaning(s) in opposite signal(s) within the same grammatical
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system and in other, separate, but interrelated grammatical systems. This idea relates to (and
slightly expands on) the notion of opposition of substance, developed in the work of Joseph Davis
(cf. Davis 2017, pp. 237-238). To be clear, the hypothesized meaning of a form is what most
directly accounts for the presence in discourse of its hypothesized corresponding signal; but other
factors also play into the reason why a speaker chooses a signal, and one of them is the not choosing
of other possible signals that could have been invoked instead.
Our work, then, is motivated by solving for two variables at the same time: (1) the nonrandom distribution of a linguistic phenomenon (i.e., the signal) and (2) the hypothesis that is
formulated to explain the distribution of said phenomenon (i.e., the meaning). The complexity of
the process of formulating meaning hypotheses, along with the subsequent application of
qualitative and quantitative validating procedures, lies in the impossibility of defining the changing
landscape of the data being analyzed (in our case the Attentionworthiness of Participants and
Events) in its real contextual frame:
The different possible realizations of an underlying principle are thus open ended
in number: not only not defined, but in fact not even definable (cf. Hockett, 1968,
for fundamentally the same point). Indeed, as context changes (which it must, by
its very nature) infinitely many different aspects of events and entities have a
chance of being perceived as relevant.
We do not know, a priori, which or how many contextual factors may/will influence
the obviousness of a referent… What kinds of referents, under what conditions, are
more likely to capture the attention of the speaker and/or hearer is a matter of
empirical investigation, but there is no reason to suppose that the number or even
the type of relevant considerations can be defined a priori… what PARTICULAR
traits… cannot be predicted, and certainly not in the absolute terms necessary for
formalization.
(García 1983, p. 204)
In the Columbia School tradition, with qualitative validation, each instance of an observed token
is put to the test, and the analyst must justify how the hypothesized meaning of the form contributes
to the speaker’s intended message. With quantitative validation, the analyst attempts to
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demonstrate that a positive correlation obtains between the dependent meaning variable (the
hypothesis) and an independent co-occurring variable. There may even be, presumably, a causeand-effect relationship between the two. In our view, the correlation between the variable(s)
identified as potentially being motivator(s) for the use of a meaning and the recurrent use of that
same meaning in discourse must, however, be kept subordinate to the formulation of the
corresponding signal-meaning hypothesis. A grammatical analysis in the Columbia School
tradition is mostly concerned with the non-random distribution of signaling forms in discourse and
with formulating successful signal-meaning hypotheses to explain a form’s distributive patterns.
Therefore, what counts as success is the demonstration that a linguistic signal corresponds to a
hypothesized invariant meaning, and that when instances of the signal are observed in real
language use, the signal’s meaning is responsible for the signal’s presence at that point in the given
discourse environment. The analyst should not, however, make the mistake of tying the success of
a meaning hypothesis to the quantitative enterprise; that is, the analyst must not take the
quantitative measures as analytical ends themselves. Neither should the analyst imagine that a
favorable skewing in a count on a particular text or corpus demonstrates the general applicability
of a factor in relation to a meaning distribution. To this effect, Joseph Davis states:
We have no basis in which to speculate about the psychological reality of the
innumerable communicative factors that might affect a speaker’s use of the
meanings. And, because of the interconnectedness of the communicative factors,
we cannot say, on the basis of a count, just how many examples, if any, represent
the action of a given communicative factor. And if counts do not confirm the
operation of “strategies”, then there is hardly any support for the speculation that
they are real and deserving of theoretical status.
(Davis 2004, p.168)

Now, returning to the two theoretical points made earlier in Chapter 7: the role of prosodic
features vis-à-vis word order and the (ir)relevance of the categories Subject and Object. That a
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relationship between features of word order and prosodic features might exist can only be answered
considering whether word order itself is a structural mechanism capable of signaling meaning. If
the answer is affirmative, as we have argued, then a word order pattern per se cannot carry along
prosodic features, as the phonetic substance associated with any particular order comes from the
words that occupy each ‘slot’ in the pattern and not from the ordering of the positions themselves
– as positions are void of sound. If the answer is negative, then, greater considerations regarding
the relationship between Grammar and Phonology must be taken into account. We leave the matter
with a brief reflection on this topic from John Lyons, taken from his classic monograph on
Semantics:
There is an inherent connection between grammar and semantics which does not
hold between grammar and phonology; and this fact should be captured in anything
that purports to be a model of a language-system. 24
(Lyons 1978, p.411)
The common model of the language-system in modern linguistics is that which is seen as
a nomenclature. This model, however, was rejected by Ferdinand de Saussure; and after him –
Diver also shared the same critical point of view vis-à-vis nomenclaturism as did Saussure – in
what Ricardo Otheguy proposes is the central shared notion held between Saussure and Diver:
The central holding of Saussure’s theoretical position is that there are no ideas to
encode independently of language, that there are no antecedent concepts for a
language to express; in short, and to use Saussurean terminology, that a language
is not a nomenclature… For Saussure, then, the rejection of nomenclaturism,
coupled with the adoption of arbitrariness, amounts to a rejection of the proposition
that a language contains and offers up for inspection a set of sentences organized
in terms of traditional concepts, whether these concepts are openly presented as
categories of meaning or under the cloak of categories of structure.
(Otheguy 2002, p.397, italics in original)

24

We note here that an unaltered position from early on in Diver (through 1979) until his last publication (1995) is
that Phonetics (or the physiological constraints of the vocal cords) is not only central to understanding the internal
structure of the signal (i.e., distribution of sound within morphemic boundaries) but is also seen as an external
orientation informing analytical practice, and therefore, inextricably connected to the methods and goals typically
associated with Phonology.
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Two constructs traditionally presented "under the cloak of categories of structure" are those of
Subject and Object, both refuted as valid hypotheses based on our analytical procedures for the
phenomena of word order in Spanish that we have occupied ourselves with in the present study.
The rejection of those constructs is not new in Saussure or Diver (or a few in Columbia School);
both explicitly rejected the handed-down notions of Subject and Object. What is new here is what
and how: (a) matter sourced was used (i.e., discrete ordering of words in Spanish – as signals), and
(b) semantic substance was used (i.e., relative meanings of Attentionworthiness), to analytically
arrive to similar conclusions than those of Saussure and Diver.
In conclusion, the analysis that we have presented has features that can be characterized as
those evidenced in the linguistic work pioneered by William Diver and the Columbia School. It
has appealed to the Communicative and Human Factor orientations and, especially, to the power
of inference, in establishing that previously unknown dynamics exist between various word orders
in Spanish. That the problem, to date seemingly unresolved, can be tackled with an approach that
views the basis for the systematic study of linguistic observations resting on primarily monosemic
relationships consisting of signals and meanings. And importantly, the analysis has relied on text
and context, where both were approached bi-directionally with philological care, appealing to all
the necessary variables needed to explain each data point, thus ensuring the security of the analysis
and the integrity of the hypotheses. This only underscores the critical role that literature plays in
illuminating the merits of linguistic methods, and vice versa, that the interpretation of texts can
only become richer and less speculative once a structured approach rooted in linguistics is
incorporated into hermeneutics. The fact is that no such hard distinction between linguistics and
literature is necessary, on the contrary, it is existentially detrimental. Even more critically so, this
analysis nostalgically harks back to a time where the concrete realization of language in literature
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was a strong pillar of knowledge – where language scholars built their edifices – but where today,
only a few stand as remains of ancient monuments, patrimony too often ignored in the name of
scientific advancement in contemporary linguistic thought.
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